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1. 
I. 
IWfHODUCTION 
Tragedy has existed on the stage since the time of the 
ancient Greeks, and while not in OUI' day so popular with the 
masses as comedy, - "'tis caviar to the general"- has g iven r:Lse 
among the intelligentsia of every age and race to much criticism 
from Ar istotle down to 0 'Neill, in an attempt to discovel" what 
in the portrayal of life constit11tes tragedy and what are its 
distinctive "ti•appings and its suits of woe". In the life-
history of tragedy three distinct periods have occurred, when 
the tragic conception has heen completely revolutionized hy the 
master-spirits of the age , classic tPagedy estahlished hy 
Aeschylus and Sophocles in the sixth century B . c., romantic 
tra~edy, inaugurated by Shakespeare and Calderon in the six-
teenth centul'Y, and social drama, launched hy Ibsen in the 
latter part of the ninete enth century. The serious play of 
today , whether it be named on the program comedy, trap,edy, Ol' 
plain drama , is the youngest sister of these, yet so different 
in form from both classical and romantic tragedy as to he almost 
a genre in itself. 
Any study of tragedy must perfol'Ce beg in with that .iustly 
famous fiPst hook of theatrical criticism, Aristotle's Art of 
Poetry, and in that book with the remarkable theory of tragedy 
which down to the frock-coated Ibsen of 1880 challen~ed the 
attention of both devotees and critics of the Tragic rmse . To 
be sure, Aristot le did not invent his theory out of a fertile 
imagination . Like any worth-while CI'i tic he studied the evidence 
at hand, then made his deductions . He could not have asked 'for a 
better l ahorat oT>y or :more per•fect specimens . than the Golden Age 
of Greek literature and the tragedies of Aeschylus , Sophocles, 
and Eur ipides. Like all good Athenians , he rev1larly attended 
the Theatre of Dionysus, where the great poets were still popu-
lar, and where he observed certain characteristics of their art 
which he deemed worth recording. His tragic theory, then, was 
deduced from actual conditions in a living theatre, articulated 
and opganized hy a keen and logical mind. But ages have come 
and gone since then; tastes have changed wi th changing time. 
' e of the twentieth century A. D. are not and of right ought not 
to he bound by the passing conventions of Sophoclean drama , be 
we ever so interested i n the survival of the serious play among 
revues, vaudeville turns, and cinema attractions. 'Ne are _iust 
2. 
as mu.ch rnoved in our day by Anna Chr> istie (despite its "happy 
ending") as were the Elizabethans in 1600 by Hacbeth and the 
Athenians in 500 B. G. by Oedipus ; we ape much more deepl y and 
profitably moved , if we be honest, by the tragedy in Anna Christie 
in our day than by any revival of Shakespeare or of Sophocles, 
because it comes so vitally close to present conditions in the 
midst of which we live and worok and love and suffer , and because 
3. 
its characters are and talk like persons whom we may see any day 
along the water-front of our easter·n cities. Yet Anna Christie 
is, both in theme and treatrnent, as far removed from Gre e k tr•agedy 
as it is possible to conceive. 
To discovel' hovv' this change has come about we must examine 
first,Aristotle 1 s definition of tragedy and the circumstances 
of the Attic stage; then , t he ~en&issance spirit with i ts enkindled 
imagination , its exuberance, its intense physical activity, and 
its love of spectacle; and last, the social awakening of the nine-
teenth century, the new democracy, industrialism, the spr"ead of 
science, the emancipation of woman and its results upon domestic 
life, all of these, phenomena which have pPoduced the complex 
life of today. 
We shall see that the word tragedy etyrno logically helps us 
little in our analysis of the modern serious play. If the claim 
of the Dorians was true , it was compound~d of elements signify-
ing "goat-songu, that ls, a perfoPmance by men disp;nised as 
satyrs . We shall see how Aristotle's conception of tragedy has 
b een rent to shred.s by some of tb.e moclern ple:ywrights. In opposi -
tion to his assertion that the most perfect tragedy represents an 
involved synthesis of incidents in an action single and complete, 
we shall point out Gorki's The Lower DeEths,than which surely 
nothi ng can be more tragic , Hauptmann's The Weavers, Kaiser's 
From Morn to Midnight , and O'Neill's L'mp~ror Jones. Agains t his 
tP ap; ic her•oes, "men not superlatively g ood and just, nor y et 
• 
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vicious and depraved, we shall narne Hedda Gabler, Paula Tanqueray , 
John Ferr;uson , Laura Murdock in The Easiest Way, and Falder in 
Just ice. ~e shall note, too, that these modern people of the 
drw1a are no longer heroes and heroines; neither a re they from 
the trmunbeP of the highly renowned and pPosperou.s. 11 Ther>e a re 
Ephrairn and Abhy, f or instance, in Desire Under the Elms, Nora, 
in The Doll's House , 'I'ito, in Laugh, Clown, Laugh, and Yank, in 
The Hairy F.pe. Such lowly ones had no pl&.ce on the trag ic stage 
of olden days, where only Gods and Kings , or persons of little 
lower rank OP gre&t wealth OP fame cou.ld suffer. There wa s no 
heart -r-;reak, no failuPe, no cUs111 usionment, no pain foP less than 
they, who merely lived and died in a different sphePe of human 
act i v i ty . Tragedy in them was not seemly; it would not ''puPp;e 
:i) 
the souls of the spectatoPs, .exciting pity and fe a r for- one too 
like themselves . Ne i thel' the bouPgeois:i.e nor the proletariat 
had yet arisen, and what men and women existed in their places 
were still happily i gnoPant of the ir unwoPthiness as tragic 
mater i a l. For centuries the fallacy held sway, and to the tragic 
heroes o f the Greek stage were added those of the Elizahethan, 
the French , the Italian , the Spanish , and to some extent the 
German , and 11 what, tho' rare, of l ater age 
Ennobl 1 d hath the huskin 1d stage." 
Poets who v,rere not themselves dram&.tists frequently ex-
pressed this conc ept of the tragic hero: Chaucer• in the four-
teenth centUl''Y -
"Anhangecl was Cresus, the proucle kyng ; 
Hi s roial trone myghte hym not availle. 
Trageclie is noon oother maner thyng , 
Ne kan in syngyng erie ne hiwaille 
But for that Fortune a l wey 'Nol e assaile 
1
.".' i th tmwar sti'ook the rep;nes that been pr>oude; 
F'or wha n men trnsteth hire, thanne wo l she faille, 
And covere hire hri p;hte f ace with a clowde." 
Mi lton in the seventeenth -
"Sometime l et gorgeous trag edy 
In sceptrecl pall come sweep i ng hy ." 
and Wordsworth in the nineteenth, hut wi th the difference that, 
i 111hued with the s pirit of the French Revolut i on in i ts bl'Oadest 
significance, he ear ly exalts the lane;uage of coro1mon speech and 
the manners of simple fo l k 
"Say what meant the woe s 
By Tanta l us * ent a iled upon his race, 
And the dark sorrows of the line of The h es ? ~H:­
Fictions in for111, hut in thei1~ substance truth;. 
Tremendous truths! familiar to the men 
Of long- past times, n or obso l ete in ours. 
Exchange the shepherd's frock of native g rey 
For robes with regal purple fringed; convert 
The crook in t o a sceptre ; g ive the pomp 
Of circumstance , and here the trag ic Muse 
Shall find apt sub,i e cts foP her hie;hest aPt. 
Ami d the g roves, under the shado·w·y hills, 
The generat ion s are prepared; the pangs, 
The internal p angs are ready; the dr•ead strife 
or poor humanity ' s afflicted will 
Struggling in vain with ruthless destiny." 
And beyond all these change s, we shall see how the modern 
serious dPama grappl es wi th modern s ocial problems, how ch ance, 
~~ The Oresteia of Aes chylus. 
** The Oedipus of Sophoc les. 
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and environment, and heredity, rather than the will of the Gods, 
or destiny, or deterioration of character, play their parts in 
the sad affairs of man ~ind, a~d how the interest for the specta-
tor lies rather in the portPayal of character in suffering than 
in the ingenious construction of plot. Arain Wordsworth comes to 
mind -
"Action is transitory - a step, a hlow, 
The motion of a m1scle - this way or that -
'Tis done, and in the after vacancy 
We wonder at ourselves like men betrayed; 
Suffering is permanent, obscure and dark, 
And shares the nature of infinity." 
And in the same connection vraeterl inck, a poet who is the 
least realistic of the moderns, yet recognizes that the essence 
of tragedy lies in the opposition of character to circumstance -
" Cons ider the elrama that actually stands for the r eality 
6. 
of our . time, as Greek drama stands for Greek realit:r, and the 
drama of the Renaissance for the reality of the Renaissance. Its 
scene is a modern house; it passes between men and women of today. 
The names of the invisible protagonists - the passions and ide as -
are the same, 111ore or less, as of old. We see love, hatred, 
amhition, jealousy, envy, p;reed; the sense of justice and the 
idea of duty; pity, goodness , devotion, piety, selfishness, 
vanity, pride, and so forth. But, although names have remained 
the same, how great is the difference we find in the aspect and 
quality, the extent and j_nfluence , of these ideal actors 1 Of 
all their ancient weapons , not one is left them, not one of the 
marvelous moments of olden days . · It is seldom that cries are 
heard now; hloodshed is rare, and tears are not often s een. It 
is in a small room, round a table, close to the fire, that the 
joys and sorro·w·s of mankind are decided. 1:'!e suffer or make others 
suffer; we love, we die, there in our corner; and it were the 
strangest chance that a door or a window suddenly, for an ins tan t , 
fly open beneath the pressure of extraordinary desp ai r or re-
joicing.11 
7. 
II. 
ARIS'l'OTLE 1 S DEPINITION OF TEAGEDY 
Some seventy years after the last of the great Greek 
dramatists lived Aristotle, philosopher and critic, man of 
affairs and shrewd observer, who, in cool and logical manner, 
set down for late r students of the dPama his conclusions as to 
the composition, the value, and the significance of trag edy . 
Among the many inferior tPagedies of a more or less decadent 
period then being produced, he recognized the g enuine worth of 
the dramas by Aeschylus , Sophocles, and EuPipides, wh i ch were 
continually seen in revival. Time s had changed sinc e Solon, 
r eputed by an elder age one of the wisest men of Gree c e , re-
buked the actor Thespis for his degenerate occupation, first, 
because dl~ama was fabricated fpom lies, and second , becau se i t 
therefore exerted a deleterious influence on the morals of i t s 
audi e nce. "If we honor and cormnend such play as this, 11 he ad-
monished , "we shall find it some clay in our business." Even 
Plato , more nearly contemporary with Aristotle, had refused to 
admit tr ag ic . poets to his ideal "Republic" on the g round that 
t h ey develo ped sen timent in the peop le and thus di s tr a cted their 
r e ason. To Aristotle, on the contrary , in his symp&thies, one 
mi ght suppose, as far removed from Sophocles as a clear-cut 
intellect invariably is from an artistic ima g ination, the g reat 
dram atist yet seemed "the g oodliest man that ever trod the 
8. 
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earth" and Oedipus the Kinp.; the noblest poem ever made , the Iliad 
not excepted. 
In order to es~ahlish a basis for the comparison of 
modern tragedy with the tragedy of the ancients, we should ex-
amine in detail Aristotle's Art of Poetr,;y_ in so far as it Pelates 
to the tr•agic dPama of the GPeeks. Like all go od exposi tops, 
he began with definitions. PoetPy, he said, is an imitation of 
an action (fPom poet , that is, a makeP ( of p lots, we later dis-
cover ] ) in the medium of language. Poetry is thus distin-
guished from other arts, as music, dancing, and painting, the 
media of whicr1 are Pespect ively tone , rhythm, and color. It 
is distinguished from history (Herodotus was well known to 
Aristotle) in that it presents universal rather than paPticular 
truths. Of the two foPrns of poetry, dr amatic and epic, d r•ama 
represents men in action before our eyes Pather than b y relation, 
for the word d1•ama comes from drontes (dran), that i s , acting. 
Of the two kinds of drama tr•agedy is distingu i shed fpom comedy 
by the no hili ty of the agents (the draroatis personae, we should 
say) and by the magnitude of the action. Concerning t he fir·st 
of these two aspects , he asserted that, since "virtually all 
the distinctions in htnnan character are derived from the primary 
distinction b etween goodness and b adness which divides the human 
race," the poet may represent men in action as better than they 
are, or as worse than they are, or as they aPe. How nearly here 
d id he anticipate modern criticism in i t s classification of 
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writers as ron1antic ists, or naturalists, or realists! Yet only 
the distinctio.n between tragedy and comedy was in his mind, 
Ae schylus, Sophocles, and Euripides on the one hand, Aristophanes 
and Menander on the other. It seemed clear to him that idealiza-
tion of human agents produced a tragic effect just as caricature 
produced a comic effect. The nobler the protagonist, the more 
pitiab le his doom. So Lucifer, in a later mythology the brightest 
of the angels, became in his fall, despite the poet's original 
conception of him, the most tragi c of devils. 'l'his same concep-
tion of a tragic hero held true down through the centuries to 
Ibsen. VIe find it in the words of v ar ious writers . Chaucer 
expounded it as follows : 
"Tragedie is to seyn a corteyn storie, 
As olde bokes maken us mernorie, 
Of him that stood in great prosperitee 
And is y-fallen ont of heigh degree 
Into miserie, and endeth wrecchedly." 
Shakspere suggested it in "King Lear": 
"A sight most pitiful in the meanest wretch , 
Past speaking of in a king." 
And the young Pilton expressed it in: 
" Sometime l et g orgeous tragedy 
In sceptred pall come sweeping by." 
Not unti l the social revolution of t he nineteenth century did 
the trag ic hero come down from his pedestal , and walk as other men. 
Concerning the second aspect of tragedy, the magnitude of 
the action, Aristotle maintained that a largeness of design is 
likewise necessary . ttso long as the plot is perspicuous through-
out, the gr•e ater the length of the story, the more he auti f ul 
will it he on account of its magni tL:tde. 11 
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so much for the primary definition of tl~ap.;edy. It is 11 an 
artist ic imitation of an action that is ser ious, complete in 
itself, and of an adequate magnitude , in the medium of language, 
and in the form of direct r epresent at ion. 11 But Ar•istotle was not 
satisfied. His tragic theory was not yet complete. He must in-
vestigate the effe ct of such an imitation on those who view i t , 
and determine the natUl'e of the emotions al"oused. The eff ect of 
tragedy on the audience, he dec ided, is a purgation or catharsis 
of the soul; the emotions aroused are those of pity and fear; 
and his notahle words , ''to arouse this pity and f ear in such 
a way as to effect that special purg ing off and re l ief of tr1e se 
tv.ro emotions which is the characteristic of Trag edy, 11 after· more 
tha n two thousand years ~re still heing discussed , some critics 
agreeing, some differinp , and some confessine; themselve s puz -
z led . A scientific explanation of his meaning has heen off e red 
h y Bywat er : "Pity and fem" are e lements in hur11an na ture, and in 
some me n they are present in a disquieting degree . 'cJ i th these 
latter the tragic exc itement is a necessity; hut it is al so in 
a certain sense g ood for all . It serves a s a sort of medi cine, 
produc ing a c athansis to lie;h t e n and relie ve the sonl of the 
accumulated emotion within it; and as the r• e lief is ~.-v an ted , thel"e 
is a l ways a harmless pleasure attending the process of relief." 
P ilton expressed much the same view in his: 
"I gaze, and g r·ieve , still cherishing my gr i ef ;-:~ 
At t i me s, e 1 en hitter tears yield swee t reli ef .-" 
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·A l ayman might interpl'et Ar istotle's catharsis theory more 
fr ee ly. Trag edy is a humanizing agency . The spect at oi:' must he 
moved more deeply t han to the smug conviction that "i t sePves him 
"\ 
r i ~ht!" He must pity, and as he le arns to p ity others , h i s own 
self- p ity will he eli vert ed ontvwrd to the pang s of the wor ld 
ab out him . His soul is ther~efore pur i fied hy the pmver of pathos , 
and ennobled in the purifying . But he mus t also f e a r , for the 
vision o f such thinp;s , where " t he end men looked for cometh not, 11 
makes him g o war• i ly, r~emernl; ering his own human f ra il ty . Thus 
he is steadied , moved to s ympathy for others, and given pstience 
to bear his lot. 1.'Jhethe r or' not this is the key t o the que ry , 
"Wh a t is ti'agedy?" we shall att empt to discoveJ> in . a ln.ter 
chapter . 
Since the function of tragedy is t he exc i tation of p i ty 
and fear , it is p l a in, Ar is t otle said, that only a certain kind 
of person m1st he represented in the poem, and t ha t this per son 
must be both go od -:~·::-, tr~ue to type, tr1J e to life, and se l f-con-
sistent . h g ood and just man must not he r epresented as falling 
from h app iness int o misery ; nor again , m1st an evil man he r epre-
sented as r i s i ng from ill fortune t o prosperi ty ; nor', l ast , must 
* Translation by Cowper of a Latin elegy. 
-:H~ Go od means g ood i n kind , good foP something . 
an excessively wicked man b e represented a s falling from pros -
perity i nto mi sfol'tune , for in none o f. these cases iNOnlcl. the 
emotions of pity and fear• l1e aron sed , hut rather that of horr>or , 
or of d isapproval, or of s at isfa ction that he has received his 
deserts . , There r emains then t he i deal tl' ag ic hero, " a man not 
superlative l y p;ood and just, nor yet one vlhose mi sfoPtune comes 
about throw:r,h vice and depravity ; but a man who is hrour;ht low 
through some error of jUdgment or shor tcoming , one from the 
number of the highly renowned and pPospe rous . " This e rror of 
judgment or shortcoming (hamarti a , that i s , "missing t:.1e rnal' k ':) 
has heen variously defined, htlt is as ohvions in the trap;ic 
heroes of Shakspere a s in those of t he Gr eek poets . ~omet imes 
it is a compar at ive l y tr ivial thing that l1rings ah out the catas-
trophe - the rashness o~ the weakness of a moment ; some t i mes it 
is an over\;;eoning pas s ion which destroys alJ. in i t s path and is 
itself destroyed. 'l e admire the well-moaning Oed ipu s fo r his 
13. 
zeal i n s e e k ing out the unclean thing that l uPks with i n the Ylalls 
of . Thebes ; we sy-mpathi ze with Haml e t in the agonized L rvistinp;s 
anc! turnings of his conscience - sha ll he obey the behest of 
a spirit which rnay after a l l he hut a "gohlin damn 'dn; vv e shu dder 
at the f ate which overwhelms Lear and his youngest daughter, . 
I whose artless word s pPoduc e such havoc in h er father's hreast . 
None of these wa s a serious offence , certainly, hut t o just 
that de gree did Oed ipus and Hamlet and Lear rr miss the mark'! . 
It was a ''b lindness of hear•t 11 , a "flaw in the inwar•d eye" 
14. 
which marred the vision of heroes whose penetration was otherwise 
keen, and which made their outward activity at critical jtmc-
tures sometimes too hasty, sometimes too sloYv. The~r were not 
11 super latively good and just'-', nor· yet "vicious and depraved" , 
hut were brought low by an error of judgment, and the drama was 
the more tragic that snch a little frailty should have dragged 
in its vvake snch momentous consequences. 
Of the six elements to he found in Greek tragedy, - plot, 
ethos or moral bent (which was l acking in the later poets after 
~lripides), dianoia or intellect, diction, melody, and spectacle -
Aristotle considered the first by far the most important~ complain-
ing indeed of the "lack of invention" in the later poets. He 
criticized episodic plots as poor, and demonstr•ated t hat good 
plots show necessi t y or prohabili ty j_n the sequence of inciclents, 
for onl:y thPoue.;h causal re lations in unexpected t1•ae;ic occurrences 
can pity and fear, the emotions desired in tragedy, he aroused. 
A plot , he said, must have a beginning, a middle_, and an end, 
terms which he defined wi th the following admi:r'ahl e simplicity : 
A heg inning is that which does not itself' come after anything 
else in a necessar•y sequence, hut after which some other thing 
does natura lly exist or come to pass. An end, on the contrary, 
is that which natural ly comes after something else in either a 
necessar-y OP a usual consequence, but has nothing else follow-
ing it. A midd le is that which naturally comes after something else 
and is fnl lowed by a third thing. A plot should he so con-
/ 
structed as to reveal a complication and a denouement . Th e 
complication is most interesting in tragedy when it contains 
rever sal of foPtune (per ipat e ia), disco:very of' identity , and 
suffering, for only thPough such incic'lents can p ity and f eap he 
t r uly e xc ited . Here the poet shows his Peal ingenui ty , and 
h e rein, Aristotle declared, Oed ipus~ the King is pPoved to he t he 
greatest of poems, for it contains all three of these e l ements . 
But in the c omplicating of the p l ot the poet must n ot intPoduce 
anythi ng into the tragedy which does not square wi th our reas on; 
any irPational element must t hePefore lie outside, t h a t i s , 
before the first act. The solution s h ould come to pass fro111 
the progpess of the story itself, and not thPough any me chanical 
dev i ce (such as the deus ex machina of Eurip i des ). How much 
mi ght modern dramatists l eaPn fpom Ar istotle here, if t h ey could 
hut educate their puhlic to his precepts! Eugene O ' Neill , for 
instance, would not h a v e ended his " Anna Christie" wi th the 
art ificial reconciliat ion of the lovers, nor Be l asco , dean of 
15. 
l\.merican producers, have made out of the final scene of J'.ll a rtini r s 
"Laue;h, Clown, Lm1 g h" a ridicu l ous jaunt to lVionte Car l o . The 
so lu t i on should no t h a v e n double issue, a g ood end ing for the 
go od and a h ad ending fo1~ the h ad , fo l' thereby the unity of ef-
fect demanded i n tragedy is destroyed . In r e c ogn izin g this prin-
ciple, Em:> ipide s, said Ar•i stotle, was "through the unhappy ending 
c e rtainly the most trap; ic of poets on t h e stage.rr In like mann e r , 
vari ous pP oducers of Shakspere 1 s rr Merchant of Venice !t have 
16 . 
achieved for more modern audiences, m.1r•tured in the principles 
/ , / / 
of "J..~iberte, Egal~~e, Fraternite," a quite trag ic effect through 
the omission of Act V and its charming comedy o~ the ring s. 
Finally, he said, in contrasting epic with traRiC poetry , 
writers of tragedy endeavor to represent the action as taking 
place withi n a period of twenty- four hours (that is, within a 
period of one apparent revolution of the sun) , or at a ll e vents 
ti'Y to avoid exceeding this limit hy very much. 11 Of this we 
shall learn more, for hy misinterpretation and corollary the 
Italian poets of t ile sixteenth century and the d ramatists of 
France , Corneille and Racine, built np an elahorate system of 
u n ities, which has to a greater or less degree int e rest ed 
d ramatists ever since. 
V.J e pass now to the orig in and development of Greek 
tragedy . 
III. 
GREEK TRAGEDY 
The history of tPagedy begins in "that hip;h and far-off 
time " when strolling rustics gai•bed as satyrs (hence tragedy, 
that is; goat -song) , improvised in one Dorian villa~e and 
another their songs and dances in h onor of the god .Dionysus . * 
These dithyrambs, .f>I' nrevels of the god," had at first h e en 
snng to the rnel low tones of the flute hy a chor•us of fifty men 
stand ing around an altar. Hence , they were sometimes known as 
"cyclic choruses." Nov; human nat1.u~e is intensely drar;]atic , 
and especially so in a primitive people before the i nhibitions 
17. 
of civilization have curbed its spontaneity. It is not strange , 
therefore, that in their outhuPst of gladness over the harve s t 
and the vintage, t hese simple countrymen should have come to 
worship with song and dance the God who so graciously gave them 
of his bounty, nor that, since the first notlon of wor•ship is 
to compliment the deity, they should have masqueraded as satyrs , 
the mythical attendants of Dionysus , half-goats, half-men, l ed 
hy Silenus, . his lieutenant, and have sung and danced ahout the 
altar as they imagined the satyrs did. 
Gradual and, on the whole, slight advances upon these 
naive improvisations mark ed the course hy which the song and 
* Some scholar s hold that it sprang from the honors paid to the 
consec rated dead at their tomb s. 
J) 
~ 
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dance of village revelers became in time transfigu1~ed into the 
stately verse and lofty themes of Attic tragedy . F'evv ape the 
names which have come down to us in connection with these im-
provements , but the evolution was none the less certain. The 
first step toward this end vvas taken when some member of a 
Dionysiac chorus, more gifted than the rest, distinguished him-
self above his fellows and became their leader, chanting with 
them in crude antiphon. Aleman, about the seventh cent1u~y B.C., 
is thoup:ht to have composed the first antistPophic choi'uses, 
precursors of the dial og in the drama that was to be. Nevv songs 
and recitatives in the nature of episodic narrative were com-
posed by later leaders ; these, emphasized by the choral dances 
and incantations with which they alternated , hecame the scenes 
of later drama . Some of the hymns of praise, accompanied oy 
dance and laughter', developed into the so-called "satyr ic p lays"; 
others , pervaded by a deeper religious strain of pessimism and 
solemnity, were the forerunners of Greek tragedy . As one and 
another' contribution was made to the form of worship , it was 
adopted as a c onvention of tragedy. Stesichorus , for instance, 
added the epode, and much l ater , Euripides the prolog and the 
deux ex machina. 
But the greatest steps were taken in the sixth century hy 
Thespis and Phrynichus , his disciple . 'l1he former , ski l led in 
pantomi me and mimicry, and leader of a Dionysiac chorus, repre-
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sented from a cart in some village fair, in rude dialog and 
chorus, certain adventures of the genial god, g iver of the har-
vests and the vineyards. He not only assumed the first speaking 
part, but by means of various masks such as ha.d adorned the s atyr-
bands , 1JVas able to represent several different persons, thus relega.t· 
ing the chorus to a less important position, and advancing t he 
dialog and action as the main interest of the celebration. Here 
wa s the beginning, then, of the episodes and scenes whi ch p layed 
an increasingly prominent role in a ll later drama. From the 
representation of Dionysiac myths to the portPayal of the hePoic 
l egend s found in the Homeric cycle and its vaPiati ons was but a 
step . It was Phrynichus, a scholar of Thespis , who first intro-
duced these national heroes a s persons of the drama,prob ahly l ed 
thereto by his kindling imagination and his des ire for variety , -
heroes 
" Of Thebes ' or -Pelop's . line, 
Or the tale of Troy divine , u 
whence came the stories of Oedipus, Orestes, Ar::amer.mon, ~11 edea , 
Phaedra, Iphigeni a , and those many other s who were to ennoble the 
11buskin 1d stage" not only of Greece hut of It a ly, France, and 
to a le ss degree Germany. Tha t mythical her·oes should have b een 
c h osen rathe r than contemporary figu1•es was hut natural . It is 
tr ite yet true tha t "dist anc e lend s enchantment," and in the 
me llowing processes of time the littleness and pettiness of 
things d isappear into that g l amorous long ago where g ods and 
super- men shine dimly through the haze! Even i n so young a 
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nation as ours, a cherry-tree is found for Geor g e Washin~ton, 
and lo, the heroic myth! It has been said that any man , after 
death, may become a hero to his valet. Certain it is that 
Phrynichus found it wiser, the adventures of l>ionysns having been 
abandoned , to deal with the l egendary than with the actual , for 
it is recorded that he was fined for giving a tragedy hased 11pon 
the disasters of Miletus, too near home, and therefore chose for 
his next play, 11 The Phoenic ian Women ," a setting in the kingdom 
of Persia and a plot propound ing the defeat of the Pet~sians. In 
all At tic tragedy there were few contemporary fi e ures or allusions. 
These for the most part appeared on the heroic stag e of ~Iripides, 
though in Oedipus some critics would have ns see the r;reat Pericles 
of Sophoc les' own day. 
With Thespis began a new era in the history of drama , for 
his strolling players, Ut'ged by sudden ambition, t1n•ned tow ard 
Athens , where their talents mie;ht have wider scope. Here their 
art g ained in dramatic power. The play was no longer improvised, 
but carefully vn• it ten out and painstakingly committed to memm~y. 
The satyric chorus was discarded - Si l enus and h is revelers 
'Here out of keeping with conflicts of the g ods and the g odlike, -
and Tragedy stepped forth, ready for the mast~r sculptors of the 
age to mould her into strength and beauty, - Tragedy, rather than 
comedy or epic, Aristotle tells us, for "this new form was p;rander• 
and held in greater esteem, so the graver spirits hecame pPoducers 
of it." ':J i th an increasing d i gnity and breadth of a ction came a 
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change in rhythm vvherehy the ear l ier trochaic tetrameter of the 
goat -song .;:. wa s discarded for i amh ic v erse as mor e natur•al and 
therefore more appi•o prj_ate to dialog, which was of ever-g1•owin g 
importance. At the hei ght of Greek tragedy several meters were 
employed in the d ialog ; the movement was always i ambi c, usnally 
i ambic trimeter; in the recitative i t might he iambic, t rochaic, 
or anap aest ic tetrameter, or anapaestic dimeter. 
"The country is lyPic and the tmm dramatic, rr writes 
Longfellow. So enthusiastic i ndeed was the Athenian aud i ence 
that t he s tat e s oon to ok over the control of the drama, whi ch was 
thereafter perfoPmed annually in s ide the city south of the Acropo -
lis and known as the City Dionysia to distinguish it from simi l a r> 
c elebrations rn1tside of Athens . This City Dionysia, held at the 
feast of Dionysus Eleuthereus , was found ed by Pisi str>atus , a s the 
n ational fes t ival of Greece in the l atter half of the sixth c e ntury, 
B. c., and became the great spl~ing-festival of the Atheni ans. 
·:f- Compare t he effect of r.:lil ton 1 s trochaic tetramete1~ i n the d ance 
of Comus and his crew:-
"Meanwhi le, we lc ome joy and feast, 
Mi d night shout and revelry, 
Tipsy d ance and jollity, 
Braid your locks with rosy twine , 
Dropping odours, drop ping wine. 
Ri gour now is g one to bed; 
And Ad vice with scr-upul ous head, 
Strict Age, and sour Severity, 
V! i th their grave saws, in slurnher li e ." 
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Some hundred years later, in the fifth century, B. u.,the famous 
theatre of Dionysus, seat i ng probably thirty thousand spe ctator•s , 
was buil t over the place of the wi ne-press at the foot of the 
h i ll, an endu.ring monmnent to the national love of d rama. 
So popular did the Dionysi a become that contests were he l d 
in vvhich rival poets competed for· the honor of presenting their 
tragedies at the armual event . The f i rst City lJionysia trae ic 
contest was held in 535 B. C., vvhen Thespis, now an old man, per-
formed in one of the plays. The rules of the contest required 
that three poets should compete , each exhibiting four plays, 
known collectively as a tetral ogy . The tetra l ogy should con sist 
of a trilogy of tragic plays concluded b y a satyric elrama , a.nd 
might deal with success i ve phases of t h e same heroic legend or 
with quite unre l ated themes. Sophocles l1roke the tradition of 
the tetral ogy and composed his foup plays on independent sub,jects . 
Someti~es the satyric play presented one of the trag ic heroes of 
the trilogy as a buffoon or a prof l igate in absurd or licentious 
situations, but was pPoh ably not intended for "comic r~elief , " like 
the porter· scene in ''Macbe th , '' or· the ballad-farce at the end of 
a p l ay by Lope de Vega. I t was the dying re lig ious spasm of 
Bacchic observance, since the Bacchic e l ement had long b een dis -
carded by tragedy , and was retalned on t he prop;r•am onl y to ap -
pease the eod and keep up the rel i gious associations of drama. 
The four d r·ama s together required easily a day to per>form; the 
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festival came hut once a year , hovvever, and the Athenians devoted 
the il' entire attention Rt that time to the ohser·vance of wh at was 
still more or less of a religious duty . Bhen a change in reli -
g ious sentiments came about , the tetPalogy d isappeared . The satyr ic 
p l ays were abandoned; the tragedies grew longer , more filled with 
incidents ; and these i nc i dents dealt with human passions rather 
than with rel i gious truths . It became irnpract ic ahle to present 
more than one long ·tragedy on the sarue day. 
I nteresting records of these tragic contests h a ve been 
pi'e served . In 4'72, 46 '7, and 4E· f:-3 B . C., P.es chylus won the fiP st 
pr·:i.ze wi t h his trilogies of Phineus -:~, The Pers ae , and Glaucus, .,~ 
Laius ->:· , Oedipus -:~ , and Seven Ap;ainst Thebes, e.nd Agamemnon, 
Choephori, and Eumenides. In 438 B. . c . Sophoc l es won the fiPst 
prize , though with what plays, we h a v e no record. In 428 B . c. 
Euripides was the victor , his Hippo l ytus heing one pl ay of the 
trilogy. 
We readi l y understand that the Attic stag e was not only 
a nat i onal hu~ a democrat ic ins titut i on when we find that a l ~w 
of Pericles prov i~ed admission to the poorest citizens , and that 
each Athenian having p1•operty exceeding in value ·three talents 
either belonged to the Chor11s or helped to provide it. To sup-
port the d ram& vvas an honor as we ll as a puJ1lic duty . The ten 
At tic tribe s vied with one another in the presentation of p l ays , 
->~ 1Tot extant. 
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and wealthy Athenians known as the Chorepi hare the financiMl burden 
of the various choruses, which vv-er·e t1•ained hy the poets compet-
ing for the prize. . As many as thir·ty thousand people are supposed 
to have congregated at the City Dionysia to watch the plays. Here 
under the sPiiling skies of Greece, with the hlue Aee;ean shi111mering 
in the distance, they sat intent through the long hours of the day , 
watching the co~nterplay of passion, the action of soul upon soul, 
and listening to words that were philosophic, yet never sermonizing. 
They were not at all dismayed by the grotesque masks of the actors 
(as we have seen, probably invented by Thespis), by the cothurnus 
or buskin which elevated them to superhumnn statuPe, or hy the 
megaphonic arrangement which carried their voices around the 
greHt cir•cle of the audience even to the farthermost seats on the 
hi ll above. Ne i ther did they find the lack of scenery embarrassing. 
They knew that vvhen an actor enter·ed fpom the left, he came from 
a town or the sea, which was really visible in the distance; 
when he entered fr·om the rigbt, he came f1•om some rl.lPal dj_strict. 
The long , shallow stage was simply defined hy a high wall at the 
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rear. This was a temple. It contained three doors, " one in the 
midd l e de si gned for the principal actor. There were a few con-
ventional articles, such as rocks, for stage properties. An 
apparatus at the top of the vvall suspended the god s when neces-
sary, and stairs be low lAd to the spirits of' the dead. Sometimes 
an exost±a was wheeled forwapd to represent an interior . Often 
the t hymele, or altar in fr-ont of the stage, was h1•ought into play . 
Youths, of cour·se, played women ' s parts, a convention vvh ich lasted 
down to the seventeenth century in ~ngland . * 
In these simple yet noble surroundings , enhanced hy the 
natural heauty of climate and situation , what must have been the 
effect upon a guileless audience of Stlch a tl' :llogy as the or·esteia 
of ·_eschy l us, wherein is depicted the disastrous effect of sin, 
not only upon the sinner , hut a lso upon his remote descendants. 
The Agamenmon placed hef'ore their• e'Jres the murder of a faithless 
htJ sband h~r an adulterous wife; the Choephori , the vengeance on 
the murderess many years l ater· hy her own son Orestes; and the 
Eumenides , the persecution of the matricide , a pPey to remorse, 
hunted hy the Fur ies of his mother until thei r r age is at last 
appeased by divin~ intervention. Such drama might he indeed 
rel i gion's essence to an age less simple and credulous. 
In structnre , a typical Greek tragedy a t the tirne of 
Aristotle consi sted of v ar ious episodes in dialog and recitative 
1 
interspersed wi th choric odes. In general , song was substituted 
for speech in those scenes where the emotions were deeply aroused 
and found their fittest expression in mus ic. 
* An unknown a c tress a p peared as Desdemona in a li ttle theatre 
of Vere Street Decern.her 8 , 1660. The fiPst known actr•ess to 
appe8r on the public stage was f,) rs. Saundel'son , who played Jane 
in the SieBe of Rhodes at the opening of Davenant ' s new theatre 
in Lincoln's Inn Fields. 
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There was first a Prolog ( which might he however omitted, as in 
the Suppli ants and the Persae of Aeschylus). Then followed a choric 
. - -- ' 
song , consisting of two parts, a parodos or entrance-song , which 
wa s hahi tually chanted (unless it were ami t ted , as in the Ele ct1•a 
of Sophocles and the Orestes of Euripides) , and a stasimon, which 
- ----
was a long and important ode, inserted between the remaining d ivi-
sions of the play to fill up pauses in the action. The remainder 
of the play alternated between episodes and stasima or choric 
songs until the exode at the end. 
The chorus fr•orn the time of Thespis had steadi1;.r de creased 
in importance, until in the hands of Sophocles it had become 
. simply "the i deal spectator, the soul being purged by Pi t~r and 
Fear , fling ing its song and cry among the passions and pain of 
others, the 1 vox human a 1 amid the storm and thunder· of the g ods. 11 
As the dramatic element increased, the lyric receded to less 
prominent proportions. This change was even more noticeable 
dur i ng the ascendancy of the three great tragic p oets. In the 
Suppliants of Aeschylus, which is almost entir·ely lyrical, the 
chorus commands approximately three-fifths of the play, for the 
p lot centers in the chorus of fug itive maidens whose plea makes 
the drama. The later p l ays of Aeschy l us , h mvever, gradually devel -
oped in dramatic power, for vvi th the vision of the true play-
wr i ght he perceived the p aramount necessity of expressing action 
in dialog , and the consequent subordination of the lyric mood. 
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In the ElectPa of Sophocles, the chorus cor,un ands only ahont one-
seventh , and in the Orestes of Euripides only one-ninth of the 
lines. Not only i n quantity did the chorus lose ground, but 
also in its connection with the plot. From an active agent in 
the Suppliants of Aeschylus it llecame a sympathetic listener in 
the Oedipus of Sophocles , and in Euripides it pPactical ly ceased 
to function , except in interludes of a mythic al char-acter having 
little more connection with the plot than the musical selections 
rendered between the Acts in a modern theatre . Its survival in 
the tragedies of Seneca and an occasional dPama of the early 
Renaissance was the last of the once imposing chortts that had 
moved in stately measure about the a l tar- of Di onysus . A weak 
echo of the Greek chorus is seem in t h e nameless incli vidnals who 
represent the f eelings of the crowd in Blizahethan tragedy , as 
First Gent l eman , first Lord . 
As the chorus lost, the actors gai ned in importance . The 
transition began with Thespis , who fiY'st assumed a "sta:P role" 
and became the actor of the dPama . Wi th Aeschylus , a second actor• 
was introduced , and with Sophocles , a third , though any one of 
these might represent by the use of masks , as formerl y , several 
d ifferent per• sons . For instance , i n Agamenmon the first a c tor 
represented Cl ytemnest1:•a and the second , in turn, a watchman , a 
Heral d , Agamemnon , Cassandra,. and Aeg i sthus , though it is not 
clear how Cassanclr•a could be i n the chariot with Agamemnon on 
his return when the same actoP took hoth parts . -:~ In Oedipus 
-::- Professor Brander· NJatthews sponsors this statement in his "Develoft 
ment of the Drama n, hu t i n a note in "Chief Conternporary Dramatists 1 
asserts t h at Ap;amenmon and the '.'/atchman were played by the tritagoniE 
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the first actor took the part of the king, the second actor, the 
pa~t'ts of the Pr i es t of zeus , Jocasta , the Herdsr,;an , and a Servant , 
the t hird actoi' , the p art s of CI'eon, . TiP~"lias , and the Mes senger 
f rom c:orinth. Euripide s re tained the three a c t ors of Sophocle~ , 
and in his Mede a gave the first actor the title role, the second 
actor the . parts of Jason and the l~r se of Medea 's children , and 
the thi rd a ctor the parts of the Teacher of Medea 's children , 
Creon , Aegeus , and a Mes senger. 
So much for the outward foi'm of Greek tragedy as s,es chylus , 
Sophocles, and Eur• ipides wrote it , and as AI>i stotle analyzed i t . 
It remains to exami ne the works of these tragic poets and to in-
quire into the i r trag i c conception that we may !:; r a c e the evolution 
of the modern serious drama from its beginnings in remote Attica . 
Aeschyl us, born at Athen s 5 25 B . c ., was a son of his epoch . 
A nat ive of Eleusj_s , he vibrated vii th the mystery of the or•acles; 
a soldier a t Marathon and at Sal amis , he fl amed with the liherties 
of Gree ce . His country had passed thr ough stirring times and a 
great vvav e of patr:L otism and exultat ion h ad flowed in upon the 
nation a l c ons ciousness. Now was the high ticle of tl1.e draiT!a , and 
the g enius of Ae schylu.s a t hand to p; i ve i t vo i ce . Of the seventy -:t-
plays which he Yvrote hut seven are extant , :::>uppli ants , Seven 
Chi e fs against _Theh~, Persae , .!', p,amemnon , Choephori , Eumen i des , 
and Prometheus Round. These show a steady growth in dr·amatic 
power from the semi- l yric Suppliants t o the soul- moving Oresteia, 
a tr•ilogy composed of N;:a1nernnon, Choepho:r'i , and Eu menides . 'Ehe 
- .,._ ~ 
-::-Br ander Matthews sets this nnmher at seventy-nine . 
former was perhaps the first play performed on the site of the 
Theatre of Dionysus , whi ch was ePected one hundPed years later; 
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it was given in a hastily leveled orchestra , with tiers of seats 
ahove and a shed at the back for• dressing; there wa n no stage or 
scenery . Against this simple backgPound Aeschylus projected 
titanic fie;ures in solemn conflict with destiny. He was a mas ter 
of situation , tense and awfu.l in its sense of impending doom . Of 
action iri the narrow sense there was little, least of all in his 
Suppliants, Prometheus , and Persae . The first has its main intePest 
so lely in the prayer of the fugitive maidens for su1•cease of suf-
fering; the second , in the agony of Prometheus , chai~ed to a rock 
for· his friend ship to manki nd; and the last , in the lament of t he 
Persian women for the defeat of their lords. Of characterization 
there was still l es s. The Clytemnestra of Aeschylus is a hig, 
elementalcharacter , a different conception from what she would 
have been in Euripides , the realist , or in the subtly-psycholo-
g ical modern drama . But in dramatic appeal to the heart and imagi -
nation his situations exce lled. In his Oresteia we find hurr1ani ty 
11 f'reeing its feet from the bonds of an ancient curse , shaking the 
shadow of the g ods of hate from its path , and lifting eyes to the 
full day shining a long the hei ghts." Uestiny , though fnexorahle , 
works i n conformity with justice. Expiation , not ext i nction , is 
the tragic end , not the triumph of an e vil destiny, hut the natural, 
just, and inevitable punishment of a div i ne Nemes is upon the un-
bal anced pr•ide of 111en . Throng h the storm and stress of unbridled 
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passions the sons of Atreus on whom the CUI'se lay htn·d come at 
last to forgiveness. Orestes finds acquittal and peace, and the 
Furies remain to keep vvatch and war>d over human life and to exact 
eternal reckoning for bloodshed. The dramatic effect of this 
closinp, scene is no l ess impressive than the deeply religious 
spirit which pervades it. 
The tragi c theory of Aes chylus can he hest studied in 
Agamemnon , the most dramatic of the t rilogy and the most suspen-
si ve. ;~ v1at chman on the palace-roof of Agamerrmon sees the beacon-
fire that signals "Troy town is ta 'en . 11 ~~ lytemnestra , the queen, 
then we lcomes home her lord, with honeyed words for· his ears and 
purple tapestries for his feet . But he has no sooner passed with:in 
his marhle halls, accor.Jpanied h y Cassandra , the frenzied pPiestess 
whom he has bPought a slave from Troy, than the que en' s fel l pur· -
pose is d isclosed. The Chorus , horr>ified, debate among themselves , 
cries are hear>d , hlows, and the scene opens , reve a ling the hody of 
gamemnon i n a silver laver vlith the corpse of Cassandr>a by his 
side . Cl ytemnestra offers j11stificatlon for> herself and Aeg is thl s, 
her lover; J~gamemnon h ad ":filled his home with cupses as Vlith wine , 
And thus returned to drain the cup he filled;" 
fol' he had s ac r•ificed their daughtel' Iphigenia, 
"To lull and l ay the gales that blew fr>om Thrace ." 
rror was h is cPime as a father' his only sin: 
11 As this sl a in man vvas false, 
~1: ronging his wife with paramours at Troy, 
Fresh fPom the kiss of et:~.ch Chryse is thel'e!" 
• 
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~eg isth11s t oo demands to he heard . He is the youngest son of 
Thyestes , b r o the r of Atreus , rtgamemnon's father, come for ven-
r;eance on the son of the man wh o had so foully p l o t ted agai nst hi s 
f ather , first deprivi ng him of h i s property, then c m1s i ng h i m to 
eat unknowing l y the flesh of his own children, and final ly banishing 
f r om the l and hirn and the infant -leg is thus , though damned through 
his childr·en 1 s children to hear the curse of the outraged exile . 
Now has Aegisthus ,g.; rown to manhood , won Clytemnestra from heP f a lse 
lord , and a i ded i n t h e p e rpetrat ion of her crime . Bnt the Cho1,us 
wi l l not he satisfied , and prophesy dir>e f ully the retur-n of Orestes 
to avenge his d ather 1 s death : 
rrLo! sin l;y sin and so1,1~ow dogg 'd by s orrow 
And who the end can know? 
The s l ayer of today shall d i e tomorrow 
The wage of wron g is woe . 
.'Jhile time shall he, while Zeus i n h eav en i s lord, 
His l aw is f i xed and st e rn ; 
On him that wrought shall v enge ance h e outpoured 
The t i des of doom return ." 
Here is the t r agic conception of Ae schylus , a fp'eat and 
nohle.heing , crn1ght in the meshe s of another ' s sin , himsel f i n 
sotrJe measnre s inning , a n d p lunged to certain doom hy the stePn 
hand of fate . Noth i ng is revocabl e , nothi ng expiahle , unt il the 
gods s hall will i t . No chance is here for the stern challenge 
of the Angl e - Sax on: 
11 1 am the mas t er of my fate , 
I am the c aptain of my soul!" 
The cuPse of r_rhyestes upon At1•eus has seal ed the destiny of the 
Atre idae. Rathe r , mus t we accept the dictmn of the ChoPus! 
I 
"Call none l1lest 
TilJ. peaceful death have crowned a life of vwal. '' 
the 
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\~,ere it not for" ElJ .. menides vw shoul d conclude that , in Aeschylt1 s was 
no hope fop t ·he human race , which_, peP haps, was true i n his ea1,lier 
life. nuring his later yeaPs , however , an Eastern and Egyptian 
inf~1ence had remoulded Greek polytheism, perceptibly deepening 
the religious sense , and perhaps arousing in Ae schylus that appre -
hension of div i ne compassion which vis i ts his Orestes, no longer 
persecuted by the l•'uri es_, at the tomb of his dead mother. 
Sophocles , sur>named The Bee foP his mBI'Velous harmony and 
swe etness of style and c onceptions , thirty yeaps ~o1..mger than 
eschylus , suT•passed the older poet in both technique and vision 
and hrm1ght Greek tragedy to its n oblest heights . He abandoned 
the little plots of prin1itive drama and increased the magnitude of 
the a ction represented . The action he made more h1.man , and ·,nor·e 
I 
complet e ly embodied i n the vlil l and passions of rnen , prepar•ing 
the way for the humani zing process which >vent on t hPough the 
' . 
centuries and dev e loped into the social dr>ama of t oday. His skill-
ful compli cat i on of plot c an b e readily seen by compar·:i.ng h:l.s :t. l e c _:!:.r·~ 
wi th the Choephori of Aes chy l us, hut Oedipus the Kinr; is the·hest 
illustrat ion s ince it cont a ins , in the wor>d s of Aristotle, both 
nr e cogni t ion n and nrevel'sc.t l of for•t1.Jne 11 incidents . 'I'he int1•oduc-
tion of a thir·d a ctoP and the sldllful sul::opd:i..nation of the chor•us 
to a positlon as intc:n•n:ediar-y for- the comrrmnicaU .. on of emotion in 
the spectator were not the least of his improvemen ts of Greek 
tr·aged.y. Greater· th::::n these, however, ancl.. hj_ s de,.reloprC~ent of plot 
was his concentration of ~1rnan passions, and in Oedi~1s again we see 
an intm1si ty of emotion grad1.1.a lly increasinr; to the inevi tar,J.e yet 
appalling catastrophe. Yet neve1~ did he alJow himself to he come 
spectacula1~ or meloclr·a:matic as Euripides was accnsed of heing. He 
a l ways, in the famo'll.S words of Matthew .h.rno ld, "saw life steadily 
and saw it who l e . 11 He spoke fr•om the serene heights of p·nre poesy , 
and more than an·.IJ othel' GN:oek, perhaps than any other drann-:.tist , 
combined with fine technique a largeness of vision and a loftiness 
of poetic mrtlook . 
His mi [-hty tragedy, Oedipus the Ei 12E., has been universally 
acc orded fi:r'st place among . the seventy or more -:~- plays he wrote. 
Oedipus is besought ·by a Priest of zeus to find some remedy for· the 
plague that besets his people . Cre.on, his brother-in -law , returns 
from the oracle ; the hlight wil l cease when vengeance is done on 
the mu:r'cle r er of Lah1 s , the foPrner king , whose widow Jocasta Oedipus 
had wedded on co!11ing to the throne . Oedipus now offers a reward 
for the discovery of the guil ty one , and is declared hy Tiresias, 
the hlind p:r~ophet , to he him~lf the culprit . I n his ange:r' Oedipus 
banishes Gl~eon , whom he suspects of' a plot to dethrone hirn , but 
learns from Joc asta that her son hy L&ius r1ad heen cast from a 
cliff on the oracle's warning that Lnius s hou l d die hy the hand of 
• his ov,rn son . The terrihle climax comes v.-hen oedip11 s receives a 
messenge r from ~orinth , vfho announce8 the death o:C his foster-
'· 
father·, the Kine; of l.Jorinth, and admits that he had received 
Oedipus as a ha.he from the hands of an old herdsman of Laius. 
-::--_'.'att plac es the number· 2-t one hundl'ecl and thi rteen, of which seven 
are extant. 
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'rhe catastrophe is snPe and swift. The hePdsman is summoned. 
Oed ipus learns that he is himself the son of Laius, and that he 
has killed his own father and naPried his own motheP . .Tocasta 
disappears and a servant soon announces that she has hane;ed her-
self. Oedipus puts out his e:res and stage;er•s forth into a fr:end-
less vvor lc. to atone hy suffering for his 1.mconsclous CPimes and 
f or the rash will which he has opposed to the gods in his search 
for the truth he ~ipht better not h ave kno~n . The chor11s closes 
the trbRedv with a woeful chant: 
" v 
11 Ca ll no man happy until he is dead . " 
Here again is the tragic conception of the Greeks : a noble 
man , worthy i n many respects, deserving of sympathy , is hrought 
l ow t!n~ough the sti' ane;e workings of destiny , his own temerity 
the ac c i~ent of his downfall , pity and f ear the lot of the spec -
tatoP . "Therefore , · while our- eyes wait to se t...=J the. dest i n ed f:i.nal 
day , we must call no one happy who i s of morta l race , until he 
hath crossed life's hoPdeP , free from pain.n 
Yet most of the tragedies of .Sophocles, Oedipus at Colonos 
excepted, encl with a reconcj_liation of the indi vic1u al to his fa te , 
a "c a lm of mind , &11 passion spent ,n which g ives him courap;e to 
endure his chastening , a reconciliation which paved the way f or 
• the romantic tragedies of 0hakspe1•e and Goethe in the s i xteenth and 
eip;htuenth centuPles . 'rhis tranquil ending , a "tepering off" after 
the catastrophe; as it has l"J e en c a lled, is g iven in hi s f'_ntigone, 
Ajax , El e c tPa , TrachiniHn l'vTa iclens, and Philoetetes , the other 
- - . --
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extant pl c_~rs , and seeros to prove as i n the Eun€mides of Aeschylus 
that he believed in the u l timate righteousness of d ivine purposes . 
In ano the:t• res·r-e c t , too , did ~)ophocle s ant icipate the great Eng-
are deeds of suffering rather than of doir~g , 11 which Le s.r echoed i n 
his despah~ , 0 I am a man mol' e sinned aga i ·nst tha n sinning ! !' a ·con-
ception of tragedy t ruly mode rn in i ts nature . 
Eur ipide s , the last of the great Greeks, horn some eleven 
years after· Sophocles , was sa i d by 1~.ristotle to b e the most ntragi c " 
of t he ancients . Yet ap~reciation of him did not come unti l a ft er 
his death. Throuphout his life he was doomed to he outshone by 
the e l de r poets :~ compared vt i th vvhose au stere simplicity and hi p;h 
e l evat ion he seemed to his conteP1porab i es P1ean and i ~noble. 
Long inus, the Homan CP:i. tic , said of him long afterwarc that he 
!! l ashed. himself into a fury" fo r• eff ec t, and "no t b eing hy nature 
sublime , often did violence to himself to p:r>oduc e a tragic e ff e c t , 
in · the way of suhl :i.rni t y. rr It was this man , who wrote lare;e ly for 
the effect of the moment , however· , who c ame into his i nher·i tance 
ne ar ly two thousand years afte r his death , and who,though he l east 
repres e nted the genius of class ical antiquity, Was acce pted by the 
moder·ns as its most typj_eal fif!;Ure. In .the d ram a of Ae schy lus a nd 
• . Sophoc les 11 no thing vms for• tears, " lmt Euripide s wr·ung the h e2.rt 
vv i th his p a thos, thereby descending from the r e alm of pu.Pe tragedy. 
This human i tar i an tend ency in him antic 1pated tl1e realism and natnr -
a lism of nineteenth c entury drama , hu t it unfortun&te ly l ed him 
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into inartistic 1110ralizing and philosophizing in l ong and tedious 
"relations n which hroke into the plot and halted the action. 
Of the eighteen extant plays of Eur ipides Medea hest illus-
trates his tragic theory . Jason , who is ahout to take a second 
vtife , proposes to l1anish Med e a and their two sons. i':!edea there -
upon secretly makes a poisoned robe for the bride, who , toRether 
·with her· f ather , CPeon, King of Corinth , dies from its effects. 
But the outraged wife , before fleeing with Aegeus , an hthenian , 
takes further revenge on her false lord by killing her children. 
Just as Jason Pet1.H'ns , !Viedea , exulting in her fiendish vwrk, is 
bor•ne away thr•ough the ail~ in a chariot drawn by dragons , and Jason 
is left to moan his fate, 
11 tr·arnp led hy thi s tigre8s , red vvi th chilclr>en 1 s blood. 11 
The plot is even more melodramatic i n outline than any of 
Aeschylus or Sophocles , and the poetr•y lacks their artistic repres-
sion and hip;h rnor•al tone . Jason is a contemptib le cr.eatul~e for 
whom we f ee l little of that compassion we have for Oedi~ls or 
Orestes . Medea is the original "woman with a past , 11 a savage 
creature o :f primitive passions , than whom , being scorned, 
"Hell hath no greater fury. " 
't e are amazed that such violence should go 1..mptmished , and not 
a little concerned over the closing words of the chorus , which 
like many modern dramas seem to pose a pPoblem without answering 
it: 
"Great tr•easu:r:e hal1s hath zeus in heaven, 
From whence to man strange dooms be g iven , 
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Past hope or fear . 
.tmd the end men looked for• cometh not , 
And a path is there whePe no :man thmJr;ht." 
The contributions of BuPipides then in shap ing tragedy were 
more inter·nal than exter·nal. -1:>lhere i-"eschylus dealt with demi god s, 
and Sophocles with heroes , Euripides dealt with men and women , 
p3-rticularly women , and pitiful creatuPes of passion at best. 
l r:J. plot he was careless of str•uctur•e and violent i n situation , 
seeking out ahvays the spectacular and the sensational. A lmver• 
mor•al tone pervades his plays , for• his creatures are "of the earth 
earthy" and less vwrthy of pity. Satisfi ed Vii th the innovations 
of his predecessors , he did nothing to change the outward form 
of Greek tr•agedy, except to reduce the chorns as an agent and make 
it purely l yr•i cal. Here he was mor•e successful as a poet t han in 
his plot, foP , as Coler·idge says, 0 these choruses may he fanl ty as 
choFuses, but how beautiful and affecting they are as odes and 
song s. 11 In characterization, hovrever , he approached to what a 
l ater age called realism and in dict ion he verged 11pon the rhetor -
ica l which was to destr>oy in the decadent Gr eeks and the unclra-
matic Seneca of Roman tragedy what was noblest in style and mos t 
e l evated in tone . 
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IV. 
HOMAN 'l11<AGI:;DY 
Gompared wi th that noble eff l orescence of the d r ama i n 
Greece , and indeed with dramat ic li terat"Ln~ e universally , Homan 
tragedy as sumes a low rank . There were many reas on s for this 
de c aden c e , vlhich h ad i n reality s tart e d in Greece afte r> Euri nides . 
The solemn r e lig i ous spirit shown in Aes chylus and Sophocles had 
changed as Athens bec ame mor e cosmopolitan, and when she f i nal ly 
fell under the iron rule of Phi l ip of Macedon , the fin e cu l tur e 
of earlier days disappeared fo r>e v e r . Her Golden Age was past . 
I n the west , meanwhile , Rome , but a stronghold of h anditti above 
the plains of Latium, had g radu.a.l ly made herself mistress of 
Italy and in 240 B . c. had seized the Greek cities i n the south and 
the Greek pr·ovinc e of Sicily . In the sar11e year Li vi us Andronicus , 
a schoolmaster of Ta r entum , and now a Greek slave , produced in 
i. ome his first plays, a tr- agedy and a comedy . But tl1e tempe rament 
of t he 8,oman s vvas not disposed towarc1 this form of entertainmen t. 
They l aclced those cp1ali ties which produce poet1~y and e.ppreciation 
of it - a soaring imagination , a de lic ate sense of rhythm and 
harmony , and ahove all a c onsciousne ss of the need for r estraint. 
The scnlptn r a l simpli e ity of Greek d r ama held no appeal for them. 
They h ad n o serious reli g ion . They lived in action, not in intel-
l ect . They vvere a y ounp: cr-ude peop l e , whose ph y sical prowess and 
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indorni tahle will to conquer had a11sor>bed their beinp; . ~~ven the iP 
langn age was pugged and forcibl e , not liquid and me l od ious like 
the Greeks . Its sonor ous measures made , in a l a t er age , great 
orators and rhetoricians , hut few lyrists . The d:.."ama was P eP:arded 
e.s an offshoot of Greek effeminacy , of Eastern dec adence , which viriJ 
Home f eared "he aring g ifts . 11 Poetry developed l ate in .ttornan culture. 
The early poets were li ght l y h e ld , and professiona l actors were 
c las sed with auctioneer' s and uncler•takers as paPi ahs , Hos cius and 
Ae sopus a l one att a ininp.: t o any respect ahility . :::> o the dr-ama fell 
steadily into disrepute , though after .ndPonicus , Naev ius with five 
plays and Enn j_u s , Pacuvius , and Ac c ius, a tr·io of Republic an c1r•ap:a -
tis ts , succeeded woPe or• l ess in stemming the tlde . 
But the taste of the puhlic g r evf depraved . The Boman stage 
vvas swamped in magnif i c en t pap:eantry . The fwman a rena presented 
spectacle aft e r sp ectacle , each more lurid than t he l as t to stirn-
u l ate the j adecl s enses of the pl:tblic . Under• the l<.:mpire , tr•&gedy 
lost wh&t little standing it had. rrhe Pegu l ar d:r•ama , I'fi er•ival e 
t e l ls us, wa s unable to wi thstancl the <~ornpeti ti on of "crmvds of 
rope d ancer-s , con.iuror•s , boxer s , clowns , and p o sture :-11akers , men 
who vva l k e d on their heads, 01' l e t themse l ves he whi r' led alof t hy . 
machinery, or suspe nded upon wires , or who d anced upon stilts, 
or exhibited feats of ski ll with cups and balls ," i nter·lude s vl'hich 
were p: iven b e tween the acts of the p l ay , and for which the hooting 
audiences wa i ted hut i mpat iently . The Homan mind at tlmes seemed 
to have a n a tur a l hrut a l i t y , and g loated over mirnes where a crimina l 
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in the part of Laure olus was crucified and torn by a hear , or in 
the part of Hercul es on Oeta was hurned alive . At the g l ad i atorial 
combats and the later Christian pePsecutions the Vestal Vir~ins 
were not the least hardened of the audience . ~mall wonder that 
after snch vicarious existence the acted drama ceased to he , and 
that in its place arose the closet drama of Sene ca, -:.- vv j_ th i ts ttpnr p : 
patches" of description and allusion , rhetoric and stychornythia, 
it s absence of action and its violent situations, in structure no 
more than an alternation of 11 me l &ncholy monologs and epigParnmatic 
duologs," wi th lyPical interludes hy the chorus h etween the five 
acts , which 8eneca estar1lished e.s the extePnal f o1•m of tragedy. 
Rornan tragedy is, therefore, in the life-stor•y of d1•ama 
a chapter of meagre pr•opoPtions . ;.. fevv plays to which scholax•ly 
research has found it impossible to ascribe an at.J.thor and per•haps 
ten att1•ihut ed r.y (.-c,1lintilian to Seneea are all that it contains . 
Of these ten, Octavia and Hercu l es Oetaeus , at least the hnlk of 
it, are probab ly not hy Sene ca; Phoenissae is a frar:;rnent; 
A.gar:J emnon has b een questioned . There Pemain .Her·cules F1n•ens, 
Tre acles , rJ1edea, Phaec1ra, based on Euripides_, Oecl i pus , on sophocles 1 
and Thyestes . In these the "torch of traged;r was at le as t kept 
lip;hted , however smokily it hnrnecl in the heavy, thunderous atmos -
phere of h ome 1.1 , and when they emerged in manuscript from the 
* Brander Matthews , whose interest li es wholly in acted d rama , does 
not ment ion ~3eneca in his DeveJo12!!!ent of._the Tlr~. 
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silence of the Dar-k _;..,ges , its dull F( l eam hecame a heacon rm~ the 
p o e ts of Italy and Fr-ance . Of Seneca hims e lf lit t l e is definitely 
knovn , and his ve r y existence has been denied . If be ~as the well-
known phi l osopher and statesrrtan of the same name , h e v1as prohahly 
1; or•n a t Cordul;a on the Iher- i an coast al)out 4 B . C., the son of 
ano t her 0eneca ·who hei.d some fame as an oPator ~ ':Ih a t ever· rnay have 
h een his contemporm~y suecess , his influence on l ater· clr·arnatists 
was ind i sput&.hle , and his plays \/ere very sip;nific a n t in the 
revival of the drama , whether c l ass ical or romantic , at the t ir!Je 
of t bB henaissan ce. Gu ch eminent clas sicists as Corneille and 
Racine in the seventeenth century acknowledged him the ir rna~ t er , 
' the l a t ter nnclouhted l y borrowing the passion scene in Pheclre from 
his own tragedy J!i ppolytus. The romantic Eli zab e thans like wise 
h1itated h i 1n , Thomas Kycl, and to a l ess extent , ShakspePe . 
Hor11an tragedy , then , must he exHminecl and critici zed in the 
dramas of Seneca alone . These were in name , external f orFl , and 
mytholog ical theme a l most exact counterparts of extant Greek. 
tre.ged i es . Hi s Daughters of Troy , for example , thou gh mllch inferior 
i n chaPacterization, plot , and dramatic effe c t , duplic ates in i ne i -
dent the Troades of bur i pide s . I n this respect , Seneca' s weakne"s 
a s a poet in the Aristotelian sense , that is , maker o~ plots , i s 
s h own conclusive ly , for poe ts are "no·~ :;:>igorou s l y hound t o ac'l.hePe 
to the tPacl itional staPles upon which tragedie s have he en WPitten . 
Inde ed , it vvould he ahsuNl to f ee l so const .r-a i n ecl , sinee even such 
s t or i es as aPe tPadj_ t ional ar·e f ar,1il :tar to hut fe ·.-~ , and yet g i ve 
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pleasu r•e to n;,r one . u 
But th:l.s v1as n.ot his only weaknes:J . He h ad 11 P·one L' ar the i' 
· ' 
and f a red wor•seu than hi s mode l·. Like :D.ur•ip i rles , the rl'l ost roJocle:ron 
of the Greeks , he undouht edly was, hut in ir11 i tatinf; the rr1 oi'e extPa-
vagant tra :i ts of l!.. Jrip :T. cle s , he ove rlooked the more wor·thy . Ae schylut 
had peopl ed h i s stage with g ods ahd heroes in ma j est i c action ; he 
firs t had stPuck the choJ:>ds of p as sion , hope , des pai r , i:tnd i n vin-
c i l; l E~ re solut ion - the true tN.~.e;ic theme ; h e had , in the . words 
of i<.Pistotle , 11 macle the d ialog t he pr•ota?;onist .a 1-i.fter hirtl , 
:::;ophoclet> hr·d e l uiloPat e cl p lo t , h Dd h 1• oup;ht the t r·ng ic theme wi t hin 
the real m of hnrnan passion , and hc..d c1eve loped s 1btl et~r ancl mi nute -
ness of charactePizstion . Euripides, following in his foo tsteps , 
had i ntroduced a g r eat er· vap i et~r of passion, i!1cj_clent , s.nd l oculi ty . 
} ealist that s ome cri t ics ht1.ve c a lled hir:J , he hronp;J.1t the ch~:n• acters 
of the drama neaPer to common life , thmlp;h still they rnoved in 
najes t ~r , r·obed i n ermine hnd crowned with g odhead . Hornant icist 
too , he made 111; ch of the supt~Pnatnl'al e l er-1cmt Vihich othe rs h ad 
used i n s lightAr degree h e fore hirn . It vv as these qna l j_ ties , 
r·ather than the ideal forn1 and ideal char a ct ers of his predec e.3~1or ·, 
tha t appea l ed to the spirit ho th of Home and of the Henaissance , so 
his d ranH'lt ic tl'adit iO!lS were c a rried on five hundred :.re ars l ater 
11y Sene c a , F..ncl thronr;h him two thonsand y ear> s l ate r 11y t he J;,n v li sh 
and t~e French dramatists . Fl'om him ~eneca learned to pl'esent 
h i ghly dPart'Jati c s1 tuations , tens e ly strung ::i ncl vehePJent to the 
v e rp; e of rne lodrarna . In Troades., generally conside :r•e d h i s e st, 
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he pi' esents th:ree :tT'as t er ly situations Nhere the c l H.sh of hnrn&n wi lls 
tear s us ;Vi th n tolerahle pity for the pi•otac oni st s: P-;;n"rhns demand-
s ing from Ag ame111non veng ean ce on the survivi ng Troj ans , Ul ys,....es corn-
pelling Andromache to reveal the hid ing - p l &c e of her son , &ncl He l en 
anno me i ng to He cnha the i ro.pend inp.; fate of her dan P.;htei' o lyxena . 
The st~j e c t of the tragedy is the vengeanc e taken h y t~e Greeks , at 
the hid<1inr; o i' the shade of Achilles, upon the sur vi vinp; Trojans , 
a nd is in comp aPi son 'Ni th Eurip i des 1 TI•oades Rnd Hecnh a , ;Nr i tten 
on the sru~e theme , a far mor e moving piece of work . I t h a s un i t y, 
dr·amati c effectiveness , and true p athos . 
Bnt Tr•o acl.es is the l east violent of his traged i es . The 
re st a re unah a shed ly me locl r am&t ic, somet i me s i ndeed 11tterly revol t -
ing in their s i tuat ions . All are l a cking in dramat i c de lic a cy , 
thoue;h often scenic a lly effective . His Phaedl"a i s a sho.me l ess 
harlot in her lust for Hi ppo l ytus , her step- son . ~he g l or i es in 
h e r p ass i on and exults at hi s d i s cor'lf i tn:•e . .c,u ripi(1es , dealing with 
the sa-rne theme , r e presents h er' o. s moJ" e reserved and anstere . 
AP:ain i n ·1rl edea Sene ca is mo1•e harrowing than :.t;;ur•ipides. The 
earlier poet , while pPesen ting he1• as a monster , yet · tries to ;:r, a in 
our s:,rmp ath~r for her by fi r st shovvinp; us the i n .iuPies done her . 
~eneca , on the c ontrary , por t rays her a s a monster fr om the h ep; inn inf 
with no p al l:L at ing c i l'Cnmstances , plann:Lnr; de libePately to rnnrder 
her sons and g lo atin~ in her wickedness . Here i s crime for cr i me ' s 
sake , ,_mt il she "i s in sin s t e pr ed in s o f ar " tha t sho slays her 
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chilcll1 en h e fore the eyes of .Ja son. .;, third such lmnatnPal fiend 
in h1.1man shape is shown in the chaJ•acter of Atreus in the play 
Thyestes. These horr ible character s were the prototypes of Non-
s t er•s in early JUizahethan tr•agedy , Barabas in Mar lowe 1 s ,Tew of 
jt1r a l ta, Lorenzo in Kyd 1 s Spanish Tl1 ap;ecly, and JUchaPr\. of Gloucester 
in Shakspere 1 s historical play. 
Another· phase of melodrama Seneca develops to the extreme -
fantastic and supernatural scenes of horror . In his cravin~ for the 
unusual, the picturesque, he intr•oduces blood- curdling ghosts . 
f/ ilder , rnor•e reasonable ghosts h ad been seen hefore, hut never such 
gr isly spectac l es as the ghost of Tantalus in Thyestes and the 
ghost of 'l'hyestes in Ag-amer.,~~' or the shade of Laius in Oedipus 
and the fri ghtful powers of daPkness in j\l~edea . HePe again Eliz abeth~:: 
tra~edy r·eturn s to Sene ca for its inspiPation &.nd we hc:.ve the 
ghosts in Mar lowe 1 s TarrJh1lr•laine, i n K'.rd 1 s Spanish Tpagedy, and , a 
less ghoulish forrn , i n Shakspere 's Hamlet . 
~ furtheP defect in Senecan tragedy is obvious to the most 
casual readeP . Born of an age of rhetoricians , it is pecnli arly 
unadaptable to the stage, indeed ,, , as_ intended not to he acted, 
hut recited . I t s eems raore of the rostrum than of the. theater. 
It is rhetorical p a ther than dPamatic . It carries to ex tPeme s 
s 
what ~r istotle cri t icized in J:<.,uripides (and Ari ...... tophanes ridiculed 
in his Frogs) and later tragic poets - 11 l<' op the older tragic poets 
( SophoclP.s, fOl' example) made their hePoes exproess themse lves like 
statesmen, whereas the mo0e rn make theirs use the devices of the 
rhetoricians ." Seneca makes e v ery speech a declamat ion. Sometimes 
•• 
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i t is very fine, as in the scene h e tween Phaedra Rnd Th eseus in 
Rippoly~1s ; more usually it i s ranting , pompous , and tedious l y lonR, 
so that the action of the dr>ama stands sti ll. In the Ji.'! essenger 's 
s p e ech , for instance , he has seized the opportnni t ·y to display his 
hrilliant gifts of rhetoric and d escription , so tha t it i s ex tend e d 
to n early twice the l eng th of the corresponding speech in ~uripides. 
r hat he :may dec l ai the moPe , he invents nurses , a l wa::;rs li t e r c..Py , 
to s e rve as his mouthp ieces, the predecessors, perhaps , of t he 
confid antes of 0heridan and Ste e le in },;nglish comedy of the 
eight e enth century . In adcU tion, he stuffs h i s r h etoric with clas-
sieal a llusions and e p i grams , in which he delights , . so tha t , all in 
all , the re is very much talk , but v e ry little action i n his d r·arl'Jas . 
Homan tragedy , for these reasons , though histor cally a 
continuation of Greek trag edy , falls f&r hehind the l a tter hath in 
nohility of thought a nd beauty of form . Its dominan t not e s ar e 
viole nce of cha racter and situation and an extran emts intere s t in 
hetoric , which pervades the who l e , destroying cohe Pence a nd con -
tinni t y of action , anc1 tendlnv to episodic naPrat i v e . It does not 
sho v such skillful charact e r•ization and employment of suspen se as 
d eveloped uncier the c1.mmlati ve g e n ius of f._eschylus , ~ophocle s , and 
:2uripides , and utterly scoPns the attempt of t he latter to inter-
P1inp; le the serious and the c omic as in real life. Its sing le con-
tribution to universal drar11a i s the almost comp l ete d i s s ociat ion 
of' the chorus from the acted perfoi•rn ance , which thus dispens e s 
with t h e l y l'ical e l eFJent s o ilnport ant to e arly .i-,t t ic t l' agedy , found 
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hut 1•arely in Renaissance ch ... ama , and enti1•el~r a1-,sent from modern 
drrama , and estahli shes the arhi ti'aPy eli vision of t:r•&gecly i n to fiv e 
a cts which e nduroed except in Spanish elrama until the l atte ro part of 
the n i neteenth century . 
• 
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v. 
ROMANTIC TRAGEDY I N WESTERN EUROPE 
A. ENGLISH TRAGEDY 
In spite of repeated denunci at ion by the univer si ty men , 
English tragedy of the Elizahethan Age was exuberant l y l'omant ic. 
From Sidney to Jons on , f:rom LT onson to lH lt on , fPom Milt on to 
Ad d i son , the Pe wa s a con t i nuous undercurpent ·Jf protest against 
the romantic model. 
Sil' Philip Sidney 1 s cornphdnt against violations of t he 
un itie s i s hoth witt;r and pi ctuPe sque . "You sha l have F.s ia o f 
the one side , and Affrick of the othei' , and so many other' under -
kingdoms , that the Player , when he cometh i n , must ever heg i n with 
telling where he is: oP e l s , the tal e ·id ll not he conceived. Now ye 
shall have three l adies , w·a lke to gather flower s, and then ·,ye must 
1!e eeve the s tap;e to he a Garden. By and by , #e he are nmvs o f 
shi pwracke i n the s ru~e place, and then wee are to h l aMe , if we 
accept i t not for a rock . Upon the hacke of that comes out a 
hideous mon ster' , with fire and s rno l-ce , and then the miserahle 
heholdm:' s a re hounde to t ake it for a cave. 1.Vhile in the mean-
t-~e , :~o ~rmies flye in , Pepresented with foure swoPds and huck-
l ers , and then what ha1•de heart will not receive it fo:r a pitched 
fi e l d e? Jm< , of time they are much more J.iherall , foP ordinary it 
is that two young pr·ine;e s fa11 in love . ..:;.ftel' many t:r-ave r'ces , 
')) 
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she is ~ot with childe , delivered of a faire hoy , he is lost , 
grovJcth a man , fall s in love , and is ready to get auother ehilde , 
a.nd all this in t -10 hours 1 space; ·Nhile how c;.r1SUJ:>d it i s i n sence , 
even sence may im& g ine , and Arte hath taught and all ancient ex-
1 • t • " -! d II amp es .JUS 11 ..~- e • 
The gref•.t Mil ton , too , l i fted "his organ vo:l.ce " in he'1alf 
of puPe tragedy . His Preface to Samson J:.g onistes , n so - called 
'' closet - d.:eama ," seeks " to vindicate trar;cc1y frorn the small esteem, 
Ol'"' rathei' i nfamy , -.-v-hich i n the accolmt of many it undcp g oes Ett. 
this day , wi th other common inte Ph.:..des; happening thPough the 
poe r s ePr·or of i ntel'mixing comie stuff with tragic s adnes:J and 
gravi ty , or i ntrodncinc:; triv ial and vul gar persons •...••.• and 
though aneient tragedy usc no Prologue , yet using it sometimes , 
in case of self-defense or exp l anation , in behalf of this tragedy , 
comi np:: forth after> the anc i ent rnannel' , much di f f erent fi'Om ~vhat 
among us passe s for hest . That choru.s is here i nt:Poduced afteP 
the Greek manneP , not anc i ent only , but ruodern , and still i n use 
amon~ the Itali ans . In the mode ling therefo~e of th i s poem , with 
good reason , t he Anc i ents F..ind It a l i&ns are r u.the r followed , a s 
of much more authoPity and fame . It suffices if the who l e dPama 
be found not produced heyond the fj_fth act; of the s tyl e and 
un i fo rmity , and that connnonly called the p l ot , -,qhether i ntricate 
or exp l:i.ci t , they only will hest ,judee i7ho are not unacquainted 
-;ii th Aeschyl us , Sophoc l es_, and Eul" i pides , the thr·ee trae; i c poets 
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w1equa lled yet hy any , and the hest rule to all ~ho endeavor to 
v1r i te tragedy. The circumscriptlon of tirr1e , 'v"iherein the whole 
drama hegins and ends is , according to the ancient r~le and hest 
examp le , vi thin the space of t;v-enty-four hours . 11 
D1•yden , the first dram&tist of note after· the Elizabethans , 
was still a young rnan when r-iJ ilton raised his voice in protest 
&.gainst the tu r·rnoil and confusion of con temporal y pl&ys , but though 
stron~ly influenced by French models and French critics , sat ~m-
1-,J.y at the feet of Shakspere , the romanticist . 11 There is not so 
mu.ch as a dwarf within our· p; i&nt 1 s clothes ," he \Jrote , compa.J•ing 
h imself unfavoPahly with the rnasteP. " If his embroideries wepe 
burnt down , there would sti l l he silver at the bottom of the melt-
ing - pot ." Ee bases his Pr•e face to Troilus and Cress ida , Containing 
tl1e GPounds of Literary Cri ti c i sn.1 in TPagedy , on t-t l• is totle , Horace , 
Lon g inus , and the French Rapin . By the ppecepts of thes e critics 
he gauge s h i s ovm and contempor•ary tre.ged ies , and finds them il l: 
nThe roar of pass i on , indeed , may p l ease an au.dienc e , thPee parts 
of whi ch are ignor·ant enough to think al l i s moving which is noise , 
but it will mov e no other passion than indignation and contempt 
from judicious men ." 
Th~ transformat i on of traged y , however , from the classical 
mould to the romant i c was in England a rapid evo l ution , harely fifty 
ye ars elaps ing hetween the first performance of a classical tragedy 
and the first success of the romantic school , Kyd's The Spanish 
Tragedy . 
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P~o , ah ly English tragedy did not develop dir e ctly from 
the rnyster· ies and moralities of medi aeval dr·ama, -:f- 1)nt from the 
stimulus of the Renaissance and the interest of E1 r-;lish schola.r>s 
in the classics , in time popularized hy itinerant players and 
modif ied to suit the extravagant spil•i t of the age. Unfortunately, 
English scholars in their nev,r admiration of the literatures of 
Greece and Rome from the very begi nning grouped Aeschylus, 
Sophocles , Euripides , and Seneca together , and read Euripides and 
Seneca r·ather than the elder and more profm.md poets. But it was 
Seneca principally whom they studied and accepted as a model , 
\ 
perhaps hecanse Latin wa s rt1ore available , pePhaps hecanse he 
seemed the lTlore modern of the two. In the we ll-known verses pre-
fixed · to the first folio Shakspere, Jonson called on rihim of 
Cordova deacltt in the same breath with Ae schylus and Eurip ides; 
and long after t he Jacohean period the false tradition remained 
wh ich, by putting these lifeless copies on tbe same footing as 
their great origi nals , perplexed and stultifi ed litePary criticism . 
Cer•tainly there vvere "blood and thundertt enough in Seneca to suit 
the most riotous taste of the Renaissance tyros , however incon-
,r:ruous his tedious ttrelations tt with the super- act i vity of sixteenth 
cent1.u·y English.rnen. 1-l.S for his diction , the Elizabethans appropr•ia -
• 
ted phr·ases wholesale , and wer>e properly ridiculed therefoJ:' by 
Nash i n his preface to Gr>eene 1 s Menaphon, published in 1589: 
ttEnglish Sene ca read h.y candle-light yields man i e p.;ood sentences ; 
&nd if you intreate him faire in & frostie mor·ning , he will affoJ:'d 
* Brander Matthews holds the contrary view. 
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you whole Hamlets, I should say handfulls, of t r a g ical spe eches. 
Let blood, line by line, and page by page, at length he mus t needes 
die to our stage." 
Although t h e first copy of Seneca in mode rn clas s ical d rama 
vvas t he Ecerinis of Alber•tino Mussato, published i n Padua, in 1~~15, 
the real seeds of the type were not sown in England unt il 1532, 
when the boys of St. Paul 1 s School acted before Cardinal '"!a ls e y a 
Lat in tr ag edy on Dido, wri t ten by their headma s ter, one Rightwise. 
By 1560, tr•avelers and scholars having in the interim brought home 
from Italy manuscript cop!es of Seneca, his Troades, Mede a, and 
Oedipus had been act ed at Trinity College, in Latin, of c our s e, and 
for private enter t ainment. But Seneca was soon seen in En g lish 
verse , for Jasper HeJ~food during the years 1559-1567 rend e r ed 
eight of his plays from the Latin into English. In 1581 a col-
lected edition of ten plays ascribed to Seneca was published. 
The interest in Seneca n ow hecame pro creat ive, and in 1561 
the first regular English tragedy, Gorhoduc, a play in the Senecan 
for•m but in ~nglish blank verse, was performed at We s t •·.ins ter. The 
authors, Sackville and Nol'ton, wel'e Oxfor•d gPaduat es, ther e fore 
scholars and classicists. It is believed that others coll ahorat ed 
with them and that each of the five acts was written by a different 
poet. The theme was native., though hoth form and meter were I Italian, hlank verse, together with the sormet, having just 11e en 
introduced by two enthusiastic travelers from Italy. It was a 
play of mortal t edium, in which everything that mi ght be of 
interest was Fie rely narrat ed a nd never once shown in action. It 
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c ontained elahorate choruses, a pr•e liminary pantomime , and long 
rhetorical disquisitions in the fashion of Seneca . Like Senecan 
tragedy , too, it abounded in str·ong charaeter•-con tr-asts, messengepts 
speeches or nrelat ion s ," and confidants or counsellors , one for 
every principal character in t he play. Sir Philip Si dne y approved 
i t , though it did not wholly observe the unities of Italian CPiti-
cism , and Fope in a late~ age praised its chaste correctness a nd 
purity ! The plot can be outlined in a sentence: Gor•l1oduc eli vides 
Britain tetwe en his t wo sons, who are rivals; t h e elder is rr.urcler•ed 
by the younger; their mother• murders him in turn; the people rise 
and muPder her and Gorboduc; a civil war follows . 
Despite its crudity of plot and its dullness, Gorhoduc 
was a landmark in the cours e of Enp:lish troap;edy . It estal1lished 
hlank verose as a medium for poetic drama , a medium through ~iVhich 
J .. na rJ.o·,ve and Shakspere were to touch the depths of human woe; it 
established the division of a tragedy into five acts, a division 
approved by Horace from his observance of Seneca's method; and 
it pointed the way to nat ive themes , to a richness of troagi c mate-
rial in the annals of Britain, which both Marlowe and i::ihaks pere used 
in the i r histor ical plays and in at least two great tpagedies. 
Several less noted tragedies in the Senecan form followed 
· - in rapid succession , all of the perfoPmances still private and 
limited to a scholar•ly audience . In 1564 Dido was presented before 
the "<.ueen at Cambr idge, and in 1566 Progne at Oxford. The latter 
opens vdth the ghost Of the Thrac ian Diomede foaming at the mouth 
- I~ 
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and baited by Furies with torches to prologise the doom of his 
ovm house, exactly like the ghost of Tantalus in Seneca's Thyestes . 
In 15'79 at Carnhriclge was prodi.l.ced a Senecan tr>agedy by the Master 
of Caius , called the True Tr:ag_ec;I.ie of Richard III, which is merely 
interesting because it influenced one of Shakspere 1 s most Senecan 
plays . In 1592 Alahaster>'s Roxana was produced at Trinity , another 
"reductio ad absu.rdum" of the Senecan type. It pre:Jented the old 
theme o f a jealous wife serving to her husband the flesh of his 
mistress and of his children, and showed the hapless wretch then 
mourning in true Senecan morbidity that having consumed a wife and 
two children he h ad now a fourfold hody and a fourfold grief, and 
that he went to hell a fourfold ghost . At the horror of it all 
a gent lewoman in the audience, it is said, "fell eli stracted and 
never recovered." But such plays were not to mould English tragedy 
at its height, for meanwhile, a popular stage had been developing 
outside the univePsity circles and the Inns of Court , and modified 
in many ways by the Sen.ecan tradition had pPoduced a romantic and 
popular drama, the Spanish Tragedy, by Thomas Kycl, and a quartette 
of mighty tragedies hy ChPistopher Marlowe. 
The Spanish Tra~edy was performed ahont 1586, and was imme -
d iate ly popular, thouRh scorned by scholaPly cr i tics . In true 
Senecan style it opens with the ghost of Andrea , slain in battle 
with the Portuguese , and the Spir'i t of Revenge; these two act as 
the chorus throughout the play. Bell 1 Imperia , niece of the King 
of Spain, and mistress of the dead Andrea , falls in love with 
I I 
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Horatio, son of Hieronimo , marshal of Spain. But her hrother 
Lorenzo is determined to 'Ned her to Balthazar , son of the Viceroy 
of Portugal , vvho has heen captur'ed by Horat io in revenge for• 
J.l.ndrea 's death . Horatio is therefore hane;ed , and Bell ! Imper·ia 
and Hieronimo plot , at the wedd ing celebration , to euact a marriage 
p lay in wh ich they 11/ill s ta·h with dead l y intent Bal thaz.fa·, T..:Ol~enzo , 
then themselves . The horrihle scene is consummated , Hieron imo in-
formj_ng the audience of the f acts , then biting ou.t his tongue , and 
stahhing himself. 
This was the prototype of many a melodramatic play known as 
the _Revenge ~ragedy , which was long to cont inue hoth popular and 
Sene can , and to be numb ered among the works of Slwkspere , r.Iarston, 
Chapman , 'Nehster , and Beaumont and Fletcher. In ~ri tus Andronicus , 
for instance , ·after The dpanish Tragedy Kyd 1 s most successful play , 
ancl 1.mdou11tedly vvorked o-ver by Shakspere , we find other Sene can 
situations , Tamora treated to a Thyes tean pie in 'vfh ich her own 
son's flesh is baked , and four murders perpetrated in the brevity 
of twenty lines . 
Shakspere 1 s Hi chard III is a true Senecan tyr• ant; the ghos ts 
which haunt Clarence 1 s last nip;ht &nd still more those vvhich haunt 
Richard's , the half-choric part played by the wi ld old queen 
Margaret as embodiment of the curse of the House of Plantagenet, 
' are all frank ly based on Senecan practice , and the long passages 
of un-Shakspel'ian e?Jigrammat ic stychoi11ythia are aP;a in plainly 
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i mitat ive of Seneca. 
If Shakspere could not wholly l~Peak a ·way from the influ~ 
enc e of Seneca on tragi c situ~tions , still less could his feehler 
hrothers of the Elizahethan 1-1.ge , and though their tr>agedies \vere 
romant i c in fol'm, they often consisted of horr·ors piled npon 
horrors such as Seneca never intended for enactment on the stage . 
Bnt the audiences g loated on h loodshed ; they w·anted trar.;ed y and 
a plenty of itl I n Greene's Selimus , an epilog shows we ll the 
dispos i t ion of the a ge :. 
"If this first part , Gent l es , do like yon weD. , 
The second sha1l greater rnuJ:'ders tell ." 
Nothing was l eft t o rel a tion; everything was presented to the 
eye . This vogue Has freque ntly c ar·r ied to excess , and me l odrama 
r•athe r than tr>ap;edy result ed , often culminating in ahsnrdj.t i es . 
Ev e n in Shakspere hattles were pres e nted where the armies of t ':liO 
g T'eat kingdoms , as i'.dclison said , were r•epresented by " a paii' of 
scene -shif t ers and a couple of candle-snuffers ." jl.)urders and 
sud den deaths in Hamlet and other tragedi e s l eft tl~e st a ge fcdrly 
choked with corpse s , thrilling the nerves with horror inst e ad 
of l i ke true traeed~ purging the soul with terror. 
Bes i des this " out - Seneca- ing of Seneca ," there uas a mai' kecl. 
differen c e of for'm hetween the Elizahethan dr·ama and the pure 
clasGical type , the romantic h e ing far l ooser in construction . 
This perm i tted a wide r runge and a greuter V&J:> i. ety oi' action. 
Snh - p l ot s, episodes , side - ll,,hts , and by-scenes reml lt ed. :~'lith 
I 
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Shakspere's cont emporaries the dps~ a was n o l onger limited to 
the main act ion ~ or the sing le s i tuation . Even 1n the master-poet's 
great traged i es t here v1as a looseness not. founc'l_ on t he Gr> eek 
stage . Such scene s as that of the grave - di gger in Ram e t , the 
sleep-w~lking scene in Macbeth , the scene b etween Desdemona and 
Iag o on the quay at Cyprus , and that het .v-een Le&P ttncl Ecl~ a:r> on 
the heath are episodic and halt the action while the talk g oes on. 
BovieveP illuminating as to c1Htr a t;teP the s e may he , i n the c l ass ic 
sense they vio l ate lm i t;r of ac t ion , as it 'vvas und e rs tood hy 
J.-~ristotle and Horac e and by such dr>arnat ists a s Ae s chy l us , Sophocles, 
and Rac i ne . 
So in Shaksperian drawa the1•e •,m s a revolution in t he 
· ~1o le conception of tr>agedy . The plot , which to the c l ass i c& l 
d ramatists and APistotle was of pal'&mount impoPtance , noYr asswned 
second place; character came into its o.-m as the encl ratheP t han 
the mean s of tragic a c t ion; and the h j_ghest , and &t the same time 
the most tragic quality of chapacter was se en to h e its capacity 
for grmvtl-1. or decay , & goal which class i ca l di'ama , i n its emp-1as i s 
upon un ity of time , could no t hope to achie e . .mo~~r ph&se or 
t~i s ne~ i nterest i n character rather> than in plot ~a s a tend ency 
tov1ard reflection and philosophical soliloquy . Some of t he rnost 
nspir i n g and the most consoling p a ss&ges i n Shak spere a re of 
this nature . 11 To h e or not to be - t h ab is t:ne ques tion! " not 
only reveals HarrJl et '3 er•wtion bl cond i t i on f:o. t t~ at p~:J.r t icnl ar stae;e 
of the d rama , h ut 1ro :l.. ce s t he :nquir~;r _of eve1•y hum&n soul at some 
I 
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· i me in his life . Macbe th's bitter ~ords h&ve ec~oed ~he note of 
cl:sil lus ionme~J.t i n many a hu.m8.n heart: 
11
'I'OI!!OJ'I'OW , &nc'l. tornOJ'PO.V ; ancl OillO:l:'l'Oiv , 
Creeps i n this petty pace froro day to day 
To the last syllable of recorded time , 
r.nd all our yesterdays have ligh tcrl fools 
The wa y to dusty deatll . Out , out , bri e f candlel 
J,ife 1 s hut a. walking shc.dmv , a poor pl&.yer 
That struts and frets his hour upon the staBe , 
hnd the'l is heard no more ; it i s a tale 
Told by &n idiot , full of sormd ancl. fury , 
Sign ifying nothing . " 
Innumers.hle instances might he p; i ven of this tendency' to •furd 
·e flect i venes s i n the I"'Omun tic tragecl.y not only of 1in)land hu.t of 
l"r unce , vihere we finn it of exagger-ated lenp.; t!l in the soli locru.:v-
of Vic toT' Bnp:o 1 s Don Carlos at the tornh of l;har- l el1J a gne , a.ncl. again 
in Cyrano de Bergerac , Dostand's successful revival of thA type , 
Nher Cyr ano , ~oundcd unto d eath , yet standing hravoly hefore his 
l ove of half a life-time , watches the yellow l enves fall fpo~ the 
tr-ees and reflects~ "Ho 1v consummately they do it! I n t~1D. t brief 
flutter i ng from houp;h to ground , how they contJ:,ive s till to pnt 
on 11eanty ! .:~ncl thonp.;h foredoomed to uwulcl.er upon tl:le earth that 
draws them , they wi sh their fall invested with the grace of a 
free bird 1 s fl i ght! " 
In the four tragedies of MarloNe , fresh from cambr i dge 
University , we find romant icism in its most exa.ggoPated fo r'm , 
tr'ying to compass the whole of life and the Pealms beyond i n its 
mi p;hty lust. The yout::1fu l ardor of his imag ination and his ex-
travag &nce of expression are illustrated in the lines , 
"Is thi s the face that l aunched a thouss..nd ships , 
hnd hurnt the topless towers of I li11m? 
Sweet Helen 1 Make me irnmor•t a l ·.,v i tn a kiss! 11 
and again in the same play in the fiend's Peply to Faustus: 
"Why, this is Hell, nor am I out of it; 
Thinkest thou that I, that saw the face of God, 
And tasted the eternal joys of Heaven, 
Am not tor•mented with ten thousand Hells, 
In being deprived of everlasting bliss?" 
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Always a great poet, Marlowe failed to be a great dramatist. 
He lacked a sense of dr•amatic values, the closely-knit plot and 
the suspensive climax. His first play, Tamburlaine, was moPe of 
an epic than a drama, a chronicle of successive scenes of breath-
less glory through which the mighty conqueror marched until his . 
death. It is often spoken of as the Conqueror type of tragedy. 
The plot is not climactic; the death of Tamburlaine is merely 
the end of the play, not a tragic catastrophe. This was the first 
of the "one-man" plays which exerted such powerful influence over 
Shakspere and succeeding dramatists, and which,as a "one-man" play, 
developed into a study of a human soul, becoming therefor•e the 
first psychological character in English tragedy. Dr. Faustus, 
his second tragedy, though fragmentary and imperf'ect in text, in-
spired Goethe to write his magnificent dramatic poem, Faust. Sin-
gularly undramatic in structure, it was singularly successful on 
· - the stage. It was based on an old German legend just published 
when Marlowe was looking about him for a theme. In the dramatist's 
hands the central character became the allegorical representation 
of every man, a world-story r•ather than a particular fable, yet in 
its singleness of purpose a truly tragic theme. Faustus is the 
forerunner of Macbeth, a colossal figure who dares and does to 
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the uttermost and falls in his conflict with the fundamental moral 
laws. Like Tambu_r:_~ai~, this play too represents an heroic, over-
weening passion; in the first, a lust for power through world-con-
quest; in the second, a lust for power through v,rorld-knowledge. 
His third "one-man" play, The .. Tevv of Malta, is again a represen-
tation of lust, this time for money, world-wealth. Barabas, the 
central character, is an exaggerated exrunple of the Elizabethan 
complex against the Jews. He is a monster, distorted out of all 
semblance of ht~an form. He is a gigantic malevolence that degen-
erates by its very excess into inhuman caricature. In the dif-
ference between Marlowe's Barabas and Shakspere's Shylock, both 
written on the same theme, is seen the degree to which the latter 
poet in conception and portrayal of human character towered above 
his contemporaries. He had that touch of nature which makes the 
whole world kin, and which was entirely lacking in Marlowe. Edward I 
was Marlowe's last completed essay at tragedy. Although a chronicle 
play, it was a dramatic masterpiece, a tragic representation of 
human weakness, its central character an unkingly and dethroned 
sovereign. In this drama Marlml(e tried to get away from the 
" one-man" idea which had dominated his earlier work, but succeeded 
only in portraying four characters equally well, as Shakspere later 
portrayed Macbeth and his Lady with equal skill. 
The new conception of tragedy evolved by Marlowe is seen , 
• 
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then, to be the representat i on, not of a life and death, a bloody 
crime, or a reversal of fortune, but of the heroic struggle of a 
g reat personality, doomed to inevitable defeat, not as in the case 
of Greek tragedy by conf lict with the gods or destiny, but by con-
flict with his ovm temperament. The importance of the inner con-
flict is emphasized, rather than the conflict with external cir-
cumstance. The reflective soliloquy becomes in his hands a medium 
for self-revelation, an expression of the inner conflict vthich mo1~e 
than aught else holds the essence of real tragedy. In a le s ser way , 
he chang ed the course of Elizabethan tragedy by i n troducing romantic 
panoramas of great armies, courts thronged with resplendent nobles, 
gorg eou s trappings, mighty movements, all tha t made for spectacle 
and magnificence on the bare Elizabethan stage. In two of his 
plays, also, he broke away from the tradition of the "il l ustrious 
and highly renowned" tragic hero, and conceived Faustus and Barabas 
more as ordinary men though in extraordinary conflict. 
Of Marlowe's "mighty line," his poetry "all air and fire,"* 
i t can be said that had he lived longer, he would have grown wiser, 
and in the philosophic calm that only experience brings, have at-
tained "to something like prophetic strain." 
-~"Next Marlowe, bathed in the Thespian springs, 
Had in him those brave translunary things 
That the first ·poets had; his raptures were 
All air and fire, which made his verses clere; 
"For that fine madnes still he did retaine~ 
Which rightly should possess a poet's braine." 
Drayton. 
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This Shakspere did in t he group of gre a t tragen i es written 
in maturity after he had perfected his technique both of dPam a tic 
construction and poetic expression, and evolv~d certain moral 
concepts to be translated into action. He made many of the mistakes 
of his predecesso1•s and of his age, to be sure. But these sink 
i nt o insignificance beside the magnificent gallery of por traits 
that he created and the stern, high-minded ethical code that he 
set forth, wherein naught is extenuated nor set down i n malice. 
The calamities of his tragedies do not simply hap pen, hut ppoceed 
mainly from the actions of men, and these actions issuing from 
character. In him "character is destiny," and men themselves the 
au thors of their proper woe . 
So Cassius, in Julius g_~e~ : 
"Men at some time are masters of their fate; 
The fafilt, dear Brutus, is not in our stars, 
But in ourselves, that we are underling s ." 
And Helena, in All's Well: 
"Our remedies oft in ourselves do lie, 
Which we ascribe to he aven; the fated sky 
Gives us free scope, only doth backward pull 
OUr slow designs when we ourselves are dull." 
In Hamlet, Macbeth , Othello, Lear, the same truth is seen - the 
downfall of the protagonist is the inevitable result of some course 
he elected to follO 'N, sor.1e blindness in his spiritual vision. 
Hamle t has been called the "eternal tragedy of the human soul at 
war with inexorable circumstance." Macbeth is the tragedy of 
"vaulting ambition that o•erleaps itself" and falls amid the ruins 
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it has made. Othello is the black tragedy of insensate jealousy 
that strangles what is deapest. Lear is the pitiful tragedy of an 
old man's foolish choler that drags to destruction what was fair 
and lovely. These are the "ideal tragic heroes" of Aris totle, 
hut with a difference. Chance plays little part in their undoing 
(Romeo and Juliet, WI'itten in the flush of youth , is excepted); 
their blunders are not the concern of unfriendly gods or a malevo-
lent Fate; "missing the mark," they plunge consciously headlong to 
annihilation. The wages of sin, and sometimes of innocence, too, 
is death . There is no trifling with the laws of life and progre ss. 
"The abiding truth," decln.Pes Schelling, "is everywhere the inspir-
ing essence of Shakspere 1 s tragedies , truth to the fact, fidelity 
to right, fidelity to the actualities of hurnan conduct and to the 
mainsprings of hl~an feeling in its hopes, and in its ideal aspi-
rations . Beautiful and noble as is Shakepere's · poetry and abid-
ing as is its melodious charm, above his hap py choice and colloca-
tion of wo1~ds, ahove his apt and lovely imagery, above his grace, 
his variety, his wit, his wisdom, is the inevitable and unmatcha-
ble truth of his pen. " 
The eternal stars never g limmer throur,h the blackness that 
broods over Macbeth from the ·time he consummates his tl"'eachery 
against the kindly , confiding Duncan. Like a scarlet thread in the 
fabric of his actions runs the trail of blood begetting blood, 
until in anguish he cr•ies, 
"I am in sin stepped in so far!" 
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Only when he has resigned himself to expiation for his crimes does 
he enlist our sumpathies again; we find again verification of our 
inmost conviction, "the truth shall make ye fre el" And in the 
c a l m that follows, our spirits chastened by this mi ghty pictur>e of 
sin and retribution, vve are poignantly conscious that the poet has 
justified the ways of God to men. So in Othello, and so in differ-
ent degree, in Hamlet and Lear. Goethe said, "They are no me1~e 
- ~ 
poems. We could imagine we were standing before the g i gantic 
Books of l<' ate, through which the hurricane of life vvas raging , 
and violently blowing its leaves to and fro.'! 
The fundamental difference between Shakspere and the Greeks 
in their tragic conceptions was a difference of age and of -temper. 
Two thousand years of human inquiry had added an immense store of 
knowledge to the intellectual horizon of the Elizabethans. With 
this increase in fact had come also a quantity of speculation and 
philosophy. We who have inherited hut three hundred years of 
progress since the Elizabethans can dimly realize what twenty cen-
turies had done for them, how prolix and sophisticated of expe -
rience and consciousness, both personal and social, they were as 
compared to the ancient Greeks, whose physical world was bounded 
by their little peninsula in the Aegean , and whose mental life was 
hardly wider . An analogy has been pointed out between the simple , 
austere dignity of the Greek temple and the ornate , bewildering, 
often grotesque beauty of the Gothic cathedral towering into the 
sky. Shakspere, then, h ad a far more difficult problem than 
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Sophocles - he must select from all the diverse facts and fancies 
of experience that which should make a significant presentation 
of life as he knew it in the sixteenth century . His plays were 
therefore twice or three times as long as those of the Greek 
theater, and showed an abundance , even a superfluity of action and a 
consequent diffusion of thought and expression. His c.haracter•s 
numbered from twent;r to forty, whereas those of Sophocles num-
bered from five to ten. Their psychology, too , caught as they were 
in a veritable maelstrom of life , was abstruse and inextricable , 
while that of the Greek heroes was relat i vely simple , almost 
diagrammatic , like a silhouette. Compare , for• instance, Lady 
Macbeth and Clytemnestra , or Cleopatra and Medea . Hence, Shak-
spere 1 s conception that character , not f ate, determined the tragic 
career of his heroes. In only two instances , and both of these 
dealt w·ith quiescent rather than aggres s ive temperaments, did he 
ever s uggest the contrary . Hamlet , resigned to the futility of 
further struggle , says : 
" 'l'here ' s a divi nity that shapes our ends , 
Hough-hew them how we may - " 
and Gloster , bowed down with suffering, cries: 
"As flies to wanton boys are we to the g ods; 
They kill us for their sport. " 
Maeter linck 1 s comment on character is peculi arly appro-
priate to life as Shakspere saw it, despite his extra bap::gage of 
ghosts , goblins, and witches, o.f battle, muJ•der, and sudden death . 
• 
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"Let us always remember thHt nothing hefalls us that is not 
of the nature of ourselves ••••••• none hut yourself shall you 
me e t on the highway of fate. If Judas go forth ton ight, it is 
toward Judas his steps will tend. 11 
The tragedies of Jon son, last of the great Elizabethans, 
do not concern u s here, for they reverted to the strictes t classi -
cal type. Put together with integPity of woPkmanship a nd scholar-
ship, they yet missed the proud appeal of Greek tragedy - they 
l a cked some sweep of passion to stir the blood, or some touch of 
e lemental simplicity to move the heart. His con tempt for .::>hal{-
spere 1s "little Latin , and less Greek" was only equalled h y the 
indifference with which the romant icists relegated to oblivion 
his Sejanus and his Catiline. An ardent advocate of the unities, 
which he believed indissoluble from classical tragedy , he like-
wi s e retained the chorus, and in Catiline, at least, the prolog, 
in which the ghost of Sulla speaks in true Senecan fashion. But 
Jonson could not turn the t1•iurnphant course of Engli sh romantic 
tragedy, so d evoted his abilities thereafter to comedy. Pepys made 
a charming entry in his famous diary about Jonson's Catiline! 
"A play of much good sens e and words to J•ead, but the least di vePtin~ 
that ever I saw any. And therefore home with no pleasur e at all , 
e xcept in sitting next to Bet ty HallJ" 
Milton's one attempt at drama was a classical tragedy, 
Saws on f:..gonistes, characterized hy Thorndike as an unactahle, 
pseudo-Greek play, in form imitative of the ideas of the Italian 
Renaissance rather• than of Athens. "Though the play stands hy 
itself," he continues, "it may be said to Pepresent a tendency 
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to turn to Greek rather than to French models s u ch as Dryden and 
Crovme boasted of , and fully rr1anif'est in the next centur·y . And it; 
tal{es its place at the head of the numerous , if spoPadic, traged ies 
on Greek models that extend from the Restoration to the present 
day . " 
Of the later classici.sts, Addison and Samuel j"ohnson , with 
his fiasco Irene, of the nineteenth century poets, many of whom 
tried their hand at romantic tragedy but succeeded only in writing 
dramatic poems or c loset-dramas , Shelley, Byron, Tennyson, Bro'Nn-
ing , and lesser ones, little need be said in a supvey of trHgedy 
from the time of the ancient Greeks to the present. Professor 
Thorndike has faithfully covered the gr om1d of Enp.;lish sePious 
drama down to the tvwntieth cent1.1r·y in his 'rpag~d]L . A petrosr:e ct 
shows that throughout Enp.;lish tragedy, from MaPlowe 1 s Tamburlaine 
to She lley's The Cenci, there has been only o ccasional depaPture 
fPom the Shaksperian concept i on of tragedy as representation of 
great personal ities engaged in disastrous conflict . Blank v erse , 
illustrious persons, the pomp of courts , the great passions. of 
revenge, ambition , jealousy, lust , love , and hate , hideous crimes , 
and the conflict of potent wil l s have been the usual accompani-
ments of the actions of suffering and ruin . There was neede d an 
English Ibsen t o .free drama from the toi l s of sixteenth century 
extravagance in word and action , of seventeenth cen~1ry licen-
tiousness and salac i ty,of eighteenth century subordination to 
polemic and satiric prose, of nineteenth century elimination by 
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the novel, . and to present to English-speaking people serious 
plays dealing with l ife as they know i t , interesting, realistic, 
stimulating, and some times chastening. He came, in varying genius , 
with the coming of the twentieth century , appearing in the group 
of wri ter·s among whom are numbered Galsworthy, Jones, PinePo, 
Maughm, Ervine, Barr ie, and Shaw. 
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B. SPANISH TRAGEDY 
In Spain the same fip;ht ,{as waged 11etwoen classicism and 
romant icism, and won almost a cent~~y hefore that i n EnRland by 
Ce l e stina , a d rama of witchcraft and l ove poti ons , fantastic and 
romant i c . I n va i n did Cervantes , Spain's greatest consarvrtive , 
seek t o s tern the t i d e. Ever•yth i ng in t he Sp anish tompera.rn.ent was 
against him. A fiePy people , chivalrous and pass ionat -3 , t:ne ir 
11 po i nt of honoP 11 -.vas t hei ;:-- l ife - 1, l ood , and rna p;ne:mird ty t:C1eii' star . 
The romant ic t;ypo of elrama alone could reflect s uch pr·ismatic , 
vo l at ile emotions and viv d ca!'eers . Lope de Vega , hoPn in 1562 , 
almost exact l y conternporaPy v i th Shakspere , and 
Calceron, in 1600, were the supreme geniuses at hand to g i ve it 
expPess i on . Hut much l ess than :l.n Engl and Yver•e Spain 1 s mc:~ ster-
spirits ahle t o g ive t o tragedy a d e fi n it e form and pUPfJOSe . 
It remai ned more mediaeval i n i ts loo se c onstpuc tion , careless 
pPopoi•tions , and l a c k of ~ arrnony and concentr•ation than ei thor 
English 011 French tPagedy . It ·v-vas f u ll of repeti t ion and al:.'lays 
nad an air- of improv i sat ion , rathel' than of li ter·a:ry poli sh and 
pPecis i on . Incon~ruous elements , ranging fr-om the toplofty to 
the matter of fact , from the suhl i me to the g :rotesquo , foi'bade any 
real unity of plot. Farce and tPa gedy moved side by side wi thout 
relevancy or peality . The plot abow1ded in astonish i ng situations 
and artful intr-igue s which 1'C:tr'e l y fai l ed to i nterest the specta-
' 
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to:r· hut 'Nhich on the otheP hand l eft him hr'eathless and confused 
as to the meaning of it all . Thi s peculi ar exuberance of plot 
i s neat l y summed up hy George genry Le wes: 
"Invention, interest, sprip;htly turns in plays , 
Say ~hat they will, ar6 Spai n's pecu_iar praise; 
Hers are the plots whi ch str-ict attention seize , 
Fu_l l of int1•igue and yet disclosed ·,:vi tn ease; 
Hence scene s and acts her fert ile staRe affords 
Unknovm , unriva l ed on the fore i gn boards. " 
In structnre as vve ll as :i.n spirit the Spanish play differed ma1~k-
cd ly from that of every other European nat ion . It heRan ~i th a 
prolog , proceeded through fou:P acts , which Lope rednced to thPe e, 
and ended with a farce , no matter how tragic the catastrophe in 
the last act . Between the act s there were i nter l udes of s ong , 
dance , farce , or hallad , and at the ve ry end a nat i onal dance of 
vivid co l or and motion , so that the aud i e nce went home in hip,h 
spirits , feeling they had seen their money's worth . 
f\_S in Greece and i n Eng land , the Pise of the theater in 
Spa i n had accompanied a development of t he national conscj_ousness , 
and the new cap i tal at Madrid , whither flocked the joyous repre-
sentatives of a peopl e l iberated from the domi nat ion of the Moor s 
and nni ted under the Chri s tian monar·chs , Ferd i nand and I sahella , 
had become a fer t ile field for professional entertainers and 
p l aywrights . The 3panish Theatre was more truly national and 
po~1l ar than any since the days of the Atheni ans , and though 
Spain fell upon evil days after the de f eat of her g i ant b rmada , 
the pPolific genlus of Lope and Calderon left many an eu.r•nest 
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of success to less gifted vvri tel:'S . 
Lope l s influence on Spanish dParn a ·.-v-as moPe durahle than any 
other wr iter's i n any other age . He kn ew how to hold the unflag-
g i ng interes t of a modern aud i ence by the easy intJ:>i cacy of h i s stol' 
and the astonishing var i ety of h i s situations . Be Cl.ealt vrith 
" action chief l y , rflth emot i on occasiona lly , and ·,vith thought almost 
never ." He . was at his hest i n the constpuction of somhe r traged ies 
of honor and revenge , and school ed his disciples in the art . The 
first ~reat French tragedy , The Cid , wa s adapted by Corneille from 
a Spw1 i sh p l ay of one of Lope's contemporaries . 
Of his many tragedies ( ,thich ~ere but e small part of the 
e i ghte e n h1.mdred plays attPibutcd to his vei ... sati li ty) The Stap of 
Sev ille i s one of his most popular and most famous. It i s almost 
a dram&tic hal l ad , painted i n strong colors and vlith llold con-
tras t s, filled with hreabhlcss situat ions in rapid succession , and 
ending wi th a li1c.i.p;nanil!lous yet passlon&tc r:enunc i at i on . Stella , 
the Star of Seville , ahout to marry Don Sancho , ·.vhom she loves 
Vl i th all the ardor of her h i gh soul , is desired by the King , who 
advance s her hrother Bustos to an eminent pos ition and i ntrigues 
~v i th hel' maid fo l' admittance to Stella's 1'0 0n1 . H.e j_ s di scovered 
hy Bust os and i n r e venge orde rs Sancho to kill Bustos on the very 
morning for which the wedding is planned. Kno •1 i nr, that he loses 
&11 that life holds for him , Sancho n everthe l ess oheys his k ing' s 
command . \'/hen the k ing relents and wou ld permit the wedd ing of 
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Sancho and Stella, hath refuse for their honor 's sake. The play 
ends with a per'oration on the nohili ty of the people of Sevillf;. 
From fir•st to las t honoP is the theme , "for hono:r is a cJ>ystal 
clear - a breath may tarnish it." bven Don Arias, the villainous 
counsellor of the King , · recoe;nizes and admires it i n others. How-
eveP melodramat ic and illog ical in outline, the play rushes onward 
to a dramatic and insp iring climax, le a ving the re&der- -. vi th a 
sensation of having been whir•led through a r&refied at1110sphere 
in which move beings of a "pul ... er fire. " 
Calder-on excelled Lope in the invention of s omher situa-
tions , reveling in themes ofterror and horro~ 7 of supernatural 
fantasy , and of ghastly g loom . His versatility and the infinit e 
variety of his sources wepe astonishinr , hut he was limited in 
theme and characterization. The passions he painted were usually 
vengeance springing from jealousy or outraged honor . In character -
portrayal he was simple and d i rect . His pebple stood out in vivid 
colors , hut were often more than mere types and contrasts. Though 
idealized reflections of the outstanding interests of the age -
religion , rorn&nce , chivalry , gaiety , martial pr'ide , - they had in-
~ 
di viduali t -;r. Yet they seldom exhibited that concentr>ation on moral 
growth or moral d e cay that marked Shakspere 1 s genius . Only in his 
:tove Tr i umphant over Death , one of the most st1 ... iking of his tr•age-
dies , did Calderon approach this hi ghest proof of the tragic poet 's 
art . 
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ITis Li fe is a DPeam i3 typical of tl-e Spo.1 i s~ p l ·- ys of 
t he per iod~ 1dq:,line; g l oom ~1ncl. I'OH&.nc e , pEtho.s sud huuoi· , -
ne it~er tragedy nor comedy , ye t comh i n i ng ele rne1ts of ~ot·l , nnd 
i 1 adc1 h ;i on , conto.ining more reflective ph:tl osop.hy and cht'u•actcr -
i zat i on than ~as usua l wi th e itrie r Lope or Calderon . ~ i thal , it 
ends p l eEtSHI' e:tl"J ly , a nd rr de convenance 11 • _...,_ t the ·vilaPning of the 
a s tr·o l oc:;m•s that h i. s he ir r~ill £!,1"0'4 up to l; e a liJOnsteP , the TC ~ng 
of ~ ,"Jlo.nd chains h:i.8 infant son i n a c'l ungeon fa1• fpom the han:1ts 
of r.!1en . RE:Pe he £1)"'0 \~ s to 1!1Bnhooo , i n3 tr·uc t·::: d uncl v i 3 ~- tc;;d only 
y Clots. ldo , unt il one day ~-Jhe! i1is fdtheJ> d ee ide s to tJ"'~r l • 1~lS 
temper . F e is horne s ec retly to the ~~l ace , ~1er e , i ntox i cc t ed 
-i i t l Jl. i s ne ·, J- found rank and power ~ he exel'Ci s e s snch a savuge 
t ·j '"I'D. 111y , that the sor Powirig ]c ng Ol'cl Gl'S h irn l;ack to ~;r•ison . 
Remerc.l!e l"' i ng h is li tt l e day only as a cl.pearn , he cow:;lurl e2 cl1at 
i t i s .ost t o live rip;ht l y even in cL eams , and -.vhen rd ,,en another 
chance .y r ehe lli ous soldiers , proves h i s sterli 1g ·.1o1"'t~1 uncl . . e!lters 
r i ghteously upon hj s inheP i tance . The po i e;m>.1 1;; pati10s , profound 
reflection , and lyri c rapture of some passar;es i n tl e p lay hPing 
Gu l O.eron near to Ghakspere , ·,vhom , h owever , he cs..n never equal in 
d i gnity of character i zat ion a nd i ntensity of plot . 
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C. FR:CHC T1 TRAGED-:! 
In France the history of tr~gedy ~as very ~i fferent , for 
the class icc.. l tPt:.di t i on he l d s ;va·:v near· l y t ·~w h mr1red yecti'S 
longF;r· tb.&.n i n Engl und and i~ Spain ivher>e Shaksper>e , that '"Goc'l- i ~1 -
tox i cat e d haJ•b&.rian ," d S \l o l tai re Cctlled him , &nd Caln er>on ~ -.i i t~ 
the i r inexhaust i ve f er•t il i ty of ima.p; int~tion , and the j_r a l:il it;,r . 
to live int ense ly in the soul s of the ir creatur•es , and t o pm .... -::;pay 
1 f e thr•ough a man;\r - co lored l e n s , had reignec'l t.c i nmphhnt despite 
t :Cle c:r itic :i.srrJs of t he tr-~eol'ists . Bnt a ,r:rre&t Romant i c Rev :L va l 
swep t ove1 3urope i n t he years 1770 -1840 , a revo luti on in 
thougl-lt , i mag ination , and s ocia l i deals no l ess i conoc lastic 
than the po l i t ical :t•evolut i on in l'' rance , ,,ri t h v1h i ch i t v1a s dil~ect ly 
conn ected . The s peculhtions of Rou sseau and of K&!lt opened men's 
mi nd s to new exper i enc es and conc &p ts . In En g l and , 1.Jhe1~e dr•ama 
had ceased to l1e a ·ructor in -lit er·atu:r•e a f ter' the OI·p; ies of the 
Restorat i on , s uch lyric ~r ib ers as J ord s worth , Coleridge , Ryron , 
and Shel l ey l e d the revolt ; in France , Vi c tor Th1g o a nd a host of 
y ounp;er .vr i. ~ers ; -in Ger::nany , Goethe and .Sc~'l i ll er , still somev1hat 
I rest:r> a i ned i·1 their romant ic i sm hy the c l assica l F!Oll.l d in .:vh ich ths il.., t~l.oup;hts h ad heen c&st . No longer coulCI. Vol -wail~e s ay that 
Fre::1ch dra rn a , tbat is , the c l a 3s i e::,.l trEtgGc1y of Cornei ll e and 
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of :~)pb.in Emd Enp: lanrl except in their o,,;n lanri ·,fePc almost unkno.m. 
The revolt u.ga i nst classi ca l tragedy hegan in France some -
·:vhe:tt feehly i n 1 750 •.v i t':1 I•ierc i er 1 s de 1unc uti on of t as hollorv 
and lifeless . Diderot tri e~ his host to infuse new life i nto i t s 
.. vo1n-out rnode ls , 1;ut Yvas not g reat en:mgh to t.ur·r1 the t i de. Othel~s 
tock up t:l1e c1~y . ~)hakspere ·;{as exalt e d a s the " God of t:r~e c~1e:l tPe" 
and aceepted whole-heart edly aftc1~ one rrunc'Ll•ed and fifty yc&Ps t:.s 
Llt; !ilode l p&r exc~ ll e_!lce . Young reformeJ• s like Dumas and 
de fi gny wrote ecstutically of t he new i deals . n e se ~ere in suh -
stance a re - s t<:..temen t of 3h&kspere 1 s nev 6r consciously expl'essed 
air1:s - to return to nc.ture , to Pepi'e s ent life as i t is , i gnohle 
as v"ie ll a s noble , to ming l e humor' und pat!1os , the p:. otesque and. 
the terri hle , to e allmved a l·>sol11 te freedom of t i me r.1.ncl. s )ace , 
and to prese1t , i i' so inclined , a n outcast of the J.ll i cUe p;tSs as 
o. hero , instead of a Fouarch of il.nt i qnit:{ • 
Tfugo 's farr.ou s r•eface to h i s CroFhve ll issn ed a cleap c'l.e fi -
ance to t~e l ast of the class.c theorists . Tie ma ntained tnat of 
; 
t he three pe riod s o f imag i native t hought in t he hist01~y o f c ivil-
i zhtion , the pr imitive wa s lyric , the c l uss i cal , ep i c , and the 
mode11 11 , or Christ iar-;. , ch>amatic . But d rama depended f o r its l~.fe 
· n ontrast , &nd i n th i s respect the ~ a l ae aim of class ica t ragedy 
\tas app&rent , i n that it ppesented nothin~ hut the su; lime and 
tho::: teaut i ful, and 1; unished a ll that •,ms ugly , gro t esque , or 
" coFnr.on' '. · B1.1t the 1)eflut i fn l co lld never he real iz ecl. except hy 
contl>as t ,vi t::1 the u p: l;;r u.nd tl:.e gJ~ote sque , so the real a i m of 
should he not heautv , hut trtlth , fidelit~r to nEtture . 
u - ~ No aPt 
·qas comp l ete , he eontinued , which cUd not shm·v all s::Ldes , and 
everyt~'ling whi ch vvas found in nature should be found in ar·t also . 
He discovered anew the fact that aud i ences wanted action and st ill 
more action , that they wanted to see human nature depicted on the 
stage , and that they wanted a cons i derable di sp l ay of passion to 
excite the i r sympathy , desires which e ven nov/ , st1~ ~u1ge to say , 
r.1 . Bo lland fj_ncts in his "people 1 s theatre " audiences t Fut tllGT"e 
&r·o var ious ways of interpr-et i ng these natural des j_ r•os . I-h:tgo 
&nd h i s school , it seems to us , swerved as far to the one extreme 
as had Racine and Alfieri to the othe r-; ne ither could stl~Hce the 
alance which Pinero , Gals1vorthy, and 0 11 e il l at their hest main-
tain , - act ion , but n ot too rnttch act i on, S1l1,ordinated logi cally 
to chL-=tracter ; human n a tuPe, but h1.1.man nature as we s eo it in our> 
farn ilies a 1d our> neighhol'S , not ahnoPrnal contras ts of sin and 
sanctity such a s Fugo poP tr·ayed; pass i on to exc i te ouP s;,rmpathy , 
hut not such thundering passion as d efeat s i ts own purposes and 
~ecome s homhastic rather t han l'eal. 
Though himself could do no ·,n'Orlf5 in k i n d , Fugo f ·::rund in 
Sh&.kspepe "defects rr vvh i ch he c oncluded corrmtonly i nseparable from 
greatness in a d ramatlst who pPesents all of life i n sure , s -~·iift 
stPokes of h i s i1rush. , and .ihich in no wis e l essened his admil'&.-
t i on for the masteP . Sul; - p l ots , ep i sodes , nml t i p li c i ty of char-
actePs i n place of the Gr·eek simpl i c i ty and resta:}a i nt , - e.ll tiHBe 
v' ere i nstances of action given Ni thou,t stint . 'I'he 11 r-el&.tions 11 
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of Greek and Sene can tl'agedy wust , of course , i:'~i v e vr c.:. y r;e fore the 
impe tuous on:r·ush of the fated to their doom , &nd t h eir· d0om must 
he met , as in the p iling up of the corpses on the ~lizahethrn 
s t age , hefore the eyes of the sp e ctator . One only s n ri' erlde r did 
the ym.:mg enthusi ast r11ako to thd cRuse of r•ealism , o.s I sen ·;.;as 
to expound it - a lthough verse Has naturally to he preferred, t~e 
medium rr1i ght l!e either ve:r'se or pPose . 
To the romantic school of Hugo belonged t:O.e eln e r numas 
·u i th his Henr i III et sa ,ouP , Totu• d e Nes le , and tmtony; a nd 
,~lfred de iligny .,,i th h i s Othello and Ch a ttePton; hut hoth failed 
t o win the i nst ant popul ar i ty ac corded the ~re uter ~oet with his 
Fernan i, &nd l ater> Huy Blas. Never since t he Cid c;.ms su ch a dr>a-
mati :~ success a s He Pnnn i, nor aga in until Hostand 1 s C-:;,r :i'a:no . It 
lifted audiences off t~e ir fe et and exalt ed their souls L"lto the 
empyrean . Probbhly i t ~a s adored because it ~as essentially 
melodramat ic , as ~ . hol land ~ould say , however de li cately em~ro i ­
d ered ~i th lyric heauty . Then , too , it hhd all the earmarks of 
romant icism, and the puhlic was weary of the c lo. ssical rest ~ a int 
and repress ion of Racine .::md his i mi tatol'S . Even Volta i re , viho 
he ld other i deas of tragedy , had done littl e hetter . In five act s , 
the scene of Hernani shifts from a palace in Saragossa to a castle 
in the mounta ins o f Aragon , thenr~e to the tomb of Charlemagne at 
Aix - la-Chapelle , and hack to Sarago ssa. Of the n i neteen princ ipal 
c Maracter>s , not to ment i on a h ost of conspi r ators , mo11ntaine ers , 
no1,le s , so lcti e r-s , p a r;es , attendant s, etc . , two aPe the I~ing s o f 
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Spain and of Bohemia , five a r· e Duke s , and ten othe rs a r·e noble s 
an d gPandees of Sp&i n . Though H11p;o h oast e cl th~t his tra g i c 
heroe s ,vere not '' Monarchs of An t i quity , !! he v.Jas st ill 
por·traying life as he a nd hi s contempor·aP i e s knevv- i t , 
l a~v 1nountaineer tur·ns out to be 
" Duke 
Of Le gor·he and Cardona , JVT urqnis too 
Of f!fonroy , .1-i..lhatcrra's count, of Gor 
Vi scount , and Lor d of many pl a ces , ~ore 
· Th an I can name . Juan of Aragon 
Jun I, Gr•ancl Mast e r of Avis ••...••.• " 
far from 
f o r' his 
and stands covered in the presence of ~he Emperor! Hugo could 
not portray in elrama , a s in his nov e l s , the tragedy in every 
day life , still cling ing to t h a t old-world concep t i on , " one 
from the ranks of the highly Penowned and prospe r ous. 11 ·,vhen 
Hernani, the outl aw Ii.lOUntaineer- , is set apaPt for i gnoble re -
lease , he s ays , 
" Since to this 
It comes , the question of the axe - that now 
Hernani, humhle chur·l , 11eneath thy feet 
Unpunishe d goes , bec ause h i s hrow is not 
At l eve l with thy s word - because one must 
Be great to die , I rise. " 
out -
Hernan i has b een called a " lyric e xpr-es si on of undyi:1g . 
love ." Dof!'a So l is lov e d by Herclani , an outlaw , Don Carlos , the 
Ki ng of Spa i n i ncogn ito, and Don Huy Gomez , Duke of Si l va , h er 
e l d e r ly guardi an and betrothed. She plans to f l ee at midnight 
with Bern ani , hut j_s seized i nstead by the King . Hernani, who 
has s worn to avenge his father's d e a th , recognizes in the Ki ng 
h is v i ct i m, but allows h i m to l eave unhaPmed , and r•enou11.ces Dona 
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So l noN that a price is p l aced upon hi s head. ht aix -la-Chapelle 
the King is e lec ted Ernpe Por of the Ho ly Homan 1:.1np i re to succeed 
his uncle f./: axirnilian , ahand ons a ll lov1 a ims , ·.vi t h the vo ice of 
Char l emagne Pinging in h is conscience , " Son , hegin - hy c l ernencyl " 
foP g i v es the conspiPator•s , &rnong whom are Hernan i and Don Ruy , 
and sanctions the wedding o f Hernan i , now discovered to he one of 
Spain's highe s t nobles , and Do5a So l . The magnificent nupt ials 
&roe no sooner over , ho v-tever , than a horn s ounds i n the shadows 
and a gr i m figure in a 1;lack d amino st a lks in. It is Don Ruy , 
cone for his revenge , the keeping of the promi se Hernan i made h im. 
vvhen he wa s given sane tuary from the Ki ng . Dofi a ~)o l , fear fu.l 
l e st her hushand d i e 1-,efor e her , drin ks half the poison he holds 
in hi s hand , he drains the viul , and Don Ruy , se e in~ the havoc 
he has wrought i n his jealousy , turns his d agger upon h i mse lf. 
The play has not the inevit ahlene ss of Greek tragedy or 
of Shaks pere a t his he8t . The catastrophe s eero s for-ced and 
unne c e ss ary • . Fr om the clemenc y of Don Car l os at Ch ar l emagne's 
tomb to the middl e of Act V a ll is serene and happy . Ol d Don 
Ruy is forgotten and h is return in the role of execut ioner is an 
a l most unpardonable surprise . A fa i 11t foreshadowi ng in Act III 
th&t there will c or.1e a time fo 1~ h im to sound the horn has h een 
quite l o s t si ~ht of i n t h e wore extraordinary events of Ac t IV . 
The t r uth is that Hue:o w&. s not a g1~cat d ramat i c poet, -
lyPic certai nly and ep ic poss ibly , - hut he coul d ne i ther con-
ce i v e nor treat a l ofty theme with the simpli c ity of the masters. 
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~is outlook was pe tty ; his su jects l acked no ility, d gn ity, and 
s tc.te l.iness; his plots were v iolent and extr&var;ant: bis si tnations 
&1 d. characters Yvere often for•ced . More th&n ShakspePe , and per-
haps than CaJ.der~on , he sho·,v-ed the d efects of the roma.ntic i sts , a 
rest lessness of aim and a me lodramatic treatment , made up of 
start ling inc:i.cl.ent and ov ers trained sentiment . In his at tempt to 
reproduce " the chapacteristic rather' than the b e alJ.t iful" , he con-
trasts his characters too highly. rtll shades and half-lights are 
deliberately hanished , so that the spectator 1 s c :r•edu li ty is 
strained to see a who le world peopled hy such anomal i es . In Marion 
De lol'me we see a courte san redeemed hy her love for a pur e - mi nded 
man ; i n Le no i S 1 amuse , a c ';nicaJ. voluptum•y tr>ansfor•med hy h:s 
s inr;le-ininded devotion to a daughto:r' .; i n Luc.r•ece Bor g i a , a mn1•dere ss 
lifted out of herself hy an ado ring love for her s on; in Hernani , 
a sensual king hecome a t the third shot of a c annon a he11eficent , 
h .: gh-P1inded emperor'. Of his other p l ays , Cromwell Has not intend-
ed f or the stage , and Le s ThlrRravos was a colossal failure on 
t he stage. Bis fam.e rests , then , chiefly on Hernani , and Huy Bl a s, 
h oth g lowi ng examples of r•ornantic tragedy . 
t 
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VI. 
CLASSICAL THAGEIJY IN WESTERN EUHOPE 
A. FHENCH TRAGEDY , 
The true founder of classical tragedy in France was 
Hardy, whose tragi-comedies , l ess melodramatic in structure 
than those of his predecessors, first emphasized the subordina-
tion of situation to character. Like the ear l ier Elizabethans, 
the French preferred Seneca to Sophocles , but in iwitating him, 
they developed their drama along very different lines from the 
English. The French temperament , of course, was responsible 
.for this divergence. It preferred order to lawlessness, re-
straint to violence, decorum to extravagance, rule to license. 
So French tragedy early accepted the doctrine of the Three Unities, 
promulgated in Italian cr•i tic ism of the Henaissance period by 
false analogy with Aristotle's comment, "The Tragic Poets endea-
vor to represent the action as taking place within a period of 
twenty-four hours, or at all events try to avoid exceeding this 
limit by very much." It also adopted the ChOl"US, the five-act 
str·ucture, and the long rhetorical mono logs of Seneca. "What 
reformation may vve not expect, 11 wrote Thomas Hymer in 1693, 
"now that in France they s ee the necessity of a choru s t o their 
tragedies? For chorus was the root and original, and is cer-
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tainly almost always the necessary part of tragedy. Boyer and 
Racine, both of the Royal Academy, have led the dance." Unlike 
the Elizabethans, the Prench refused to witness deeds of horror 
on the stage. "How shocking," exclaimed Ra cine vvhen contemplat-
ing the sacrifice of Iphigenia in the play by Euripides, "if I 
had stained the stage with the murder of a person so amiable and 
virtuous!" At another time he wrote:-
"It is unnecessary that a tragedy should be glutted with 
blood and death. I t is enough that the action should be noble , 
the actors heroic, the passions excited; and that the entire piece 
should be redolent of that majestic grief which makes the pleasu1•e 
of tragedy. " 
Since outward action was held to distui'b the calm and 
dignity of tragedy, French drama developed into a succession 
of dialogs and "relations", in which the agents delivered decla-
mations to one another rather than conversed together and which, 
in the hands of less able playwrights , signified little else 
than "words, words, words! " 
Corneille and Racine, the latter more truly classical in 
method, employed rimed alexandrines as Hardy had done, not blank 
verse, v,rhich became in l!.:nglish poetry so fortunate a medium for 
dramatic action. But there was a more fundamental difference 
• - between the neo-classic tragedy of the French and the romantic 
tragedy of the Elizabethans than the observance of the Unities, 
the absence of violence, and the vogue of "relations" in rimed 
verse. Vvhere romantic tragedy had dealt with the whole cycle 
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of a tragic a c tion from its incept i on to its outcome , "for the 
soil in which the trag ic seed is planted and the climate in 
which it is ripened even more than for• the f'ru i t which it finally 
be a rs," classic tragedy was concerned only with its results, with 
the clash of contending passions which certain an tecedent circum-
stances had aroused and the tragic effec t of such a conflict of 
emot ions on the spectator. The romantic method was an historical 
or analytic one, whi le the classic was a moral or synthetic. In 
romant i c action we see the trag ic matter dissected into its c on-
stituent incidents and details, with their attendan~_motives , 
backgrounds, and consequences, a whole panorama of life and 
society in its many phases; in classical action v.J e s ee only the 
culmination or crisis of that matter, segregated from i ts attend-
ant circumstances and projected on the stage, i ts ovm raison d ' 8'tre. 
So 'ive find in class icaJ. tragedy fe'iver char acte rs and scenes ~-rut 
g:.."'e a ter unity of effect , l es s action bnt wore intens e passion , 
l6SS 
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vari ety of incident but gre fi tei• pr·obabili ty of denouement . 
Cornei l le , nearly contemporary ~ith Shakspere , had like 
h im & s oaring g enius , and with difficulty confined himself to 
the la;,v s of classic drap1a. His inheritance from Calderon and the 
rorrantic Spaniard s , n ot to mention the mediaeval t r aditions of 
his own theater· , made it doubl y har'd for him to rM.le t the d emands 
of the critics . Even his "The Ci d , eternally popular with the 
general pub l i c, and proverbial f or the "b e auty of its sentiment 
and the majesty of it s spiri t ual exaltat i on - "C e la est plu s beau 
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que le Cjd 11 - , was severely censured by the Prench Academ:J at the 
direct i on of Richelieu because it did not entirely conform to the 
Unities . He tried to defend himself for this and other breaches 
/ 
of etiquette in his Discours de la Trage~!_~: 
"It is s0 u nlikely that there should occur , either 
i n im&ginat ion or histor y , a ~uantity of trans actions 
illustrious and wo:~'thy of ti•agedy , 'Nhose deliberations 
and effects can possibly be made to happen in one place 
and in one day without doing some little violence to 
the common Ol'"'der of things , that I caxmot helieve this 
sort of violence altogGthe r reprehensible , provided it 
does not becoma quit e impossib le . There are admirable 
subjects where it is impo s sible to avoid some such 'Tio -
lence; and a scrupulous author would deprive himself of 
an excellent chance of g lory a~d the public of a good 
.deal of satisfaction , if he were too timid to stage s ub-
j e ct s of this s ort f or fear of he ing forced to make 
them pass moPe quickly than probability permits. In 
such a case I should advise him to prefix no time to 
his piece or any determi nate plnce for the action . 
The imagination of the audience will be fr•eer to follow 
the current of the action , if it is n ot fixed by t h es e 
marks , and it will never perceive the p~oc ipit~ncy 
oi events unless it is reminded lind made to take notice 
of them expressly." 
Though The C i~ !n not strictly a tragedy , if jud g ed by t he 
dtnouement , it i~ Co!:>:J.ei lle 1 s best-knovm dN~.r.1a . Like other· plays 
of its p eriod, it has few characters and no especial designa-
tion of scene , each of the five acts taking place on neut~al 
' ground tha t might be novv J-'eonora 's chamber , now Chimene 1 s , now 
any room in the King's ?&lace. the 
daughter of Coun t Gomez , have their duennas OI' conf i dantes;Arias 
and Al onzo are the regulation courtiers. The plot i s simple and 
the Hction r&.pid . Chir!lene is beloved by Roder•ick , whose aged 
father Di e gus is insulted by ~Gr father , Gomez , ~ecause the other 
haz teen preferred to him as tuto~ t o thb young Prince . Roderick , 
' torn between love for' Chimene and f ilial duty , B.venge s his father by 
killing Gomez . Chim'6n e , di stJ>acted betwe en love f or Roderick and 
filial loyalty , r enounces her lover and d emands his l ife from the 
King . An invasion of the Moors is aver·ted b y Hoderick 1.s gre s.t 
valor; he l"etur·ns as conquero1· , or Cid, defeats Chir>1~ne 's cha:JJ-
fJion , Sancho , and , h er scruyles a s 3uag ?.r_ by tLu combac , re c0ive s 
from the Ki ng the hand of Chimene in marriage. 
Tragedy, then, as Corneille developed it, presented a 
single dramatic situation ; inste ad of a tale of calarnity leading 
through suffering to death, as in Shakspere , it se t for•th an 
awful conflict between duty and des ire, in which the h uman vvill 
often rose to s~preme heights of renu nciation, as i n Horatius. 
Li tt le action, as such, was shown ; contingent circumstance s had 
taken place before the rise of t he curtain, and the struggle of 
the soul was projected at once. Because of their htgh conception 
of honor and duty, and the solemn logic with whi ch the t heme was 
handled, his characters were supermen, heroic in will as in 
stature, of noble rank, many fr• om Homan history a s in Horatius , 
Cinna , and Polyeucte, and far still from the idea of tr agic per-
sons in modern drama. 
In his old age Corneille bitter ly saw popular favor extended 
to his younger rival, Racine, whose unswerving fidelity t o the 
ideals of the classicists placed him foremost amon g the wr iters of 
France's Golden Age . Less univer sal and appealing than Shakspere, 
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less lyi•ic and exalted than Corneille , he suPpassed both in 
utter simplicity of plot and fervor of passion, particularly the 
passion of love, or of jealousy inspired by love. He first dis-
covered genuine unity of action, a term which may be used in many 
gradations of sense; he achieved this unity of action by excid-
ing all outward accoute1:ments and reducing the t1~agic motive to an 
internal conf l ict . He was a master of psychologic analysis, and 
had an uncanny insight into the hearts of women. Indeed, his five 
... . .... best tPagedies , Andromaque, Iphigenie , Br:Ltannicus, Phedre, and 
Athalie, prove conclusively that his theater, in contradistinc-
tion to the virile heroes of Cor'neille , was a tragedie des femmes . 
So convincing were his heroines in their all-consuming passions 
that VoltaiPe was moved to ask, "Did any one eveP approach this 
man in knowledge of the human heart'? 11 as Aristophanes once ex-
claimed over the dramas of Menander, 11 0 Life and IV!enanderl which 
of you two imitHted the other•? 11 
The preservation of verisimilitude was indeed a fetish 
with Racine. He constantly maintained that absolute unity of 
action was necessary to probability, and that this unity of 
action inhered in not action, but emotional crisis. iNhen Cor-
neille attacked his Britannicus because it had no magnitude of 
action, Racine replied that he could have done otherwise if he 
had been willing to sacrifice the tragic effect, for: 
"Nothing is easier- in defiance ot, good sense. All 
you have to do is to abandon naturalness foP extravagance. 
Instead of a simple action made up of a modest amount of 
material, which takes place in a single day and advances 
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gradual ly to a conclusion sus tained only by the interests , 
s ent iments, and passions of the charactePs, you must cr•am 
this same action with a great quant i ty o f i ncidents v;hi ch 
could not possibly c ome to pass in less than a month , with a 
vast amoun t of s tage clap-trap the more amaz:i.ng the mor•e 
unlikely i t is, with a multitude of declamations whepe·in 
the actors are made to say just the con trary of what they 
should. 11 
/ / 
Again, in his pref a c e to Berenice , he insist ed upon this 
pertinent simplicity of action for the purpose of concentrat-
ing on an emotional cr>isis : 
"Nothing matter>s much in tragedy save likelihood ; 
and what is the likelihood that there should happen in 
a sj_ngle day a multi tude of things which could hardly 
happen in several weeks? Some t here are who think that 
this simplicity is a sign of small invent i on . ~~ They fa il 
to not ice that on the contrary all invention consists in 
making something out of nothing and that all this great 
mass of incident has ever b een the recou1~se of those 
poets v;ho have felt their genius too frail and scanty 
to hold their audience for• five acts by a simple action, 
suppOl'ted by the violence of the pass ions, the beauty 
of the sentiments, and the e legance of the expre ssion ." 
Hi s Andrornaque and Phedre illustrate his supreme skill in bring -
ing a small group of characters into instant and tragic colli-
sion, th~n dissecting their emotional reactions. Androm~~l~, 
based on the fable of the Att ic poets, shows a masterly restraint, 
which forbids death-dealing blows before the eyes of the audi-
ence but in no wise detracts from the interest, since the at-
tent ion is directed n ot t o mere doings, but to the effect of 
these doings, first upon Hermi one, then upon Ores tes . In an 
action outwardly calm and oPclerly, the characters are yet af'lame 
* Corneille prided himself on his originality i n inventing sit -
uations never before seen on the stage. 
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with repressed emotion. 
Phedre, based on the Hippolytus of Eur>ipides and :Se neca, 
is much finer and moi'e gr>ipping than the later play, though it 
may lack the tragic pathos, 11 after the storm a calm, 11 of the 
earlier . The complexity of passions depicted, - love, jealousy, 
remorse , - produces an emo tional t ransport worthy of the finest 
tPageciies in dramatic literature . There is a single situation, 
Ph~drels hopeless love for her step-son, which discloses without 
artifice of plot , relief , digression, or e~i~ode, the f ire of 
passion conc ealed in an apparently cold and barren action. 
Phedre , in the absence of hei' husband Theseus, King of Athens , 
renovmed no l ess for his heroic deeds than for his amoUI'S, deter -
mines to die , ~OP she can no longer endure the suffePing caused 
by her secret love for Hippolytus, 'rheseus 1 son. Her nurse , 
Oenone, to save her , pers1Jades he1•, on the rumor of Theseus 1 
death , to declare her passion to Hippolytus . Theseus arrives 
in time to see Phed1•e with his son 1 s dra1:vn sword in her hand 
begging the disdainful youth to slay her. He misunderstands 
the situation. Phedre and Hippolytus withdr>aw, the former 
in shamed· confusion, the latter, determined not to humiliate 
his father by revealing her guilty love. Oenone takes this 
opportunity of saving her mistress by accusing Hippolytus of 
unlawful love for his step- mother, whereupon Theseus curses 
his son. Lear>ning, however , of Hippolytus 1 l ove for Aricie, 
Princess of Athens , he doubts too late Oenone 1 s testimony , 
for when he would forgive his son , comes the news that Hippo lytus 
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has been killed by runaway horses while on his way to V>led Ari cie. 
Oenone, meanwhile, upbraided by her remorseful mistress , has 
thrown herself into the sea, and Phedre, i n expiation of her· 
passion for Hippolytus and her jealousy of Aricie, confesses her 
guilt and dies of the poison she has swallowed. 
The difference in treatment of such a theme by the roman -
ticists cannot be shown in a bald synopsis of the plot. ~hak­
spere would have employed tvventy different scenes; a thr>ong of 
noble s, cou1,tiers, soldiers, and peasants; extended the action 
over sever•al months; shown Phedr·e 4 s first meeting with Hippo-
l ytus when his father brought her to Athens , a hroide; her sub-
sequent persecution of him to still the turmoil in her heart; 
perhaps even the fi 8ht with the sea-n1onster, and the frightened 
horses dragging the g ory body of Hippolytus across t he stag e; 
c er tainly, the gentle Aricie , "flower of her sex !r, waiting 
timidly by the tomb for• the lover who came not! But Hacine 
limited his characters to three principals, with their inevi-
table companions, and the unimposing Aricie; compres sed his 
time into a few houT•s; limi ted his scene to a neutral ground , 
presumably the palace of Theseus; and implicated within the 
dialog all the exigencies of the action - he did not even per-
mit Phedre to swallow her poison befm,e the eyes of the audience. 
The merit of such a method lies in its ahility to maintain the 
tragic tension at full pitch from beginning to end, as in the 
best tPaditions of the Greeks, the Choephori of Ae schylus, the 
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Oedipus of Sophocles, and the Hippolytus of Euripides . The 
defects of Hacine •s classicisra are that it lacks the richness 
and fu l lness of life reflected in romantic di•ama, that at it s 
worst it b e comes mere mechanical and passi onless declamation, 
" relation " by a supernumera1~y instead of action; that it presents 
as foils for the principals the colorless courtiers and wait i ng-
women Of COnVention; and that it restricts the poet 1 S Ol'ip:inality 
within the unities of time, place, and action. 
nacine was the last great classicist in France. "French 
tragedy appeared," vn~ i tes Taine, nvihen a noble and well-regulated 
monarchy, under Louis XIV , established the empire of dec01~um , 
the life of the court, the pomp and circums tance of society , and 
elegant domestic phases of aristocracy , and French tragedy 
coul d not but disappear when the social rule of nobles and the 
manners of the antechamber were abolished by the Revolution. 11 
One more poet deserves mention, however, because of the 
theory of tragedy which he def ined but expounded only poorly 
in his dramas. Voltaire, poet, philosopher, and critic of the 
eighteenth century, regarded tragedy as a work of the intelli-
gence rather than the imagination , but his best tragedy, Zair~, 
fell shor•t of both·, being little more than melodramatic impro-
visation in comparison with Hacine's drama . Of the tragic 
theory he wrote as fol l ows : -
"To compact an illustrious and interesting event 
into the space of two or three hours; to make the characters 
appear only ·when t hey ought to come forth; never to l eave 
the stage empty; to put together a plot as probahle as 
it is attr>active; to say nothing unnecess ary; to instruct 
I 
• 
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the mind and move the heart; to he always eloquent in 
verse and with the eloquence proper to each character 
represented; to spealc one's tongue with the same pui~ity 
as in the most chastened prose, without allowing the 
effort of riming to seem to hamper the thought; to 
permit no single line to be hard 01~ obscure or declama-
tory; these are the conditions which nowadays one in-
sists upon in a tragedy." 
All well and good; yet ::lhakspere , the "harbari an", had no 
tragic theory, and lives today in the theaters of eve ry civili-
zed nation! 
With the eighteenth century in : France came the tragedie 
bourgeoise, the tragedy of common life, with uno vain ti r1. sel of 
royalty and no fa l se perspective of antiquity"; from ·that change 
in the course of tragedy, aid ed by the social dramas of Ibsen 
in the last quarter of the nineteenth century, the the sis-plays 
of Brieux in the next decade, and intePrupted hy an oecasional 
Pomantic tragedy by Hostand and Maeterlinck , came the mod e r n 
seri ous d rama of the French theater • 
• 
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But in Italy there arose before the end of the eighteenth 
century one more exponent of classic a l drama , fiery to the 
point of ferocity, and able to effect the utmost intensity of 
situation. Alfieri, born a hundred years after Racine, was 
pass i on incarnate in everything he undertook. His stormy, tem-
pestuous life only reflected the white heat in which he lived 
and thought and composed. His tragedies, Antigone, Fil~ppo, 
Polinice, Von Garzia , Agamennone , and Orest~, de&lt less with 
love, however , ·than Hacine 1 s. They depicted rather the lusts 
of Marlowe 's heroes , - tyranny , power, greed, and portrayed 
strong men consumed with the fury of mc;.dness. Like his pr-e-
dece ssors, he used the heroic legends of Greece, though here 
and there he departed from tradition, and sometimes improved 
upon it, as in the case of the character of Clytemnestra. In 
addition , he sometimes turned to violent scenes in the court -
life of Spain and Italy for his theme . 
Whatever his l egend, hi s style was always abrupt, fero-
cious, sharpl y etched, without similes or- metapho1•s, or any 
euphuisms. His charac ters were drawn with extreme subtlety 
and vividness. Con ce ived wi th passionate intensity, he brought 
them into instant and vehement conflict , then strained the inter-
play of emotion to the last possible degree. The result was 
-I 
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breath-taking, the vePy quintessence of dramatic d isplay, - too 
dramatic , indeed , quite to suit the Angl o - 8axon taste . 
There has been no other great tragic poet in Italy until 
D 1 Annunzio, whose Gioconda depicts passi on at white heat, but 
in its lyricism, its violat i on of the unities , its mod ePnity of 
theme and set ting, doe s not in th~ least follow the classic 
tr>aditi on. 
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C. GEHMAN TRAGEDY . 
In German drama there was a fusion (and possibly a con-
fusion) of classic and romantic elements in the tragedies of its 
two greatest poets , Goethe and Schiller, and an exemplific a -
tion of the trag~di~ bourgeoise, whose growing popularity in 
France soon brought it to the German theater , in the work of 
Lessin.R' , their immediate predecessor. The latter consistent ly 
combated the theories of the French classicists in his essays 
on dramatic technique , and l ed the romantic revolt in Germany. 
He rejected the unities, but saw the value of using but one 
scene to an act, a very real COQtribution to the art of the 
stage . His Miss Sara i::lampson and Emili a Galotto were tr•age-
dies of a new type, produced a century before Ibsen and fol -
lowing the vogue of the tragedie bourgeoise. But the German 
t heater, unlike the Engl ish, the i::lpnnish, and the French, hc..d 
no native dramatic traditions; its products varied with each 
wind that blew from Enp;land or France; even its gi'eatest poet , 
Goethe, and it s greate st dramatist , :.:ichil l ex·, were caught in 
the vortex of transition . So Goethe 's Iphigenie is classic a l; 
his Goetz von Berlichingen, romantic; and his Faust, not a drama 
at a ll, but a dramatic poem of tremendous power and allegorical 
significance. In like manner, Schiller's Don Carlos and Bride 
of Messina are classical, whi le his The hobhers and \"1illiam Tell 
I 
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ar•e romantic. 
In Iphigenie there is a blending of outward calm and in-
ward emotion. In form, it is classic al , - simple, rest rained , 
austere; but it contains that inwaPd fe r-vor which is the soul 
of romance . Al though he based it on Eui•ipides 1 Iphigeni a in 
Tauri s, Goethe transformed the chorus, which h ad proved un-
successful in Schiller ' s Bride of Messina, i nto lyPic al pas-
sages of gpeat beauty. He improved the tPag ic e1'fect , too , by 
making the struggle i n Iphigenie 1 s heart b etween desire and 
dut y . the dominant theme. 
When Agamemnon, to appease the gods who had becalmed the 
Greek fleet on its return from Troy, Yvas about to sacrifice 
his daughter• Iphigenie, she was mysteriously rescued from the 
knife by Artemis and b Ol'ne of f i n secret to h eP terr:ple at Tauris, 
where she g rew up a priestess of Ar temis, befriended by 'l.,hoas, 
Ki ng of the country. Wh en Thoas declares h i s love for he1• , 
she instinctively refuses him because of the curse on h er 
house, the At:r•eidae. i:Vounded, he restores the law of sacrifice 
which she has persuaded him to abandon, and is about to execute 
it on two strangers just cast ashore, when Iphigenie re cognizes 
them as h er brother Orestes with his friend Pylades, come at 
the behest of Apo l lo to "brinp, his sister from Taur is to Greece." 
The franti c struggle in the soul of Iphigenie now takes plac e . 
Shall she s ave her bro ther by weddin g Thoas, or shall she remain 
t rue to the instinct t h at tell s her she cannot ma rry? In the 
last extremity , Thoas relents , Artemis reveals h er s e lf as the 
maiden ' s protector , and the three return in fri endly wise to 
Gree c e , Thoas himself wishing them well. 
Iphigenie, then , is truly a classical tr agedy of hi~h type 
and might have served a s well as any of the Greek poems for• 
Coleridge'scomment in 1818: 
"Tragedy indeed car'ried the thought s i nto the my t hi-
cal wm•lO. , in order to r·aise the emot ion s , the f ears, and 
the hopes , which convince the inmost h eart that their final 
cause is not to he discovered , into a present iment, how-
ever dim , of a state in which those strugg l e s of inwc: rd 
free will with outv1e..rd necessity , which form the tJ:'Ue 
sub.i ect of the tragedian, shall be r• e conc iled and sol vecl. 11 
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VII. 
IBSEN 'S REVO LUTI OlJ OF THE Tr~;;GI C:: CONCBP'r i OJ:J 
To the Nor·wegi an poe t and d ramatist of the late nine-
teenth century , Fenr ik I bsen , is g i ven the credit f or revo lut ion-
i z i ng the tr&gic concept i on Vih i ch hact prev a i led i n the dl" amas of 
bo th the classical a nd the Henais sance p l a.y-iirir;ht s. The ;.vay had 
been paved for h i m hy the comed i e l armoyante i n the seventeenth 
centuPy and the tr-agecUe l1our>geoise which d eve l oped from the me lo-
drama of Kotzebue in Ge rmany. But he i na-ugurated a distinct l y 
new type , the soci a l dr•ama , sometimes tragedy , sometirnes trE .. gi -
comedy , but t h e pr>ototype of the seri ous soc i &l p l ay of the 
modern theatre . I t ~as in 18?9 ¥ith the publ i cat i on of A Doll's 
Pous~ , that h i s clar i on cs.ll souncted . 'rhPough the suc..;ess ion 
of soci a l dramas that follm-Jed this mile s ton e , Ghosts , Hedda Gab l er 1 
The V&ster Build e r , John GabPiel f3 onkman , a nd J:,_n Enemy of the Peop l e , 
he p roved himse l r the most or i g ina l and the most powerr11l dramat ist 
of the nineteenth century , and a s Brander Hat t hews says , " pmJer -
fully modif i e d the a i ms and ideals of lat ter d ay dramatists i n 
• • I<'Pance , ~)pa in , Gerrnany , ::-.-n_d Enp, land . '' 
His o~n words serve as the h est i ntroduct i on to h is thJory 
of trae;ec:y = " r.r:y new drar,Ja is not indoed a. tragedy i n tho old- •.roPld 
significHtion of the ·;;o __ d , hut; vv'h<:.tt I hE-tve tr•ied to Clep ict i n it 
I 
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i s human h t.~ inr~s , &.! d fo r t hat vel'~T rea son I h<iV€ not a ll o ·,/ed t~em 
to td. l k 'the lan guar;e o f the god s . 1 11 
;i s &i m, then , was ent i re l y defi n i te i n hi s o~n mi n d . le 
·.vi shcd t o d ep i c t ''h u man h o L1.g s , lf in the ir new- .-.roP l l, present - d a-y 
&s pec t s, n ot Hone f r-om the P b.n ks of t he h i g .1l :y r·eno \·ned ard ros -
perou , ne i ther s u p e r l a tive l y good n or e xces s i ve l y ·1i cked , hrou~ht 
. 0 •;; through s ome er•po:r' o f judgment ~ ~::1c'l t o d ep i :~t these hurn&n 
.. e ngs not !f i n l a n guage eml1e lll shcd i n more t h c:...n one ,·,&.:y ," l!ut 
i n the r eal is t i c rl n l og of a wi r1d l e - c l us .s farn ily s i tt:i.ng - :t"'oon . 
n l though i n h i s 0ar l i er h is tor i cal a nd fant as t i c p l ays , Cat ilin e , 
n rand , Pee~ Gynt, 8. _ _.:t one sat i r i cal p l ay , Love 1 s rJon!(~d;~ , he had 
1ued ver s e , h e s oon re::~ l i z ed , ,v}:cn h s attent i on tur•ned to th i s 
1 ev-v domai n of s oc ial ethi cs , t h a t p rose ;;o.s tbe lo.r;_gn;;,y-c f or· h i s 
chapact e r s t o s p e-ak , and i n 1 883 he ·Nrotc t o a f •i end , ''verse j_s 
·,vhi"-· st 1.11 app6a' , yet a L tays v;i th t-1e ef f ect cf u.lL"G<'l l:ity t n 
th c. · r: tion . 
Other im jOPt e,xc i n n ov at i on :? hy Ih[~ e n l ay i n tho r~::;a l. n of 
te c_ jr_ i <=tue . l 1' i r>st , he 8.l:,andoned the l oose consti'1J.et ."_o11 o :r romant :.. c 
t os.gedy a 1d sutst i tuted a pCCll. J.it.l' t eC1lll i (~UC Of d e vo iler,1cll1t , " or 
1Ji1Veiling of' the pas t . " His p l ot d id not pT·e s ent , a8 cUd Shak-
s per•e 1 s , a :. • j s o and f a ll of a ct i on , a corrrp l "_cut t on , a c lir:.s.x , and 
a d e w u emen t , ,·, i th a calm " t upeP :i.r1g of f '' n t the end u. f t,::n • t he 
catr..strq;he . I ns t ec,d , it hegun j u3c Le forc tho cr i s i s , cm·tpr ess -
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If: &st .:n·l;r o.n8.lys:is , ':!h :L ch ;~t>..s c.. t:hc se::.we tine & s _·ntLesi:=.: of a 
n e\i or-c.er , and thence e:&tapnl tcd to the appnl l · ng yet ::.navitc.~ 'le 
catastrophe . In ~edda Gab l er the ·e is ut one line fo llotir L the 
cl.:3an l;ullet through ~edda 1 s tewple : 11 {'1oo ~ Go~ ' " r ··, c·l< ,., .... ~ e " u· f..l :: l l. ~t I d.. ; - .._, l Jw , .. "> ; 
" people don 1 t clo such thtnr.;s! 11 In Ghosts the cul'to.i.Ll ft>.lls o 1 T'Ir...; . 
;.lving Jt<:.md i ng hes itunt , the poison i n hf-. ' hand , a1~·ove h G P iml1e -
c iJ. c l1o r , ~.v 10 F~r.'hlAs foolisl:ly for' the sun . In A Doll's House 
Fora says g.:. oct~ >ye and slarr,s tlJE: d oo1• , whi l A hel' hus1·u:...nc . .sink3 
of rni1•ac l e s - ? " '.<;e do not kno,if , foP the cv.r·tu:in f;,_ll~ on h.:.. 
'u e ct ion . Bccw~3e of this inte11sity of tr<-.;.gic ar: t i m , scrue cri -
tics have likenec'l Il-)sen to the gPeat Grtleks . .nnoth<e; r- , no l ,:; sn a 
o e Jum Pr·ofessor Bradle y , has anim&.dver>ted npon h :tm in these 
·;1or·ds ~ 11 1Thether it can he artistic to end &ny sePious seene ·,vh at -
e ver et the point of g r- eat est tens ion se ems dcuhtf'1.1l , hut sur-ely 
it j_s li ttls 3hort of ·harl:o.r-ous to di'OP the curtain on t!:1c l &st 
dying . <~o31s , or it may he , the l&st convulsion , of a. tPagic hero. 
I n ti'B.gedy the H:liza ethan pr8ctice like the Greek ,·vas to l o 1·1er 
the pitch of emotion from this point l1y b. fev1 quiet ·,..-opds. 11 To 
.e snre , 1;oth tl1e Greeks and the El izal'letbo.ns cHd so , hut this 
f&.ct docs not rr,ake Ghosts seem to us any the l ess trE-gic . Jor 
does 0' Teill 1 s l atest p l ay , Desir>e Undel' the JGr11s , seem to ns nny 
the more tr&.g ic for the fHtheP 1 s rem&ining on the stage to solil-
o c11d.ze &hout God 1 s lone l ines s unc'l. his after· ?_hhy nnc1 her . loveP , 
tPinmphant in their• <- toneme 1t as they had ll een in thclr- C11 ime , 
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hbve Jben led a~ay ~y the sher iff. ~or , inct e e d. , do e s :aarril e t p- a in 
n tr·agic effect ._ .. y tb_e entrance of Fo_'t i nhras , come just too late 
to prevent the viho l e sal e sl&ughtor of the pl'inc i pals and ju:; t in 
t i me to hear from the lips of 11oratio the story of Cl&lJd i us t 
misdeeds. The fall of tho curta i n i s not a matter of measurement 
i n line s, hut of the ch•amati s t 1 s sense of the cornpJ.etL:m of a 
particular tragedy . 
Ih sen 's ohservance of the unit i e s , like tha t of any reaJ. 
dramatist , likewise depended upon h is sense of the n ecess it5 es 
of a part j_cular tr>~;.e;edy . Tlle t~reation of the tl--.~g:tc atwosphere 
l S often dependant on the un ity of act i on and i ts i~plic at i ons of 
tl1e un i t ies of t i me ~::tnd of p lace; aguin , it i ,_; not. L i \. Doll's 
-r:r ouse , Ghosts , !1erlcla _p-a!' l er , and PilJ.ar>s of Soc i ety he ohseroved 
un ity of' place; in each of these , and in The Master Builder , 
Rosmersho l m, and. ,Tohn Gahr·ie. l nm:-okrnE:.n he ohserved unity ~f time: 
In his development of an intense , incisive ; analyt ic a l 
t e chni que , I hsen a .ando1ed many artifi ces and convertions of the 
8[tPl i er t} cateP , such as soliloquies , as i des , prologs and ep logs , 
illog i cal climaxe s and fo1·ced "happy " endings , ap i tr·ary inc idents 
and. unexpected coincidences , tr>icks o:f' the trade of Scr·it·e and 
h i s own contempoParoy , Au gier . J__,iko J.,e ss:tng , h e ar)andonecl the 
custom of d i v i ding each uct into scene s , and in arldit i on compressed 
the plE:.y ir.t o thre:e acts . Thu_s he assllPed to h i s p l ot an 1.m11roken 
rhythrc of act ion wh i ch i ntens i fi e d the trt.tg :tc effect • 
• 
~1t hi s greatest controihution lay in hi s choice o:f' char-
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uc ters &s soc io.l "'neing s hemmed ahou t hy conve tions , by 
fo lly , hy hypocrisy , by the sins of their father s and hy the 
sordid , or hitter , 01" Cl"ucl necessities of environment . The 
Pilla1·s of Soc i ety and A Doll's House are exc-.mp l es of the fil"st , 
·.vhil e Ghosts and Hedda Gahler a1"e ex&.mpl es of the last. Of (}hosts , 
wh ich he calls rtnot the poet 1 s greatest YlO Pk , hut certaiYlly his 
noh l est deed ," Brandes says , "This, I am convinced , is bis i mpe r -
ishahle g l ory , and will p: i ie ever- l asting life to hi R wol'ks .n 
rief l y , the pl&y sets fox•th t he dreadful PeS1J. l ts of a hu3h.and 's 
\vay ,var·dness and a wife 1 s qnie cent yie ldinp; to convention . ]\11 s . 
f lving , hav i ng conceal ed from society and from her son the dis-
so l ute chaP&cter of her dead hushand and lived thPough his days 
'>V ith h i m in pat ien t endurance of hi s vices , Helcomes 0S1iiald horae 
frorr, Paris , ;vhere he ha s he en studying apt. She li ttle sus pee ts 
that his father's nat ttre i n him has l ed him into similar excesses , 
unt il , warned h y his doctor of immediate and certain imheci lity , 
the ge pn1 of vvhich NB S pl&nted i n hi s hrain E,t ·birth , he retuPns 
home to spend his l ast da~rs of sanity . Rut J.jps . i l v i ng soon 
finds h.:m in the voluptuous embrace of Regina EngstPand, the ro1mst , 
rosy- cheeked ma i d . Horrified , she tells h i m of his fatheP's de-
pravity and of Regina's birth , his own half-si ster , the child of 
.lving and MP s . Al ving 1 s hou3e - maid . Oswal d then tells her of 
h i s i mpend ine; doom , and whi l e the frantic motheT' , who \·/ould h&ve 
g iven h e r life to save h i m, clasps him despa iring l y in her apms , 
pleads with heP to adcrJ iniste11 po i son J:1e keeps .11th him c1.ay and 
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night when she shall perceive the first sign of idiocy in hin1. 
Her soul torn between two desir•es, she all but refuses. The 
morning sun streams through the window. Oswald's head drops 
forward listlessly on his chest, and in feeble, child-like tones 
he prattles, "Give me the sun, mother, give me the sun." 
It is because of such plays as this that Ibsen has heen 
accused of a narrowness of outlook. He was a strong individualist, 
and believed that "the majority is always wrong. 11 An exile rnuch 
of his life, he hated the State, which he considered a curse to 
the individual. Rejected by a conventional and priggish society, 
he loathed conventions and satirized them whenever possible. He 
warred constantly against hypocrisy, and, an egotist of egotists 
himself, against the brutality of personal egotism. Because of 
these limitations of temperament, some critics are pi~one to deny 
true greatness to Ibsen. He represents, they argue, not life, 
but society, and that in its most parochial aspect, not univer-
sality, but "Main Street-ism." 
"He coulci see only half-truths," Mcfall says. "He eagerly 
seized upon heredity as one of the prime forces of life - Yet he 
l earned his lesson with shol"t-si ghted eyes, since he saw ever• the 
evils that heredity breeds, never the good. That heredity selected 
and created the master-peoples was beyond his vision •••••••• He 
brooded upon the drama of life as it went by, and judged it by 
the villain of the play, not by the hero. He sat him down at a 
window in a back-alley of the world and judged the procession of 
halt and maimed and blind, the shabby and the hypocrite and 
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the eccentric, to be the whole fragment of life." 
However ci rC1.uns cribed in this respect Ibsen may be, his 
pl~ys, whether social or psychological, taken in their entirety, 
nevertheless furnish a survey of society, and point out for us 
certain needs that twentieth century dram&tists are still setting 
before us. These h ave been admirably epitomized by Mr. R.ose*as 
follows:-
"'I'he enforcement and practice of truthfulness in all human 
relations. 
"The practice of prudence and wisdom in entering into 
contrncts, and especially in respect to the most importe.nt anct 
solemn of all contracts, marriage . 
"Fidelity to contn-.cts when made - in i tseJ.f a concord ta.nt 
of truth fulness . 
"Recogni tion of the doctrine of individual and social re-
sponsibility, and most no+Jably of parental responsibili t.y , in re -
lation to which our a ttention was to be especieJ.l~r ct.:.r·ected to 
the correlative doctrine of heredity. 
"Recognition of the evil of the lo"''e of power for its own 
sake , or from selfishness , as distinct from the love of power for 
the sake of social service and real social use. 
"Recognition of the right of each man and woman to live his 
or her own life , subject to the practical admission of the equal 
ri[!;hts of others , s.nd subject also to the conditions indic-ated 
*Henrik Ibsen: Poet, Mystic , and Moralist 
already of t he practice of t ruth in social rela.tions and to 
the duty of fulfilling contracts when made. " 
In this summing up of Ibsen's social philosophy~ which 
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is so implicit in his tragic conception, and therefore in.the 
serious play of the modern theater, we wonder at its comprehen-
siveness and express anew our admiration of the man who could be 
so modern in essence, though now denied modernity in some exter-
nals and never popular on the English-speaking stage. 
Among the critics who bear testimony to Ibsen's pre-emi-
nence in the development of modern trag edy, Gosse v;ri t es: "Ibsen 
h a s created a new form of drama, is the first of dramatic realists, 
The impression of vitalit~r, of actuality, which his pl ay s g ive 
us arises partly from the truth of his dialog, which i s astonish-
ing, and partly from the alteration of plan which he has intro-
duced. All plays before his (the "well-made" comedy of Scribe 
or Sardou) are built on the system of climbing up the hill to a 
cris-is and then rushing dovmward. But with Ibsen the downward 
p a th has been taken befope the play opens, and the veloci t y is 
cumulative from the first scene to the last. The poet constructs 
no art i ficial edifice. He conducts his readers breathlessly down 
toward the inevit able catastrophe, and what is of preeminent inter-
est to him is not the primary circumstances, but their consequent 
results. In this analysis of fatal consequences he has been 
thought more to resemble Sophocles than any of the mod erns, an'd 
i s wholly unlike Shakspere and Ivioli~re. He has added a new branch 
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to dramatic literature by inventing the drama of catastrophe." 
Archer, in response to the criticism that Ibsen was paro-
chial rather than international or even national, defends him as 
follows:- "It is scarcely to be expected that his plays should 
take deep and permanent hold upon the English stage, scarcely to be 
expected and scarcely to be desired, for no theat1•e can for· long 
live healthily on imported material. Each nation should. pr>oduce 
in its own theatre its mvn critic isms of life. Cri ticisrn. of life 
from a foreign standpoint, and illustration by foreign examples, 
may be very interesting and fascinating but cannot, in the long 
run, satisfy our souls. I look forward to a time when Ibsen, 
having completed the work which many even of his enemies admit 
that he has well be~1n, of lifting the theatre on to a higher 
intellectual plane, shall himself be heard no more, or· heard but 
rarely, upon the English stage." 
And Brander Matthews sums up his contribution to dPama 
in these wopds: 
"The influence of Ibsen has been felt in all the theatres 
of civilization, and none the less keenly by pla~vrights who would 
deny that they were his disciples, who dislike his attitude and 
who disapprove of his subjects. His influence has been exerted 
both upon the manner of the contemporary drama and upon its matter. 
His technic is the last word of craftsmanship, has proved that it 
can be employed in depicting of modern life with its inconsis-
tencies, its reticences, its unwillingness to look into itself. 
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His social plays - tragic, deep, searching, disprove that drama is 
idle after-dinner amusement." 
•• 
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VIII. 
SOMh MODERN TH:t:OHIES OF TRAGEDY 
Since Ibsen and his po·rverfu l brother- dramatists , Bjornson 
and ~trindherg, the mov ement in dramatic a rt has ever been 
toward the ·realist ic, the actual , even the commonplac e , (with 
occasibnal side - Dteps i n the direction of romanti cism or ex -
pression i sm ), and t r agedy even more than cbmedy has followed suit 
Ar i stotle , le t us recall, dist inguished tragedy from comedy by 
' the "nobility of the agents". But s ince t he great mass of 
p laywrights, actor>s , and audiences today are of the mic,dle 
clas s , "even as you and 1 11 , since the great ma,jority live oP -
d i nary lives and suffer ordinary disappointments and disillu-
sionment , which i n each i ndiv i d u a l case are most poj_p,nant 
tragedy , since the nineteenth centupy has developed in human 
beings of at l east the western hemisphere a cons ciousness of 
racial brotherhood, of common inter·ests , and of equality before 
the law, and since the st~ge of today as well as the literature 
of today has b ecome through improved methods of communication 
p~acti c ally i nternationalized , it has become necessary for tra-
gedy to adapt h erse lf to a new mode o f life, and in keeping p ac e 
wi th social evolution, to interpre t the spirit , the problems , 
the preoccupations of the gre a t mi~dle class , the bou~Reoisie , 
lO'L 
after whom in Prance at l east the social drama of the nineteenth 
century was named . nDraEla is not stationary , but prop,ressi v e , 11 
wrote Pinero at the davm of the twentieth century . "Its condi-
tions are always cha nging . bvery dramatist whose amhi tlon it is 
to pr>oduce live plays is abs olutely to study carefully, and I 
may even add respectfully - at any rate , not contemptuously - the 
condi t lons that hold g ood for his own age and gener>ation • . 
Drama's one great end is •to show the age and body of the time 
his form and pi"essure . ' 11 Of this Pinero vva s above all 1-mglish 
dramatists after• ;Shaksper~e best able to ,judge , for hi s The Second 
Mrs . Tanqueray , produced in 1893, was the next ep o ch- making 
play in the history of t he stage after Ibsen's The Doll's House. 
Yet Pinero did not mean thesis - plays when he advocated 
time l iness i n drama. ::>uch plays as many of AugieP and Dumas 
Fils in the nineteenth century, and of BrielJX and Hel'vieu in the 
twentieth are not so much t:Panscript i ons of life as they are 
pr>eac.D.rnent s against one social evil ox• another. They m~e doomed 
to be short - lived , though they serve their purpose f or the time. 
The very refor•m which they advocG.te puts them out of date , and 
audiences turn their· attention to another time l y topic. What 
constituted their power today becomes t heir weakness tomorrow. 
Very few are based upon eternal truths, and are therefore transi -
tory in their int e rest . I t is sometimes difficult to establish 
the line of demarcation b etween the thesis-play and the more 
lasting serious drama. Tolstoy 1 s The Li ving Corpse is certa.inly 
a thesis-pl&.y against the e vils of the Fmssian divol~ce-courts. 
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so, in part, is Galsworthy 1 s Justice against the Engl ish divorce-
laws, yet both Tolstoy and Galsworthy have a larger vision , a more 
humane viewpoint than is usually apparent i n the thesis-play . 
Galsworthy, in particular , never presents a solution for the 
problems that confront his creatures ; he merely shows a " group-
i n g of life and character" i n which there is an 11 inheren t moralrr. 
He gives us an insip;ht into the hearts of our neighbol'S and per-
haps thePeby a clearer understanding of ouP own; we may see and 
act , or we may bar ou 1~ vdll from t h e circumstances, as we 
please . In The Pigeon , VJe llwyn 1s just as hopeless a t the e nd, 
and the flower-girl and her companions are just as miserable. 
In Justic.e, Faldel~ 's suicide is not the solution for· the larger 
pPoblems of injustice, though for him it is the present "way 
out ' ~ . In The Eldest :::ion , Windows , The 8k1n Game , Loyalties , the 
denouement is n e ver the final ansvver to the question. At best , 
we can but feel unut terable sympathy for such perplexities in 
daily life and b ecome , p3 rhap s, a little more Christian in our 
c.onduct t oward others . 
Tragedy, then, is no longer d i stinguished by the "nobility 
o f the agen ts ", but by the c ommonnes s of their plight , the i n -
tensity of their suffering, and the hopelessness of their 
struggle in a world of mul titudinous and conflicting i nterests . 
"We want no m01•e bastard drama ," says Gal sworthy ; " no mo1•e 
attemp ts to dress out the simple d i r;ni ty of everyday li.fe in the 
peacock 1 s feathe rs of false ly1•icism; no rnore straw- stuffed 
heroes or h e roin es; no more r abbi ts and goldfish from the con-
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jurer's pockets , nor any limelight. Let us have starlight, 
moonlight , sunlight, and the l ight of our own self-respects •••••• 
The aim of the dramatist in employing naturalistic technic is 
obviously to create such an illusion of actual life passing on 
the stage as to compel the spectator to pass through an ex-
perience of his ovm, to think, and talk, and move with the 
people he sees thinking , talking , and moving in front of him. " 
The most widely accepted law of the drama promulgated in 
\ 
recent times is that of Brunetiere, the French critic (in his 
preface to linnales du Thefit1•e 1893). His theory, though all -
emb1•acing , especially favors tragedy , which we are exclusively 
considering. Indeed, the terms tragedy and drama are nowadays 
practically synonymous. Henry Arthur· Jones, in his attack 
on William Archer's criticism of Bruneti'ere's law, goes so far 
as to say, "The two former (Agamemnon and Oedipus) wepe drama; 
the latter ( As You Like It) was comedy;" a statement which 
indicates the tendency of modern critics to use the term d1•am.a 
rather• than the older term tragedy in connection with any serious 
or· tragic play. We may consider, then , that Bruneti~re 's law 
of the dt>ama is the law of tragedy: 
"Drama is a rept>esentation of the will of man in con-
flict * with the mystet>ious powet>s OI' natut>al forces which 
limit and belittle us; it is one of us thrown living upon 
the stage, the re to struggle against fatality; against 
social law; against one of his fellow mot>tals; against him-
* Bt>ander Matthews accepts this theory in its widest application, 
hut questions Bt>unetiere 1 s Pight to be dogmatic . 
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self if need be; against the ambitions, the interests, the 
prejudices, the folly, the ma levolence of those . around 
him. 11 
Brnnetiere's law should be , of course, judiciously applied to 
determine whether or not a play is truly dr>amatic, and stl'etched 
if necessary to include such plays as The 1Neavers, The Lower 
Depths, The Three Sisters, and the like, if they are seen to 
be truly tragic without any clearly defined conflict between 
two forces pitted against each other. Brunetiere himself de-
fines several degrees of conflict. Like Aristotle, he is a 
dl~amatic critic, who merely sets dovm in logical order the 
results of his observations on the living theater. He felt 
'-
the necessity of some formula which should distinguish all 
kinds of drama fr•om other literary or spectacular· art and which 
should comprehend the merely classic rules of the drama which 
he saw ever>ywhere violated. In examining the nature of conflict, 
he found that tragedy results when the obstacles agai~st which 
the will of the her>o has to contend are insurmountable, Fate, or 
Prpvidence, or the laws of nature, and the end of the str>uggle 
is likely to be death since the hero is defeated in advance . 
But if thes e obstacles are not absolutely insurmount able, being 
only social conventions and huma n prejudices, then the hero 
has a possible chance to attain his desire, - and we have 
serious d rama without an inevi tably fatal ending. 
\. Of course, there had been critics earlier than Brunetiere 
who intimated the same fundamental necessity of tragedy , among 
them, Voltaire, Coleridge , Goethe, Schlegel, Stevenson. Coleridge 
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as ear ly as 1818 in his lecture on Greek Drama , coined an apt 
phrase in "those struggles of inward fr ee will with outward 
necessity": 
"Tragedy indeed carr•ied the thoughts into the myth-
ologic wor ld, in order to raise the emotions, the fea~s, 
and the hopes which convince the inmost heart that their 
fj_nal cause is not to be discovered in the lirr:its of mere 
mortal life, and force us into a presentiment, however dim, 
of a state in which those str·uggles of inward free will 
with outward necessity, which form the tl'Ue subject of 
the tr·agedian , shal l be Poconci lE;ld and solved. 11 
Professor Bradley, a more recent ~nglish critic, speaking partie-
ularly of Shakspere, says , "In all tragedy there is some sopt 
of c ollision OP conflict conflict of feelings, modes of 
thought, desires , wills, purposes; conflict of pePsons with one 
another , or with ci r•cumstances, or with themselves; " while 
Professor Butcher, commenting on Aris to tle's 111.fi! i thout act ion 
there cannot be a tragedy; there may be without character," 
adds, "The dPama not only implies emotion expressing itself in 
a complete and significant action and tending towapd a certain 
end; it also implies a conflict - we may even modify Aristotle's 
phrase and say that the dramatic: conflict, not the mere plot, 
is 1 the soul of tragedy .'" 
But Willi am Archer, one of the most scholarly and conser-
vative of British critics, in his Playmaking decries Brunetiere•s 
theory, and asks where is the conflict in Agamemnon, Oedipus, 
Othello, and Ghosts. His own definition of drama s eems to us 
to refute his ai'gument . "The essence of drama", he wJ.~ ite s, "is 
crisis; a play is a more or less rapidly developing crisis in 
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destiny or circumstance; and a dramatic scene is a crisis within 
a crisis, clearly flil:'thering the ultimate event. 11 Now he does 
not say what his idea of crisis is. Webster's dictionary de-
fines it as "the decisive moment in respect to any action or 
affair•; the turning point. 11 But a "decisive moment 11 of nece s-
sity presuppos es conflicting action; a crisis is ther e fore 
obviously the result of some conflict, if not the conflict it-
self. Stevenson understood the term better perhaps than Archer 
when h e said: 
"I t i s somet imes supposed that the drama ·consists 
of incident. It consists o f passion, which g ives the 
actor his opportunity; a nd that passion must progres s ively 
i~crease, or the actor, as the piece proceeded, would he 
unable to carry the audience from a lmver to a higher 
pitch of interest and emotion • . ••••• Passion must appear 
upon the scene and utter its last word •••••• A go od ser-ious 
play must be founded on one of the passionate cruces of 
life where duty and inclination come nobly to the grapple." 
Ar·cher is simply arguing in a circle. Urama d oe s not depend 
on conflict, but on crisis; crisis is conflict. I n f a ct, Arch e r 
l a ter says., "A stand-up fight between will and will is one of the 
intensest forms of drama." 
Henry Arthur Jones attempts apologetically in his Int roduc-
' tion to Brunet iere 1s Law of the llrama,as he says, to r e concile 
Archer's and Brun etiE3re 's views. He admits that many modern 
plays and scenes of plays dispr ove the universality of Brune-
tiere 1s law- that frequently characters do not assert their 
will , but, as in Just ice, are "up against a tough proposition." 
Yet in t his ve ry situat ion, tragic and therefore d r amat ic, he 
s ees conflict, of a kind; 
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"Drama arises when any person or persons in a play 
is conscious l y or unconsciously 1up against' some antago-
n istic person or circumstance or fortune. I t is often 
more i ntense, when, as in Oedipus, the aud i ence is aware 
of the obstacle, and the person himself or persons on the 
stage is unaware of it. Drama arises thus , and continues 
when or till the person or persons is aware of the obst a cle; 
it is sustained so long as we watch the reaction physical , 
mental, or spiritual , of the p erson or pGrsons to the op-
posing pei•son , or· cil~ cumstance , or fortune . It Pelaxes 
as this Peact i on subsides , an d ceases when the reaction is 
complete . This l~ eaction of a person to an obstacle is 
most arresting and i ntense when the obstacle takes the 
form of another htm1an will i n almost balanced collislon." 
He continues to show that the dPamas to which Archer takes excep-
tion do conform, though somevvhat passively, to Brunetiere 's law; 
that there is a conflict, either explicit or implicit, in each . 
In Agamer~r~~ ~ there are 9.Ctually thPee conflicts: Aeg isthus 
wants Pevenge for the injury done his father; ClytemnestPa wants 
revenge for the inJuries done herself as wife and mothCl~; Ag arnem-
non is pitted against Destiny by the sins of his father . In 
Oedipus, the hero opposes his will to that of the gods. In 
Othe llo, the real protagonist is Iago , scheming for revenge 
against Othello. In Ghos ts , oswald fi ghts a lo sing h attle 
with spir ochoe~~ _E.allida , a "formidahle, though mi cr•osc opic 
antagonist . 11 Jones, then, seems to h ave disposed of Archer's 
cr iticism rather neatly, though it is to be regretted that he 
could find no more g raceful Engli sh than the Yankeeism of 
"up against a tough proposition " f'01~ the expression of his 
tl~ag ic them~y . 
John Masefi e l d 1 s conception of tragedy is interest i ng , 
though i t is to be d oubted vvhether i t i s not paPticul ar to 
his The Tragedy of Nan rather than 5eneral : 
"Tragedy at its hest is a VlSlon of the h eart of 
life. The heart of life can only be laid b are i n the 
ag ony and exaltat i on of' d1,eadful acts . The vision of 
agony, or> spiritual contest, pushed beyond the limits 
of dying personality, is exalting and cleansing. It 
is only by su.ch vision that a multi tude can he hronght 
to the passionate knowledge of thing s exal t ing and 
et e rnal ." 
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To he sure, many tragedies of earliei' days have "laid hare the 
heart of life in the agony and exaltation of dreadful acts. 11 
We know of but one, howeve r , on the contemporary stag e to Ywhich 
.. 
this definition seems admirably and unexceptionably fitted, 
J:.;u gene O'Neill's Desire lJnC!,er The Blms; a ls o one unactahle 
poetic drama of the nineteenth century, ~helley 1 s Th e Cenci; 
and we think a complacent public conld brook no more than one 
of this kind in a century. Surely, _there is less of interest 
and profit to it in the spectacle of 11 dreadful acts 11 than in 
the presentment of more usual injustice , folly, weakness , mis -
fortune, and the "ills that flesh is heir to." 
One more concept ion of tragedy in modern drarna remains 
t o be considered, and this it seems to us is the most pPacti -
cable of any, though some modification of it is necessary for 
the Anglo-Saxon stage. It is Paul Hervieu 1 s answer to "Vihat 
is tragedy? " 
"It is a play every pai't of which aims to CI'eate 
suspense, deep thinking, and pity. It is accompanied no 
longer, as of old, with magnificent draperies; it is a 
thing of the day, logical, prosaic, no longer bloody, •.••• 
the ways o f fate are no longer manifested, as with the GPeeks 
in dreams , visions, or presentiments . Nowad ays we try to 
show how the strugg l e for existence hears down inexorably 
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unon those who are imprudent, too weak to d~fend them-
selves, those whose passions are stPonger than their will 
power ." 
Nowadays the tragic dramatist shov1s how the struggle for existenc E 
bears down i:aexo1•ably upon those who aPe 11 impr>udent 11 (Justice), 
"too weak to defend themse lves" (The Easiest 1."!ay), "whose pas -
sions ape stronger than their will power" ( Giocond_~~) . The last 
is more particularly true of the French and the Itali an than 
of the English and the American stag e, though no ha1•d- and-fast 
ruling can be made on either side. 
Among all the theo1•ies and rules and critic isms of tragedy, 
one fact remains sure, - wherever human beings strive and suffer 
and lose in the struggle - there i s tragedy! The eldeP tragedy 
portPayed man's disobedience . to some moral law, his retribution, 
and the conseq·oent Justification of right to human beings . 
Modern tragedy deals with man•s realization that he is in a 
world where certain conditions inimical to his peace or hap-
piness exist, and that he must, if he would live at al l, ad-
just himself to them. The tr>agedy of all life is sunrrned up 
in budrie 1 s trenchant comnent, "Pity to die on such a lovely 
evening. Not quite a well-arr•anged wor ld , is it'?" ·:~ And she 
might have added, ttnor• quite vve ll-ar>I•ang ed human beings in the 
world ." 
-:~ In ~J.Ii chael and [Iis__Lo~!__Angel hy Henry Arthur Jones. 
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IX 
'Eiill SERIOUS DRAiVlA OF TODAY 
Modern tragedy, or the serious drama of today, differs 
both in matter and in manner from traditional tx•agedy. On the 
one hand, it is concerned with what men suffer· and endure 
rather than with what they do ; it sets for th tragedy as inherent 
in the nature of things rather than in the actions of men; it 
deals with the i nward conflict , the secret and impalpable pur-
poses , motives , moods , temperaments , and instinct s of people 
rather than with the outward struggle; it presents situation a s 
t he crucial moment in which character is tested to the utter-
most. On the other hand , it strives for perfection of tech-
nique; it seeks to simplify plot; it reduces the number of acts 
and scenes (here again certain expressionistic dramas must be 
excepted) ; it discards the soliloquy and the aside, conventional 
exposition , artificial dialog, mechanical devices - in fact, 
all the accouterments of the play bien-fait. It aims not to 
g ive the public what it wants , nor what the dramatist thinks it 
ought to have , not to set before it " cut-and-dried codes [ again, 
this is Galsworthy], but the phenomena of life and character , 
selected and combined , but not distorted , by the dPamatist's 
outlook, s et down without fear, favoP , or prejudice, leaving the 
public to dPaw such pool' mor·al as nature may affor•d." What 
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modern tragedy has lost to the p as t in the majesty of the char-
acter s depic ted , in the illustriousness of their heroic mis-
deeds , it has gained in truthful reflection on the stage of 
the life about it. 
Among the tendencies of modern tragedy are its d isposi -
tion to present episodes rather than formal plot , as in The 
Bmperor Jones, 'rhe Hairy Ape, From Morn To Midnight , and The 
Lower Depths; to reflect industrial and social conditions , as 
in The Weavers , Strife, Mixed Marriage , The :t;asiest 'N a y", Justice, 
The Three Sisters, and Li~ht Shines in Darkness; and to portray 
commonplace, even lov1ly themes and characters, as in P..nna Christ i e , 
Desire Under The l!.:lms , He Who Get::. Slapped , Laugh , Clown, T.au.gh, 
The Red Robe, and Riders to the Sea . 
In the matter of plot , modern tragedy is not restricted to 
the unities of classical tragedy , yet avoids the looseness of 
ron:antic tragedy . Unity of eff ect is its aim , whether t h at 
unity be gained by adherence to one or• all the urules of the 
drama ''. ~trife , for i nstance , observes the unity of time , the 
action taking place betwe en the hours of noon and six in the 
afternoon. The unity of p lace is maintained in Hedda Gabler, 
The Pillars of Society , and The Pigeon , not to mention many of 
the French and Germ an dPamas . Both these unities ape upheld in 
Ghosts , The Doll's House, rrhe Link , The Father , Nliss Julia , and 
Candida . Unity of act ion is a necessapy sequence to such artisti( 
compression of time and place , hut may also exist independently 
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of it. Desire Under The Elms, for example , covers nearly a 
year in time , hut its three parts (not acts , he it noted) are 
so arranged as to suggest unity : 
11 art I - ~unset . Twilight . Just hefor•e dawn. :Jnnr·ise . 
Part 2 - Afternoon . Evening . A lit tle l ater . Dawn 
the next day . 
Part 3 - Evening . Half an hour l ater'. .Just hefo;r e 
dawn . Sunrise ." 
In addit ion, the corresponding scenes are rooms in the same 
house , shown by t~e simple expedient of removing the front 
wal l of each respect ive r-oom, thus reveal i ng to the aud ience 
the i nterior of the room , but never conc eal ing the exterior 
of the weather-beaten old house shadowed hy its ominous elms 
and silhouetted against the sunset gold, the blue of t~e night 
sky, or- the rosy tints of dawn . 'I'he effect is one of the utmost 
unity despite the necessary lapse of a year in the unfo l ding of 
the stor-y. From Mor•n to Midnight , on the contrary, fa.ils to 
achieve unity of action , although , as its tit l e implies , it 
r> i gorous l y observes unity of t ime . Its laxness of c onstruct ion, 
its episod_c charac ter ( typica l of expressionistic drama ) , its 
aimless shifting of scene from snowy field to warm kitchen, from 
cycle - drome to Salvation 1\.rmy hal l - all mi li tate a gainst unity 
of action , in its usual connotation at least . There i s , of 
course , a subtle unity of effect similar to t hat in Macbetp , 
since the play unfolds the consequences , spir·i tual and plxysical , 
of the protagonist's crim e and fills the spectator with a sense 
of inevit able retrihution . 
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In the tendency of modern dramatists to s i mplify and 
compac t t heir fables arises the one - act play . BaPrett C..:l <n~k pPo-
pounds the question as to whether a one - act tragedy i s possible. 
' he l ast a c t of Ham l et , he says , i s not in i tse lf a tragedy , 
since i t is only the end i ng of the struggl e ; a tragedy must he 
l ong enouf,h to enable the hero to fa il honorably - he must be 
given the chance to fi ght; in ~ynge ' s Riders to the ~ea the r e i s 
in the brev i ty of one act only a s itua tion, not a stru~gle - such 
a spe c tac l e i s p ainful , rather than dramat ic; the rlumh submission 
of old Maurya i s the very negation of tragic conflict . But 
J\.1r . C: l &rk is dealing with the t e rm tragi c i n its Aristote l ian 
sens e , not its modern. Synge pr•esents a plaus ible s i tuat i on 
common to the peasant fishe rmen of the APran Islands and to all 
fo lk who wrest their· living from the sea ; he shows the inherent 
tragedy in the age - old conf l ct b etween man and the might of t de 
and surf and storm, a.."ld the no l ess ancient c onflic t hetvveen the 
mother vvho woul d hold fast to her chi l dr en and the tal l sons who 
would go forth to conquer : " P11an am I g1•own; a man's work must 
I do ." One-ac t p l ays may be int ense ly tragic i.n the i .r effect 
on the spr:3ctator: Mar;[__~_s 1Ji ed<!_~ry~_, for instance , b y Cannan , w·hich 
presents in a novel way the familiar confl ict b etween a l oving 
woman and the curs e of drink that blasts heP man ; a l so O'Neill's 
Ile , Susan Gl aspell 1 s 'rPi ::' l es , and Beach 1 s BrothePs , gr i m tr'age -
di~s of n arrow , se lfi sh , i gnorant lives ; Mae t erlinck's The 
Intru de:r_: and von Hofmannsthal 1 s Madonna Dianora , in exquisite 
---
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verse , both hi~hly imaginative and art~stically h eautiful, the 
one , calm and repressed , the othe:r , vivid and passionate; 
JYukeP ji's The Sudgrnent_ o~ IJ.2c~r_f! and. Cal deron's The Little Stone 
House , the former , a tragic tal e of a Hindu priest ~ho loved 
his disciple better than his god , the l atter, the tragedy of 
an ol d woman's·d isillusionrnent and useless sacrifice . :I!.very 
OEe i s a perfe c t drama i n li-:-;tle , "shaped so as to h~1.ve a 
spire of meaninp:", each grouping of life and character so posed 
as to bring its inhePent mora l "po ignant l y to the li,ght of day" . 
Certai nly , i f t:nese are not· tragedies , then onr definition of 
tragedy needs to b e modified . 
As to the mission of modePn tragedy in reflecting the life 
ahout us , it seems rather absurd now that it should do anything 
e l se . NJ . Ho ll and adrnires the m•dent spiPi t of youth i n 'l'he Cid , 
its freedom of form , i ts aho;mding vital i ty , 11 a.nd yet , 11 he 
writes , 11 I am not sure v,rhether the particulur problem of chi valPy 
which the dueling gent l emen of the court of J..Jouis XIII are called 
11pon to solve has not become a trif le archaic for the working-
men of the Fauh ourg- Saint-Antoine ." He h reaks here the images 
set up by the e l der pl aywrights and points out the difficulty 
of our modern rntdiences with the great plays of by- gone days. 
They simply do not vo i ce the needs and interests of today. 
"May our poetj.t'y come a li tt l e nearer to the tragic in daily 
l ife ," he prays , " and extl:•act f rom i t the eternal e l ements , the 
mystery , the music of the soul . Our modern life is teeming 
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not only with tragic beauty, . h1J.t with poetically fant ast ic fOJ:'Ces , 
close akin to the legends of antiquity. 11 Like d 1 Anm.mz1o, he 
believes , "one has only to watch the confusing whiPlvlind of living 
things pass by , watch them in that spirit of fancy Leonardo speaks 
of when he advises his disciples to observe the cracks in·the 
wall , the ashes on the hearth , the clouds , the mud , and to listen 
to the bells - to discover invenzioni mirahi lissime and infinite 
cose .. " 
This suggestion as to the significance of poetry i n the drama 
of today shoul d be charily accepted since d 1P.nnunz1o, who misses 
belng a great poet , is really a l aw unto himse l f and not repre -
sentat ive of li10dern dr·amatists . Ihsen, l et us remember , vn•ote 
1n 1883 , "Ver se is doomed." It vms , for those d ramat is ts like 
8ndermann , Piner•o , Echep;aPay, and Rr ie1uc, who sought to grapple 
reso lutely with the problems of life and to deal honestly with 
t he facts of existenc e . But otrlel'S , l ike Hauptmann , liostancl , 
d 'Anmmzio , Maeter- linck , 0tephen Phillips , and in Amer-ica Josephine 
Peab ody ~/iarks , have fel t that they could best w:roi te in v et'se .. 
Theix- plays , however , have been less actable di'amas, in most cases 1 
than dramat i c poems; their themes have been l egendal'y or fanciful; 
and theil' chs.racters heroic 01~ supernatul'al - qualities all a way 
from the gener-al trend of twentieth century d rama. Hauptwann's 
The ;Sunken Be_ll deals , for' instance , with spirits of the fm'est 
and the fountains, elf i n creatures endov1ed for the tlme with 
hllman passions. Hestand , with his her•oic Gascon of seventeenth 
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centuPy tradition; Phillips with his l anguoPous Paol·j and 
Francesca of Dante ' s myth; MaetePlin ck , with his Land of {Jnhorn 
Chi ldren and his Rraves fill ed wi th Easter lilies at the Hesur-
rec tion ; I1!rs . Marks , with her Wolf of Gubbio , a little brother to 
St . Prancis of Assisi , and her Pipei·, founded on a mediae v al German 
legend; Noyes , with his out lawed for·esters of 3herwood and their 
l eader , Hobin Hood , another legend f r•om t he Middl e Ages; -.; ilde , 
with his ~alomi, in ~ench to make his tragedy of Jo~1 the Bapt ist 
less object ionable to the ~ngli sh ear; and Yeats , with his fan-
tastically beautiful I r ish legends : - al l these have writ ten bem1-
tiful tragedies , but the i r heauty i s more apprec i ated in the 
library of the virtuoso than on the stage of the living theater . 
Undoubtedly , the l anguage fo P the serious drama of today is pr-ose. 
Out of t~1.e increased interest in character-pOJ:t:rayal dUPing 
the past fm•t y years h as grown a marked change in stage direct ions . 
The movement began Hi th Ib sen , vvho made his creatures far more 
subtle and complex in their menta l processes than the dPamat C 
heroes of an earli er age , and who set his stage with a profusion 
o.f detai l such as the ul t1•a-modern Englishman d elights in calling 
"mid - Victor ian ". His reduction in the number of charactt.=n-•s served 
to f:Jcus the attention on those fevv · who he l d the stage , as did 
h i s fewer scenes on the necessity for- a harmon i ous background 
for a ction and dialog. His abandonment of stock character types , 
/ 
villain , ingenue , heroine , etc . , l ikewise contributed to the 
need for more explanation on the p art of the atthor than was pos-
sible in the dialog. The simple stage a nd the eler1Jental figures 
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of the Greek , the Elizabethan , and the Prench class ic theaters had 
requir•ed hut little 11 hus:Lness 11 other tha n mere exits and ent:r··ances . 
But the new theater , vvith its increasingly sophistic ated au -
dience ' demands fine shadings in the a ct:Lng e 'J:he modern cir·amatist 
has , therefore , adopted the f ashion of elaborate comment and e x -
planation in his stage directions . Barr•ie E:nd Shaw in Eng land are 
particularly minute in their direct ions, so that one sometimes 
wonders on reading their plays whether they are mo:r>e the nov e lis t 
or the dramatist . Granville Barker• in The Ivladras House has thr'ee 
or four pages of description ln fine print at the beginning of 
·each act , as much as all of Hawthorne 1 s in his 'I'he House of seven 
Gables. Hauptmann in 'l'he t;/eavers seizes his opportunity at the 
beg inning of each act to vvri te not only a descript i on of the 
weavers , but also thelr history , together with a study of social 
and economic conditions of the period . Bugene Walters like wi se 
dissects as under the microscope each person in 'fhe Easiest 1;. ay . 
Such mul t iplicity of stage direction is one phase of the shifting 
of interest in drama fr>om the outvmrd act to the inward motive. 
The s i mples t and indeed the earliest ide a of tragedy is 
t1 at of a play with an unhappy ending , i n var•iahly dea th to the 
principal person concerned . &lt modern drama recognizes the 
phi l os ophic a l truths that death in itself is not n e ces sari ly 
trag ic and that life is f re quently as tragic as death could 
ever he. Death is final, to h e sure , so the elder playwrights 
usually rounded out the i r trHged i es wi th .thi s fi na lity to the 
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story . B1t the y were not portrayi ng life as lt is, and l i fe 
is nev e r fi nal. It g oes on fmd on thou ~h "':.he heo.Pt b e hroken 
and the soul in ash e s. The unhappy end ng ~as usee for centur i es 
i n tragedy . Ar'istotle , we remember , called buri p ides " thPongh 
the unh8ppy ending the most trag ic of poets .!! ThePe were occa-
s ional :romantic plays , as Li fe is a Dream by Cald.ePon , r;:he Tempest 
a nd The ','·:int er 1 s Tale by bh8.kspere, and r_rh e C cl hy Col' ne ille , 
wh ich \Vere essent ial l y tr ag ic, y e +; ca~e , at times apl! i t Pari ly, to 
a happy ending . These h a ve been succeeded on the modern stage 
by Secr>et J ervice, .1-1nna Christie, and Laugh, Cl own , Langh (in its 
rev i sed form at l east not iJnhappy). J·;ven The 1Joll 1 s House was 
at one t i me b anned until a re conc ili a tion h etween Nor a and h er 
husband could b e written f or it. So the unhappy ending is often 
an 11 inse p arahle acL: iden t," hut never an essent ially trc:.g ic 
~Ia lity . This s ame ' line of r> easoning has hrought a hout in 
mod ern d r ama a third kind of end i ng , the inconclusive end ing , 
as in Ghosts , Rose Bernd , and Str·ife, where the playwr· i ght drops 
his enptain on an unsolved p:c oh l cm . I t seems as if h e WOlJld 
say , :'There is no sol,_lt ion to this si tuati on ; .iii~ ~t exis ts !" 
'.;:;·here :::lophocles and Ghakspe re showed t he do\~!11Warc1 cours e of a 
man 's life thr•mlgh h i s own weaknes s or s n , ~1.nrl ~lc• jlJ StificHt:ion 
o f the moral l aw in his Pe tril•utive suffer•in g and de a th , Ih s e n 
and Hanptrn~mn .and Ga lsworthy r-e a lize that mor~al values c: annot 
h e i n fallibly di sU.nguished , that the self- oPig j n a ting element 
in human action i s snwll , D'Jf:n•shedowed as it i s l1y complex and 
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var i able factors, and that there c an he cons equently n o a b so lut e 
or r~ofini ti ve patter·n to their transcript ion of life. 1."J e cannot 
s&y :from 0tr•ife vvhieh side i s r·i e;ht ; our sympathies ar•e in part 
with both sides ; and e ven compromise s eems a thing of manifo ld 
perplexi t ies. Moder·n clr·awa often e~li J Y j th Hha t is k n own as a 
"sna p of t he whip, 11 a sudden cutting off. 'I'here is no ncalrn 
a ft:; e:r- the storrt!' · n the tr[!gedy of t.od. ay; a qu i ck curtain shntt; 
out from the au d i enc e the rest of the play of life that ~l st g o 
on. fhere i s n o atte~pt on the part of the play~riRht to re -
esta1-, li s h the moral orfJ.f3J', to ~end hi s aud iH n ce home \Vith the 
convicti on t h <;.t , after- a ll, 11a ll 1 s rie~ht v·Ji t h the ·,vorldn - i t wa s 
on ly the pr·otugonist who #as n •ong. He s ee s tha t the tPuth lies 
b e t wee n the two , as 'Ne l l 8 S at .:)ne time on this, and . at another 
on thut side , and he vloulcl be tPue to his vision . Jt i s only 
the untutor·ed anc~ the unime.g l nat j_ve who cl am or fo:r· the "happy 
encl. i ng . 11 
'I'hese , then, are the d i :1.'1'crcnc e s 1-:: et';:een the F!Orlern ~1nd 
the trud i t ional con c e ptions of tr<:l.gedy , dif'ferere:es i n some 
cases superfieiH l, hut foT' t ll.e most pBrt fund anlenta l. The 
dram8t i st. has kept abre&st of soc i u l, politi cal, scientific , 
and philo s ophic thinking, and has evo l ved at his b est a type 
of d r am8 whi ch l s serious, t r·uthful, !:!net s t irm;;lat lr_g , and 
t or;ether wi t h the school , the pul pit , e- nd the press vi tal to 
the wi se i n t e rpret a tion of li fe . 
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X 
SUJViMARY 
Tragedy, ·which originated among the ancient Greeks probably 
in their dithyrambi c songs and dances to the god Dionysus, has 
passed through several stages of development , the last of which 
is the serious drama of today. 
With Aeschylus, Sophocles, and Euripides it attained in 
the fifth century B. C. its highest perfection in the classical 
era. As conceived by them, it represented men and women of 
heroic mould in conflict with fate Ol' destiny emhodied in the 
will of the gods , and dying as the inevitable result of such a 
conflict. The drama ustxally beg an just before the crisis and ended 
with a 11 calrn after the storm" , which reconciled ' the spectator to 
the laws of the universe. The struggle might be spiritual as in 
UhoeJ2.hOl"i , or external as in Antip.;on~. The c atastrophe was 
usually the direct result of some frailty in the otherwise noble 
character of the tragic hero, but this frailty manifested itself 
in deeds rather than in reflection. Action, therefore , was more 
~rominent than characterization. 
Tragedy reappeared with the dawn of the henaissance in 
every nation of western Burope, owing something to mediaeval 
miracle and mystery plays, but moPe to the awakened interest in 
Seneca, t he Roman poet, and throup:h him in the Greek dr>amatists . 
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It reached its fullest bloom in En~land with Marlowe and ~hak-
spere, in Spain with Lope and Cal deron , in Prance with Cornei lle, 
Racine , and Victor Hugo, in Italy with Alfieri, and in Germany 
with Goethe and Schiller. With the exception of :Hacine and 
P. lf ieri, . rigoPous in their pseudo-classicism, and Coi'neille, Goethe, 
and Schiller, coml1ining both classic and rom~:mtic elements, tra-
gedy from the sixteenth to the n i neteenth centuries was vigorous-
ly romanti c~ It represented men and women i n conflict with mor•al 
lavvs, and through some frailty of character succurnhin·g to them. 
It emphasized spiritual conflict and made action subordinate to and 
proceeding .from character . It taught that "character is destiny ." 
. . 
Abandoning the compression of Greek tragedy, it exhibited the com-
plete history of the downfall of the centra l character , the antece-
dent circumstances, the crisis, and the consequences. It showed a 
panorama of life, the gPotesque and the commonplace blended with 
the sublime and the ideal . It mingled humor wi th pathos. It ad-
mit ted of l oose construction, many and varied scenesj often irre -
levant, long soliloquies and declamations, numberless character>s , 
and occasional sub-plots. It adopted except in :::;pain the five-act 
struct1u~e of :::;eneca, anrl. retained the " ideal tr•agic hero" and 
the tranquil ending of the Greeks. It employed poetry for its 
medium , - in hngland, hlank ve:rse; on the continent, rimed ve1~se . 
At i ts worst, it was extravagant , hewilder>ing, and highly melo-
dramatic; at its best, it Vias chastening, inspiring, and human-
i zing . Rac i ne and Al fier> i, despite the prestige of romant ic tragedy 
deve loped a pseudo-classic d rama, in which human passions were re -
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veal ed with maximum i ntensi ty and fe Pvor . They restPicted them-
selves to the unities of time, place , and action, the so-c&l l ed. 
11 ru l es of the d:r>ama '', and banished all acts of violence from the 
stage . They foreshor•tened the fab l e so t hat only the tragic 
situation or crisis should he s et forth , then de veloped the drama 
from t h e conse~1ent i nterplay of emot ion. They excluded r i gorous-
ly all extPane ous matter , such as corilic relief, sub-plot, unneces-
sai'Y scenes and ·characters, and lyric a l OI' reflective ep· sodes. 
The attent ion was there fo re marvelously focused upon the emotional 
reactions of the characters , caught in the web of circwnstance . 
Late in the nineteenth century Ibsen, the Norv.regian d rama-
t i st, inat1.p:1..1rated a new era for tr agedy 'ilith his se1•ies o f social 
dramas beginning with The Doll's House (1879) . ¥allowing the 
trage'die bourp;e oi se of Fr·ance and l eavened with the nevi spi Pit of 
democracy , emanc ipat ion, and s ocial reform, he abolished the '' i deal 
tragi c hero " of the classic and the Henaissance playwrip,hts and 
hPought t1•agedy down to the l e vel of ord i nary life . He abandoned 
poetr>y for pros e . He Pepre sen ted human b eings , o:::'ten mean , i gnoble , 
·and c ommonplac e , in c onflic t '.V i th environment or heredity, and 
held u p con ventions and prejudices to ridicul e and reform. He 
taught that t Pagedy is "failure t o achieve one 1 s rnission , tt or i n -
compatib i lity with mo.tel'ial circ11mstances over Vlfh.ich the individual 
has no control. In fo rm , hi s tr aged i es returned somewhat to the 
intensity of Gr .. eek d 1•ama , be g i nn ing at the cp i s i s and pPoce eding 
thr•ough the consequences. He lost no time in exposition , hut de-
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veloped the plot analy·.lcally hy means of remark& ly natural conver-
sation. He obsePved t ile unities only vthen it snited him to do so, 
and sevepe l y exc l uded all such art i f i cial de v i ces as the soliloquy 
and the aside . He h as b,:-; en call~d par-ochi a l rather than universa l 
and sordid Pather than t r agi c, hut h i s i nf l u ence on cont i nental dram~ 
for the past fifty years i s undeniahle . 
The next step t oward modern tragedy was tak en by Pi nero in 
bng l and , wh ose The decond Mrs . Tanqucray ( 1893 ) u shered i n arenas-
cence of dr ama f or t he },np;li sh- s peaking world . ii.mong the l ong list 
of ahle playvirights who fo l lowed him Gals'vorthy stands preeminently 
right and artistic i n his tragic conc eption f op twen t ieth century 
drama - 11 a g2oup i np; of people and character• in which there in an 
inher·ent :!11oral 11 - people such as any of us may knov1 or read ahout 
in the dai l y newspaper , i n c onf l icts common, though not ne cessa-
rily pe cul i ar , to th i s age , •vith no r.1oral obt r uded, but with an 
impli c i t ple a that we "uncler s tand u , and in u nderstanding come to 
nearer b r o t herhood . 
The s er i ou s drama of t oday, desp i te encroachments from other 
f eld s of amusement , has a real and a n e ces s ary p l ace upon our 
s t age . If art istic as well as re a li s tic , it s at i s fi e s both our 
emotiona l and our intel l ectual demands , it functions in our 
sp:l r it1·~l l l:i.ve s to make us moPe t oler-ant and compassj_ona te , and 
i t deser·ves as much the nawe of tPagedx: as the drama of Shaksper>e 
and of Sophoc l es . 
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